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Preface 

Concurrent PC DOS was designed by Digital Research as the next 
logical step in the evolution of the MS-DOS type of operating system. It 
combines the features of Concurrent CP/M-86 and PC-DOS, and it 
supports windows and multiuser operation. Soon after Concurrent PC 
DOS was announced, IBM announced its TopView, an add-on product 
that gives PC-DOS concurrency and windows but not multiuser 
features. The primary advantage of concurrency and windows on a 
single-user system is that instead of having just one console and the 
ability to run just one program at a time, the user may execute several 
applications at once. In this way, personal productivity can be in
creased since it is no longer necessary to wait to complete one program 
before gaining access to other program and data files. This book 
introduces the PC-DOS/MS-DOS or CP/M user to the concepts of 
windows and concurrency and shows various strategies users can take 
to maximize their productivity when using a personal computer. 

Digital Research recently announced a new version of Concurrent 
PC DOS that takes advantage of the extended memory addressing 
feature offered by the Intel-Lotus standard. This feature allows memo
ry addressing beyond the 640K limit of PC DOS. Up to 4M bytes of 
main memory can now be used to store programs and data. 

xi 
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Chapter 

1 
Introduction 

What Is Concurrent PC DOS? 

Concurrent PC DOS is the first in a series of new operating systems for 
the IBM Personal Computer and IBM-compatible computers. Devel
oped by Digital Research, the creators of CP/M, Concurrent PC DOS 
combines many of the features of previous operating systems into a 
more or less unified whole. 

What Is an Operating System? 

An operating system can best be visualized as a traffic cop whose job it 
is to make certain that all the various hardware components of your 
personal computer perform their functions in the correct sequence at 
the correct time. 

Without an operating system, you would have to enter programs the 
way people did in the early days of microcomputers and in the even 
more primitive days of the 1950s on mainframe computers-by throw
ing switches on the front panel of the machine. 

The main function of an operating system is to isolate the hardware 
from the user. For example, the interface to a floppy disk drive consists 
of several levels of hardware and software (see Figure 1.1). The top
most level is the one the user or programmer is most familiar with: the 
Read/Write record. Whether you are programming in Basic or Fortran 
or using a word processor, you will be operating at this level. 
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The moment you invoke the disk Read/Write function, the operating 
system takes over and calls on ever more sophisticated and detailed 
programs to make sure the disk drive is ready, to select the appropriate 
drive, to position the Read/Write head of the drive over the correct 
track, to wait for the correct sector, to read or write the sector, and to 
check for errors. 

Each one of these activities might take only a few milliseconds, but 
in that short time, hundreds of machine-level instructions are being 
executed. The operating system also takes care of the way the data is 
mapped onto the disk. A disk directory must be maintained or your 
data or programs will be lost. All of these tasks must be performed 
every time you run a program or copy a file from one disk to another. 

Without the operating system, the programmer would be faced with 
a much greater challenge in writing applications programs, and 
without the standardization enforced by the operating system, each 
programmer would use different techniques, which in most cases 
would lead to incompatibility between programs. 

USER 

Application 
Program 
Read/Write 
Disk Record 
Select Drive 

Position 
Read/Write 
Head 
Read/Write 
Sectors 
Check for 
Errors 

""'" 

; ..... 

Operating 
System 
Functions 

Figure 1.1 Operating system levels. When 
an application program needs to perform an 
operating system function, such as reading a 
record from a disk file, it calls on the operat
ing system. The operating system then calls 
another program that selects the disk drive to 
use, calls the "position disk head" routine, 
and then calls a routine that actually reads 
the record. 
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The DOS Family Tree 

Even with standard operating system methods and disk formats, there 
have been many incompatibilities in the personal computer world. In 
the mid-1970s each hardware manufacturer designed its own operat
ing system simply because there were no standards to follow. Whole 
operating system empires rose and fell in those days. For several years 

Concurrent TopUiew PC DOS 
4.1 

I I 

Concurrent "5-005 "icroso¥~ 

PC DOS PC-DOS Windows 

3.2 3.8 

~ 
I I 

Concurrent 
"5-005 CP/"-86 PC-DOS 3.1 

2.8 

I 1 

CP/"-86 "5-005 
PC-DOS 

1.1 

~ / 
CP/" 2.2 

I 

CP/" 1.4 

Figure 1.2 The DOS family tree. CP/M 1.4 was the first 
major release of CP/M on the 8080 and Z80 microproces
sors. In 1979, CP/M 2.2 was announced, which quickly 
became the standard for 8-bit 8080 and Z80 microcomput
ers. CP/M-86 was developed for the 8086 and 8088 micro
processors, which are used in the IBM PC and compatibles. 
MS-DOS and PC-DOS are similar to CP/M and can even 
run some old CP/M-86 programs, but Versions 2.1 and 3.0 
of PC-DOS have significant differences. Concurrent CP/M-
86 allowed multiple windows, but wouldn't run all MS
DOS and PC-DOS software. Concurrent PC DOS is func
tionally at the same level of sophistication as TopView, 
IBM's concurrent add-on to DOS, and Microsoft Windows. 
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operating systems such as Altair's DOS and Processor Technology's 
HeHos DOS were widely used. Radio Shack's TRSDOS is a survivor 
from that period as is Apple's DOS. CP/M (Control Program for 
Microcomputers) was written by Gary Kildall to run on the 8080 
microprocessor, the predecessor of the Intel 8088 in the IBM PC XT 
and the 80286 used in the IBM PC AT. He later formed a company 
called Digital Research. CP/M had many of the elements of previous 
operating systems and has been widely copied since it achieved 
popularity and displaced other, older operating systems as a de facto 
standard. 

Microsoft's DOS (MS-DOS), which is the parent of IBM's PC-DOS, 
was developed to replace Digital Research's CP/M-86. Since Digital 
Research tried to make CP/M-86 compatible with the original CP/M, 
many people viewed it as a limited operating system that had not 
grown with hardware technology. Microsoft's DOS was virtually 
identical to CP/M-86, but the disk format and a few other features had 
been changed to take advantage of the new hardware available (see 
Figure 1.2). 

Because IBM chose Microsoft DOS as its standard operating system, 
CP/M-86 did not achieve much popularity. PC-DOS 2.1 brought many 
revisions to the original DOS and added new functions that greatly 
enhanced it usefulness, but made it even more incompatible with 
CP/M-86. 

In an effort to reclaim some of its lost market share, Digital Research 
announced Concurrent CP/M-86 and later added the PC Mode, which 
allowed users to run many PC-DOS programs in the Concurrent 
environment. Concurrency allows a user to run several programs at 
once on a single personal computer. Concurrent CP/M-86 was still not 
fully compatible with what IBM PC users had come to expect in their 
computer, so it did not meet with much success. 

Table 1.1 Features present in each operating system. 

Feature 
PC-DOS 
Disk "edia 

CP"'"-86 
Disk "edia 

PC-DOS 2.1 . 
Function Calls 

Windows 
Concurrency 

"ultiuser 

CCP/M-86 PC-DOS 

• 
• 

• 
• • 
• 

TopView COYlCU rreYl~ 

• • 
• 

• • 
• • • • 

• 
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Concurrent PC DOS can best be thought of as a superset of CP/M-86 
and PC-DOS. It runs programs written for either operating system, 
supports concurrency and windows, and comes with a number of useful 
utilities, such as a word processor and a communications program. In 
addition, Concurrent PC DOS can support up to three users. Table 1.1 
shows the features present in these operating systems. 

The Scope of This Book 

The purpose of this book is to explain the concepts of concurrency and 
windows and to describe some of the features and utilities provided by 
Concurrent PC DOS. 

It is assumed that you have some knowledge of either CP/M-86 or 
PC-DOS. If you don't, refer to Appendix VII for a list of books on the 
subject. 

Appendices I, II, and III describe the features and capabilities of 
Cardfile, DR Talk, and DR Edix respectively. These application 
programs are included with Concurrent PC DOS and provide 3 x 5 
card index, communications, and file editing services. 

Also, Appendix IV shows how to run application programs such as 
Lotus 1-2-3 and Words tar on Concurrent PC DOS. 

Appendix V summarizes the features and extensions of Concurrent, 
and describes how they relate to PC-DOS and CP/M-86. 

Appendix VIII is a glossary of terms related to features of Concur
rent PC DOS. 



Chapter 

2 
Concurrent PC DOS 
Compatibility 

Concurrent PC DOS Compatibility 

Compatibility is becoming harder to define as each day passes, but we 
can start by breaking the issue down into levels of hardware and 

. software compatibility. First, there are hardware differences between 
the IBM PCjr, the PC, the XT, and the AT. Just because the 
microprocessors in all these products are based on the 8086/8088 
instruction set does not guarantee that programs will run on all of 
them identically. 

Several hardware issues must be dealt with when determining 
compatibility: memory address space; hardware devices, such as the 
video display, the disk drives, and the serial ports; and internal devices 
such as direct memory access (DMA) channels and counter/timer 
circuits. If a program communicates directly with any of these devices, 
instead of going through the software interface provided by the 
operating system, programs written for one type of machine may not 
run on other models even if the microprocessor is the same. 

The manufacturer of a computer generally provides software inter
faces that the programmer can use to avoid communicating directly 
with the hardware. In the IBM PC series, the interface is known as the 
basic input/output system (BIOS). The BIOS is stored in permanent 
read-only memories (ROMs), which are on the main circuit board of all 
IBM PCs. 

Some software vendors aren't satisfied with the performance of the 

6 
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BIOS interface because it runs slower than reading or writing informa
tion directly to a device. For example, a word processor may appear to 
run up to five times faster if the programmer reads and writes 
characters directly to the video display adapter memory. The problem 
with this method is that the program won't work properly if IBM or 
another vendor introduces a new computer or a new video display 
adapter that is incompatible with the old one. Figure 2.1 shows how 
the interrupt vectors work. 

Another major problem with direct hardware access comes when a 
user tries to run more than one program on the personal computer at 
once. For example, two programs are loaded which write directly to the 
video display, bypassing the operating system interface. If both pro
grams assume that they ((own" the video display (which would be the 
case in the single-program-per-system case), both would attempt to 
display text at the same time and the display would be unreadable (see 
Figure 2.2). 

PC-DOS, TopView, and the IBM PC AT 

With the introduction of concurrency, many old programming tech
niques can come back to haunt both the software vendor and, unfortu-

Application Program 

Write char. to screen _-'LL._ 

Application Program 

Write char. 
to screen --flj!-------, 

Figure 2.1 BIOS versus direct screen access. An applica
tion program can either call the basic input output system 
(BIOS), which is resident in read-only memory, to display a 
character on the screen, or it can write the character 
directly to the screen memory buffer. The second approach 
may make the program run faster, but it also means that 
the program won't be compatible with all future IBM 
computers or compatibles. It also makes concurrency diffi
cult to manage. 
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Program 1 

Write "HELLO" 
t.o display 

Program 2 

Writ.e "GOODBYE" 
t.o display 

Figure 2.2 Two programs attempting to use 
the same device. The two programs shown 
here running concurrently have not checked 
to see if the video display is being used by the 
other program, and the resulting screen dis
play is garbage. Going through the BIOS or 
the operating system proper would have 
avoided this problem. 

nately, the user. Whether you decide to use Concurrent PC DOS or 
IBM's TopView, some programs won't work the way they did under 
PC-DOS 2.1 or 3.0. As mentioned earlier, any program that writes 
directly to the video display could act strangely if run under Concur
rent or TopView. Programs that directly control either the serial ports 
or the parallel printer ports could cause problems, while programs that 
cause the video display mode to be changed by issuing commands 
directly to the video controller circuit could cause major problems. 
Programs that use some form of copy protection that is incompatible 
with Top View's or Concurrent's compatibility rules may not run. 
Programs that modify internal interrupt vectors (BIOS or PC-DOS 
interface entry points) could cause the system to crash. A program that 
loads other programs or data into absolute memory locations might 
overwrite another program running concurrently. 

What this means is that just on the basis of operating system and 
hardware dependencies, an application program may not run properly 
in either TopView or Concurrent PC DOS. Using an IBM-supplied 
operating system such as Top View is no guarantee that the program 
will work correctly. 

The PC AT presents even more serious problems. At the time of this 
writing, neither PC-DOS nor TopView supports more than 640K bytes 
on the AT. To take advantage of the 3M byte extended address space of 
the AT, you must switch to the Xenix operating system from IBM. 
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In most respects, the PC AT is upwardly compatible with the PC XT 
and the original PC. However, programs that depend on the timing of 
instruction execution (such as executing a program loop 1000 times to 
produce an exact time delay) will not operate as the programmer 
intended. As discussed above, if a program bypasses the BIOS or the 
DOS for the sake of execution speed and assumes that certain fixed 
memory locations are used by the DOS, the program may not work in 
the AT because some memory locations have been redefined or altered 
in function. 

Other, less noticeable differences can cause problems. For example, 
some software products use machine instructions that exist in the 8088 
microprocessor but which are undocumented by Intel, the chip manu
facturer. These instructions are present in all current versions of the 
8088, but may not be present in the 80286 used in the AT. Since the 
manufacturer doesn't support these hidden instructions, no attempt 
was made to include them in the 80286. Certain other machine 
instructions act differently in the 80286 as well. In many cases, there is 
simply no way of determining which programs will run and which will 
crash when used with a new operating system or a new hardware 
design, except to test them thoroughly before trusting them. 

Concurrent CP/M-86 

Concurrent PC DOS is really a superset of PC-DOS and Concurrent 
CP/M-86. This means that features were taken from both and com
bined to form the best of both systems. Naturally, in any merger of 
different programming approaches and standards, some compromises 
had to be made. Concurrent PC DOS has most of the features of PC
DOS, but some familiar features might be missing. The chief example 
is the lack of command line editing keys in Concurrent PC DOS. In PC
DOS 2.1 and 3.0, you can reissue the last command entered by pressing 
function key F3. Other function keys allow for editing of the command 
line character by character, which eliminates any retyping. Concur
rent PC DOS doesn't support any of these advanced editing features, 
although other features, such as the File Manager, make up for the 
loss. 

One important gain is that Concurrent PC DOS will read diskettes 
formatted for PC-DOS, Concurrent CP/M-86, or CP/M-86. When a 
program attempts to read a file from a diskette or a fixed disk, 
Concurrent first checks to see whether the disk was formatted for 
CP/M-86 or PC-DOS, so that the application program will be unaware 
of any difference in the media. 



Chapter 

3 
The Concept of 
Concurrency 

Anyone who is familiar with a mainframe computer, such as an IBM 
370 or VAX, has some notion of what concurrency means. In the 
mainframe world several other terms are used to describe it. The word 
timesharing is generally used when several interactive video display 
terminals or typewriter terminals are connected via direct coax or 
telephone line to a central computing facility. The terms multipro
gramming or multiuser are often used when the primary purpose of 
the mainframe is to execute batch jobs that are submitted to it through 
card readers or other input devices. The most common type of system is 
usually a mix of timesharing and batch processing. 

In a timesharing system, each user can pretend that he or she is the 
only person using the mainframe computer. In fact, a good timesharing 
system will not even let a user know what other work is in progress on 
the machine (see Figure 3.1). This is known as virtual operation. The 
term virtual means ((not in actual fact" and refers to a mode of 
operation in which each user appears to have all of a computer's 
resources at his or her disposal, but in fact is sharing them with many 
other users. 

In many respects a personal computer running an operating system 
like PC-DOS looks and acts just like a timesharing system because it 
gives the user complete and sole access to the computer and all devices 
attached to it. Programs that run on the personal computer can be said 

10 
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USER n Virt.ual 
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In 

Tape Drive 
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Figure 3.1 Timesharing. Each user on a mainframe has 
his or her own "virtual computer." The user is generally 
unaware of the activities of other users. 

to ~~own" the central processor, the disk drives, the printer, and the 
console (the video display and keyboard). Most personal computers 
were designed for this type of operation-there are no facilities in the 
hardware or operating system for the execution of multiple programs 
at one time (see Figure 3.2). 

Concurrent PC DOS provides the features that allow a user to 
execute more than one program at a time. To do this, Concurrent takes 
control of all the hardware devices and intercepts all the requests that 
application programs make to the operating system or the BIOS (see 
Figure 3.3). By ~~owning" all of the attached devices, Concurrent 
controls which programs have access to the hardware and thereby 
avoids conflicts that might occur between programs (see Figure 3.4). 
For example, if there is only one printer, the user can't send output to 
it from two different programs simultaneously; the result would be 
unreadable garbage. Concurrent PC DOS establishes the ownership of 
a printer and allows only one program to print at a time. 

Multiple Programs per Machine 

The simplest case for multiprogramming or concurrency is that of 
running two or more programs on the same microprocessor. A simple 
form of multiprogramming occurs every time you run the print spooler 
in PC-DOS 2.1 or 3.0. When the print spooler is loaded into memory, it 
first builds itself into the lowest available memory space just above the 
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~. 
~) 

Figure 3.2 Timesharing plus batch jobs. Essentially iden
tical to the system shown in Figure 3.1, this form of 
timesharing allows batch or noninteractive programs to 
run in the "background." These programs have access to all 
system services, just as interactive users do, but can 
operate unattended. 

Central 
Processor 

Figure 3.3 Timesharing in a virtual environment. In a 
completely virtual operating environment, each user ap
pears to have the computer all to him or herself. The entire 
memory space and all disk space appears to be available. 
This is done by setting up separate virtual memories for 
each user. 
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Application 
..... ----I ... -otI Program 

L-----_--.t Application 
Program 

Figure 3.4 Device ownership. Within a timesharing or 
concurrent operating system, a table is kept for each 
physical device attached to the computer. A portion of the 
program scheduler acts as the arbiter by granting or 
refusing access to a device depending on its current owner
ship. 

operating system itself. This is accomplished by a DOS function call 
that terminates the program but causes its memory space to be 
reserved so that no other programs can overwrite it. Before terminat
ing itself, the print spooler sets up some special interrupts and 
redirects other BIOS entry points so that it can take control of the 
processor every few milliseconds; in effect, it steals time from the 
program you are running in order to print a file in ((background" mode. 
For every tick of the internal system clock, a call is made to the print 
spooler which in turn reads characters from the file to be printed and 
send them to the current printer device. 

This process is quite similar to what happens in Concurrent PC DOS 
except that the procedure is formalized to enable more than just one 
other program to run at a time. Concurrent accomplishes this by 
taking control of all the interrupt vectors and all the DOS function 
calls so it can manage the use of the microprocessor at all times. A 
program called a dispatcher is built into Concurrent, and it keeps track 
of all the programs that are running and decides which program 
should be allowed to run next, as shown in Figure 3.5. 

Programs that are waiting for keyboard input or access to a disk file 
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Li'St of' 
Instructions Programs Statu'S 

Program 1 ACTIVE 
Program 2 INACTIVE 

1. Find next task Program 3 INACTIVE 
2. IF it i.nlt Program 4 INACTIVE 

5uspended, PrintMgr SUSPENDED 
TH~ fxecute. 

3. REP A 

! 1 
Di'Spatcher 

Active IE] 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ro~ram 

Printer 
Manager 

I proram I 

Figure 3.5 The dispatcher. Similar to the arbiter, the 
dispatcher controls the use of the central processor. A list 
of tasks or programs is kept along with the status of each 
task. If a task has not been suspended by some outside 
action, the dispatcher will activate it. 

can be put on hold to keep them from slowing down other programs 
that don't need external input. 

Multiple Programs per User 

In a mainframe timesharing system, multiprogramming is used to 
allow many people to share the resources of a large computer. The real 
advantage of concurrency on a personal computer is not to allow 
several people to share one computer, but to allow one person to be 
more productive by being able to use one computer for many functions 
simultaneously (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7). For example, you are using 
your word processor and are right in the middle of editing a file. You 
would like to refer to your calendar or address book, but to do this you 
must exit the word processor and start another program. In Concur
rent PC DOS, you can simply switch to another window and run 
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/ / / / / / / / 

;q~ C;L.q~ I ~~ 
../ 7' 

I I 

CJ CJ 
c=J c=J 
D D 

Figure 3.6 Multiple programs per user. This figure 
shows one rather clumsy method of obtaining con
currency. A separate terminal could be supplied for 
each program. 

Cardfile, a program supplied with Concurrent that simulates a stan
dard Rolodex card file. Alternately, you could load a spreadsheet to 
check the numbers from a sales report for use in your letter. It is even 
possible, using windows (which will be described in the next chapter), 
to cut and paste from one program to another. You could copy the totals 
column from the spreadsheet directly into your word processor instead 
of retyping the numbers. 

Multiple Users per Machine 

Concurrent PC DOS even allows you the option of turning the two 
serial ports, COMI and COM2, into ports for extra console devices. 

B 
D 

Figure 3.7 Multiple programs per user (another meth
od). This method uses one terminal, but it has a switch 
allowing the terminal to be connected to one of four data 
communications lines that connect it to a mainframe or 
minicomputer. 

To the computers 

.. . 
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U sing serial video display terminals, you could support up to three 
users on one IBM PC or compatible computer (see Figure 3.8). The 
disadvantage of this technique is that the response time for each user 
could increase drastically if each user puts heavy demands on the 
system. 

One good use for a two- or three-user arrangement is order entry or 
light duty inventory applications that involve only small amounts of 
keyboard input and display. Obviously a PC AT will be able to handle 
a much greater work load than a PC or PC XT because of its faster 
processor. 

Background and Unattended Tasks 

One of the main uses for concurrency in a single-user system is to run 
background programs that don't require user input or may run in 
unattended mode. Printer spoolers and long-running batch programs 
are the primary candidates for background execution. Actually, in 
Concurrent PC DOS no distinction is made between foreground and 
background as such; you can simply start a program in one window 
and switch to another window to continue your work. The Printer 
Manager that is supplied with Concurrent is a special case since it 
doesn't occupy a window when it executes. It actually installs itself 
into the operating system when it is loaded and executes concurrently 
with the other four windows. In this respect it can be called a 
background task. 

Some programs that take a long time to execute, such as compilers 
and other development utilities, also work well in a concurrent system. 

Serial terminal 1 
connected to COMl: 

IBM PC AT with: 

2 Floppy disk drives 
1 20 Megabyte fixed disk 
2 Serial ports 
640 Kilobytes of main memory 

Figure 3.8 The IBM PC AT can be used as a multiuser 
system under Concurrent PC DOS. The two serial ports, 
COM1: and COM2:, can be configured as additional con
soles. 

Serial terminal 2 
connected to C0r12: 
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For example, if you are developing an application in Fortran, you could 
set up a batch file that contains all the parameters needed to tell the 
compiler where the file is and what options you desire and then set up 
another command line for the linker. You could start the batch file and 
switch windows to continue working (perhaps writing additional 
source code) while the compiler works on your program. Because your 
computer is working on more than one program at once, you may 
notice some speed degradation, but if the background program is fairly 
input/output bound (meaning that it spends more time reading and 
writing the disk than executing instructions) you may not notice much 
of a difference in speed. 



Chapter 

4 
Windows in 
Concurrent PC DOS 

How Windows Work 

The concept of windows, or screen segmentation, goes back to the late 
1960s and had its origins at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center. Simple 
windows are called tiled windows because the video or graphics display 
screen is divided into halves or some other number and split either 
vertically or horizontally. Each segment of the screen is treated as a 
separate logical display device by the computer. Figure 4.1 shows a 
typical split screen arrangement. The top and bottom halves can be 
scrolled independently. This format is often used in spreadsheets or 
word processors to allow the user to see and edit two files at once, or to 
look at two different parts of the same spreadsheet or text file. 

Actually the split screen or tiled window concept has been around 
much longer than most people realize; some mainframe software 
packages split the screen even in the early 1960s. 

The modern form of display windows involves overlapping or poten
tially overlapping windows on the same display. When text is written 
to a window that is covered by another window, it is referred to as 
writing to an ~~occluded" window (see Figure 4.2). 

In most windowing systems, the operating system keeps track of 
virtual windows that are stored in reserved areas of main memory. 
Each virtual window is large enough to handle the entire real window 
display. For example, if the video display is capable of showing 80 

18 
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columns by 25 lines, each virtual window must be allocated 2000 
characters (see Figure 4.3). 

When a program prints text characters to the screen, it normally 
hands them over to a program in the operating system (or the BIOS) 
which actually performs the chore of finding the right location on the 
screen and placing the characters there one at a time. If windows are 
being used, the application program still hands the characters over to 
the operating system, but instead of just writing them to the screen the 
operating system writes them to the virtual window in memory. If the 
window is currently being displayed on the screen the operating 
system will also copy the new characters to the real screen to update it, 
as shown in Figure 4.4. If the window isn't being displayed, the 
operating system returns control to the application program without 
displaying the text. 

As mentioned earlier, windows can overlap each other and they can 
be less than the full size of the screen. If a character is written to a 
virtual window, the operating system must check to see if that 

Ue~sion 4.1 

Copy~ight (c) 1985, Digital Research Inc. 
69 CaNen Cou~t 

C)Sysdisk C:\Con-Dos 
C) 
C) 
C)suspend oU 

SllSpend : OFF 
C) 

Box DJH 
Monte~ey, CA 93942 

Ente~ the NUMLe~ to delete o~ RETURN to exit 1 
C)PJltsc 

ChMenu 
Window Manage~ installed, 
C) 

Figure 4.1 Split screen display. Shown here is one form of 
windowing called "tiled" windows, because they are placed 
adjacent to one another like tiles. Each window scrolls 
independently of the other. Normally a special function 
key switches keyboard input from one window to the other. 

Win 
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C: COMMAND COM: \DOS \HB C) 
C:\PCTALK :\FONTRIX \US C)suspend ott 
C:\GEHE : \DOC \AS 
C: COHFIG BAH: AUTOEXEC OLD FA Suspend : OFF 
C: CALDTA NBD: IDEAS NBD AU ~}cd \geMdesk 
C: MeD NBD : OMHI NBD QU 
C: PERSONAL HBD : LEDFORD HBD \FO CMil' 
C:\GEMSYS :\GEMAPPS GE 
C:\PICTLIB2 :\PICTLIB3 \GE Directory of ~ive C (DOS Media) 
C: CONFIG SVS: MEMORV DOC \PS 
C: STARTUP2 BAT: STARTUP3 BAT CC C:\. :\.. : DESKTOP AP 
C:\FONTS : AUTOEXEC BAT C: DESHLO ICN: DESKHI ICH 

57 File(s) 1896336 bytes t 7 File(s) 189633& bytes free 
SysteM tiles exist 1" 
C) ~) 

Entel' the HuMheI' to delete 01' RETURN to exit 1 
C)Pl'tsc 
C)wMenu 
Window ManageI' installed. 
C) 

____ Pl'intel':9 C 

Figure 4.2 An example of occluded windows . 

"emo'Y" , Buf'fer 
for Vj ,..tual 
Scree, 1 

..........•......•......... 

..... '--........ .......•..... ,., .... -........ ~-

Window 1 

Min 

................... .. ..... ....---'-------. -----... ................................. .. ,.. ......... .. 
................................................... 

Window 2 

"emory Buf'fer 
f'or Virtual 
Screen 2 ..................................................................................... 

Figure 4.3 Virtual to real display mapping. In most win
dowing systems, separate "virtual" windows are kept for 
each program. All or part of each virtual window is then 
mapped (through software or hardware) onto the one "real" 
display window. 

9:&4 
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WRITE "HELLO" 
TO SCREEN 

....................................... 

~~~~ .. ~~.~ .. ~~.;~.~.y...... . ... 
~uf'f'er f'or: virtual I ....................... . 
:screen I. : ......... . . . 
j" ~H~LO 

:.~ .. :.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~ ................ ; This is a m 
buf'f'er f'or This is the 

........... screen I. vi sible ~a rt of' 
............ .......................................... HE screen. 

DOS must upda te ········ft~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~======:!J visible part of window I.!: 
on the real screen. 

Figure 4.4 Writing to an occluded window. When virtual windows are used, the problem of 
keeping the screen up to date is complex. The simple method would be to rewrite the entire 
screen each time a character is displayed, but this method would involve substantial 
overhead for the processor and cause the screen to flicker. Therefore, additional software is 
added to test for window boundaries. If the character will be seen on the real display, its 
location is computed and the screen updated. If the character will be hidden under another 
window, there is no reason to write it to the real display so it is simply stored in the virtual 
window for later use. 
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particular character is occluded by another window. For example, if 
only one corner of a window is covered by another window, the screen 
would have to be updated except for the covered corner. Updating 
windows can become a complex problem if they are allowed to overlap 
each other. 

Using Windows to Run Two or 
More Programs 

Windows are essential to the operation of Concurrent PC DOS. Four 
virtual consoles are provided, so you can run four different programs 
simultaneously. Each virtual console is assigned a window. The 
window can display the entire virtual console or just a segment of it, 
depending on your needs. At any time you can switch from displaying 
the entire window to displaying just a small part of it, or vice versa. 
This allows you to set up a window for a background program that you 
want to observe, but do not need to watch all the time. You could set up 
the window for that program as a small two- or three-line window in 
the upper corner of the screen, while your word processor or other 
program occupies the remainder of the screen. You can now keep an 
eye on the other program and, if necessary, expand its window to cover 
up what you are working on to see more. 

Another good use for multiple windows would be to monitor a 
telecommunications line. DR Talk, a useful serial communications and 
data transfer program, is included with Concurrent and is described in 
Appendix II. It allows you to turn your personal computer into a smart 
terminal and dial up information services, mainframes, or other 
personal computers using either a telephone modem or a direct wire 
RS-232 connection. You could start DR Talk in a window in the corner 
of your screen, log on to another computer or information service, and 
issue commands to download your electronic mail or other files. While 
this is happening, you could switch to another window and continue 
your work. When the downloading process is complete, you will see 
this in the small window and can switch back to DR Talk and bring the 
window up to full size again. None of these actions will cause your 
other work to be disturbed. It isjust like having four computers or four 
terminals on your desk at once. 

Window Control Keys in Concurrent PC DOS 

Since windows are part of Concurrent rather than part of an applica
tion program, there must be some way of controlling their placement 
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and selection without disturbing the program that is running. This is 
accomplished by using function key combinations that are normally 
not used by other programs. The default assignments are given in 
Figure 4.5. It is possible to reassign these functions if they conflict with 
another program's use of the keyboard; the Resetting Window Switch
ing Keys section in Chapter 6 explains how to do this. 

These five key combinations allow you to select the window you 
want to work in and to switch between a partial and the full display of 
the window. You will also notice that when you select a window as the 
current one, the status line at the bottom of the screen will show the 
current window and program name (if a program is running) by 
highlighting it. 

lal +[C 
15]1 + [C. 

I[~I +[C 
lei +[C 
Iltlr'll + II It;ll 

HOTE: Only numeric keypad 
keys may be used t.q select. 
... indo ... s. 

Select Window One 

Select Window Two 

Select Window Three 

Select Window Four 

S ... itch bet. ... een Full 
and Partial Windo ... Display 

Figure 4.5 Window control keys. Concurrent PC DOS uses 
five keys to activate and control windows. These keys can 
be reassigned if they conflict with function keys in other 
application programs. Holding down Ctrl and pressing 1, 2, 
3, or 4 on the numeric keypad will cause windows 1, 2, 3, or 
4 to be activated respectively. Other windows return to the 
background mode. Ctrl·Del will switch the active window 
between full screen size and partial screen, if the window is 
smaller than the whole screen. 
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No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

The WINDOW Command 

When Concurrent is loaded into memory, it sets up the four windows as 
full screens, with window 1 displayed and the other three ((hiding" 
behind it. As discussed earlier, if you press Ctrl-2 you will see window 
2, Ctrl-3 will bring up window 3, Ctrl-4 will display window 4, and 
Ctrl-1 will return you to the first window. The WINDOW command is 
one way of modifying the characteristics of a window, although for 
most practical purposes you will want to load the resident Window 
Menu Manager, which is described in the next section, and use it to 
alter window characteristics. 

From the A> or C> prompt, you can (assuming that the WINDOW 
command is on the current disk) type WINDOW VIEW to see the 
current settings for all four windows. 

PRow PCol NRows NCols VRow VCol Tracking Display FGColor BGColor 

3 5 15 70 1 1 Row Color White Magenta 
40 30 10 40 1 1 Row Color White Black 
20 50 5 30 1 1 Row Color Blue Black 
1 1 24 80 1 1 Row B&W White Black 

The fields denote the physical row and column, the number of rows and 
columns, the virtual row and column, whether cursor tracking is 
enabled, which display the window is on, and the foreground and 
background colors of the window. 

Figure 4.6 shows a typical window and how all the above parameters 
are related. For example, the physical row and column represent the 
location of the window with respect to the physical display screen. If 
PRow=5 and PCol=10, then the window will appear on the screen at 
row 5, column 10. The virtual position of the window is an imaginary 
point in the lower left corner of the window that defines the window's 
position with respect to the full screen display of that window. This 
allows Concurrent to keep track of the window's position as the display 
underneath it scrolls. 

Tracking is normally enabled, and it determines whether the cursor 
is always displayed in or allowed to leave the visible part of a window. 

It is possible to use both a color and a monochrome display at the 
same time under Concurrent. For example, windows 1 and 2 could be 
displayed on the monochrome monitor while windows 3 and 4 could be 
assigned to the color monitor. This ability can be used for several 
purposes; it allows you to monitor two full screens at once instead of 
having small or overlapping windows on one screen, as well as exploit 
certain application programs that may be able to use a dual screen 
configuration. 
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Foreground and background colors may be changed for each window. 
When using the color monitor, you have the choice of black, white, red, 
yellow, cyan, magenta, blue, and green. When using a monochrome 
display, you are of course limited to one color. 

Several other commands are available in the WINDOW utility. To 
change any of the above parameters, you can enter the WINDOW 
CHANGE command followed by the keywords and the number of the 
window to alter. For example, 

WINDOW CHANGE NUMBER=l NR=20 

would change the number of rows displayed in window 1 to 20 rows. 
The TOP option will bring the specified window to the top, which 
means that it will become the active window. The FULL option will 
cause the selected window to occupy the full screen, and the WRITE 
option can be used either to write the contents of the screen to a text 
file or to create a batch file called WSETUP.BAT that may be used to 
reload the window parameters to their current state at a later time. 

The TYPE=C parameter causes the complete screen to be written to 
a file specified by the FILE = parameter. The TYPE = W option will 
write only the visible part of the window to the specified file. TYPE=S 
will write a batch file that contains four WINDOW command lines 

r- Physical Display Screen 
PGol ./ 

rr===~============~ 

PRow-·-- • _________ >'V'j-~---..., 

~-:r.~~~~~-----) 

'
:,HROUJS 14I~~---++---Uisible Portion 

of the Uirtual 
~ Window 

---·-----~t URoUJ-·--

UCol 

Figure 4.6 Window parameters. In Concurrent PC DOS, 
the Window Manager keeps track of several variables for 
each window. First are the physical row and column 
(PRow, PCol), which determine the location on the real 
display of the virtual window's upper left corner. The 
number of rows and columns (NRows, NCols) tells Concur
rent how much of the virtual window to display. The 
virtual row and column (VRow, VCal) indicate what por
tion of the virtual window to display. 
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with all the parameters set to their current values. This is useful if you 
have a favorite window arrangement and want to recall it each time 
you start up your personal computer. 

The Window Manager 

The Window Manager performs all the functions listed for the 
WINDOW command, but it is simpler to use and interactive. To use 
the manager, you must first load it. 

C>WMENU 
Window Manager Installed. 

Once installed, it will stay resident and can be called up from any 
window. Invoking the Window Manager is done by typing Ctrl- + 
(hold down the control key and press the plus sign key at the far right 
of the keyboard). The Window Manager's menu will appear in the 
bottom status line of the display. 

As you can see in Figure 4.7, the commands in the Window 
Manager's menu are identical to those of the WINDOW command, but 

Copy~ight (c) 1985, Digital Resea~h Inc. 
69 G~den COUl't 

C)Sysdisk C:\Con-Dos 
C) 
C) 
C}suspend oU 

Suspend : OFr 
C)cd \geMdesk 

C)di~ 

Box DRI 
Monterey, CA 93942 

Di~ecto~y of ~ive C (DOS Media) 

~l\DESKLO ICN l\DtSKHI ICN: DESKTOP APP: DESKTOP ,RSC : DESKtOP IHF 
7 File(s) 1896336 bytes free 

C) 
H:2: !lED She SCNll backing Display ColoI' ~i te Abol't 

Figure 4.7 The Window Manager prompt line in the 
display. 

[ESC]-)Exit 
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you may invoke them simply by moving the cursor to highlight the 
command and then pressing the Enter key. In place of the main menu 
line, you will then get a submenu or prompt line that will ask you to 
use the arrow keys to position the window or adjust the parameter 
values. 

You can easily adjust the size of a window by selecting the SIZE 
menu item and pressing Enter. Figure 4.8 shows the SIZE command 
prompt line, which displays the number of rows and the number of 
columns. The arrow keys may be used to reduce or expand the screen 
size. 

Similarly, you can easily change the placement of a window by 
selecting the PLACE menu entry and pressing Enter. Figure 4.9 shows 
the full screen and the PLACE command being selected. After pressing 
Enter, the menu line will show the current placement of the screen. By 
using the arrow keys, you can ((drag" the window around on the screen 
until it is where you want it. To return to the main window menu line, 
press the Escape key (ESC). 

As you can see in Figure 4.10, reducing the size of a window causes 
the windows that appear behind the current window to become visible. 

c: PRt~C ~[: PRt~C2 BAR: BADSPOt l : PRtSC2 ASM: PRISe ASM 
C: SCREN BAS: PRTSC BAK 

12 File(s) 1712128 bytes r~ee 
C}Pl'tsc 
C)cd \con-dos 
C>di~ 

Dil'ectol'Y of Dl'ive C (DOS Media) 
C:\, :\,' : STARTUP1 BAT: MENU DAT : PREPMEHU DAT 
C: FDSTART 1 : HDINSTAL BAT : AUTOEXEC HEW : LOADCCPM COM : LETTER TXT 
C: HDAUTO BAT: STARTSUB HD : START HD1: HDDOSSUB BAT : HELP CMD 
C: CARDFILE DIS : CARDFILE TRM : CARDDECK BAT : CLEAR BAT: DRTALK EX[ 
C: DRTALK DIR: DRTALX DEF: DRTALK KEY: rDMENU DAT: HDMENU DAr 
C: CONSOLE! TXT : WIHDOWI TXT 

27 File(s) 1712128 bytes r~ee 
~~steM files exist 

WINDOW CHANGE N=1 NRows=~/HCols=~ (Pressing t,',+/~ sizes window) 

Figure 4.8 Adjusting the size of a window using the 
Window Manager. 
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Concu~~ent DOS 4.1 
Co·~==========================================~ 

12 File(s) 1712128 hytes f~ee 
C)Pl'tsc 
C)cli \con-lios 
~)di~ 

C) Di~ecto~y of Dl'iue C (DOS Media) 
Su C:\. :\.. : STARTUP1 BAT 
C) ~~ FDSTART 1 : HDINSTAL BAT : AUTOEXEC HEW 

tl ~~~J~LE ~U 1 ~~ftrrfU ~~M 1 ~~ftrnECK ~~l 
~: DRTALK DIR: DRTALK DEF: DRTALK KEY 
C: CONSOLE1 TXT : WINDOW! TXT 
~, 21 File(s) 1712128 bytes fl'ee 
Ic~steM files exist 

MENU DAT PREPMEHU 
LOADCCPM COM LETTER 
HDDOSSUB BAT HELP 
CLEAR BAT DRTALK 
FDMENU DAT HDMENU 

WINDOW CHANGE N=1 PRow=~,PCol=~ (Pl'essing t,',i,~ places window) 

Figure4.9 Moving a window using the Window Manager. 

By pressing the window switching keys (i.e., Ctrl-1 through Ctrl-4) you 
can bring each window to the foreground for viewing or entering 
commands. Figures 4.10 through 4.12 show the three remaining 
windows. 

Figure 4.13 shows what happens when the Ctrl-Del key combination 
is pressed. This combination will switch between the full window 
display and a partial window, if a partial window has been set up. For 
example, if you start up Concurrent but don't define any windows, 
pressing Ctrl-Del will have no effect because the virtual window is the 
same size as the actual screen. If you use the Window Manager or 
menu to change the size of a window, Ctrl-Del will cause the window to 
zoom out to full screen size or back to a partial window each time it is 
pressed. 

A Cut-and-Paste Example 

One of the most useful features of the window system is its cut-and
paste facility. At first it might seem clumsy, but unless a program is 
written to handle cut-and-paste (very few are), a two-step process is 
necessary. 
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C)dil' 
Dil'ectol'Y of Dl'iue C (DOS Media) 
C:\. :\.. : STARTUP1 BAT: MENU DAT : PREPMENU 
C: FDSTART 1 : HD TER AT 
C: HDAUTO BAT: ST C:\PICILIB2 :\PICILIB3 :\GEMPAIHT P 
C: CARDFILE DIS : CA C: CONFIG SYS: MEMORY DOC :\PSCRH ~LK 
C: DRTALK DIR: DR C: STARTUP2 BAT : STARTUP3 BAT : CCPM SY ENU 
C: CONSOLE1 TXT : WI C:\FOHTS : AUTOEXEC BAT 

27 File(s) 57 File(s) 1683456 hytes fl'ee 
~~steM files exist ~~steM files exist 

__ FM 

~~ 
C) 
C) 

CARDFILE Pl'intel'=9 C 

Figure 4.10 Four overlapping windows; window 2 is 
active. 

CMil" 
Dil'ectol'Y of Dl'ive C (DOS Media) 
C:\. :\ .. 

Win 9:19 

C: FDSTART 1 : HD REMIHDER.HBD STARTUP1.$$$ STARTUP2.BAT 
C: HDAUTO BAT : ST C:\PICTLIB SYSDISK.CMD 
C: CARDFILE DIS : CA C: coone 
C: DRTALK DIR : DR C: STARTUP 
C: CONSOLE1 TXT : WI C:\FOHTS 

27 File(s) 57 
~~steM files exist ~~steM til 

C) COMMand: Help, Concul"l'ent DOS Help SysteM 
C) 
C) 
C} 

____ ~ CARDFILE Pl'intel"=9 C 

Figure 4.11 Four overlapping windows; window 3 is 
active. 

I I 
Win 9:19 
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: ADDRESS: : 
: CItV: STATE: : 
: 2IP: : 
: PHONE: ( I : 

: FIRST HAME: I :-' 

: COMMENT: I : --' 

CM 

Dil' 
C:\ 
C: 
C: 

1 1---' ~ 
,------------------------------------------------, 

C: 
C: 
C: 

SCROLL SEARCH UPDATE INSERT COPY/uPDT DELETE PRINT 
COMMand: 

~~steM files exist ~~steM fi111L...--__________ _ 
C) I COMMand: Help, Conc~l'ent DOS Help SysteM 

§ I I 
_ FM ~ Printe~:9 C Win 9:19 

Figure 4.12 Four overlapping windows; window 4 is 
active. 

C)dil' 
Directol'Y of Drive C <DOS Media) 
C:\, :\,' : STARTUP1 BAT 
C: FDSTART 1 : HDIHSTAL BAT : AUTOEXEC NEW 
C: H»AUTO BAT: STARTSUB HD : START HD! 
C: CARDFILE DIS : CARDFILE TRM : CARDDECK BAT 
C: DRTALK DIR: DRTALK DEF: DRTALK KEV 
C: CONSOLE! TXT : WINDOW! TXT 

27 File(s) 1793936 hytes free 
~~steM files exist 

MENU DAT 
LOADCCPM COM 
HDDOSSUB BAT 
CLEAR BAT 
FDMENU DAT 

___ FM 
CARDFlLE Printel':9 C 

Figure 4.13 Window 1 is brought out to occupy the full 
screen by pressing Ctrl-Del. It can be returned to its 
reduced size by pressing Ctrl-Del again. 

PREPMEHU DAT 
LETTER TXT 
HELP CMD 
DRTALK EXE 
HDMENU DAT 

Win 9:11 
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Dl2: (CQ) -$C$3 
C} 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
19 
11 
1~ 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
2B 
2l 
2l 

B C 
$1,9001.999 

l.:1.59Y. 
SlQQ,QQQ 

19 
S199,999 

UAR 

D 

9 

Cost of p~oJecto~ 
InvestMent tax c~edit 
Lfase paYMfn t 

($l
k
000,000) 
H~9,999 

Tax I'ate fol' yeaI' 
ACRS Schedule 
DfPl'fCiatfd value 
Dep~eciation tax shield 
TOrAL 
NPV 

$199t 999 
4 .00y. 

lSr. 
$959,999 
$65 550 

($734;459) 
($734,459) -- Pl'intel':Q C 

Figure 4.14 A sample Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet. 

C:SAMPLE.LTR PACE 1 LINE 8 COL Q1 

E 

1 

$199t999 
4 .00y. 

22r. 

$%,140 
$196,149 
$172,811 

Win 

( ( ( M A I N MEN U > > > 

READY 

F 

2 

$199t999 
4 .00y. 

21r. 

$91 770 
$191;779 
$148,864 

9:96 

--CUl'SOI' MoveMent-- I -Delete- I -Miscellaneous- I -Othfl' Menus-
AS chal' left AD chal' l'ight lAC chal' I Al Tah AB Refol'~ I (fl'o~ Main only) 
~ wo~ left AF wo~ l'ight :DEL chl' If: AU INSERT ON/OFF :AJ Help AX Block 
AE line up AX line down IAT WOl'a l'tIAL Fina/Replce againlAQ Quick Ap Pl'int 

--Scl'olling-- IAV line :RETURN End pal'agl'aphIAO Onscl'een 
AZ linf up AW line down : : AN Insel't a RETURN: 
AC SCl'een up AR SCl'een down I I AU Stop a COMMand I 

L----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t--------R Deal' Elaine: . . . . . . . . . 

I have l'un a sa~ple cash flow fol' the O~nitheatl'e Pl'oject. 
Shown helle is a lease/pul'chase plan fol' the Pl'ojectol'. It 
appeal'S that we will he ahle to gIve an investol' a good l'ate of 
l'etul'n, while keeping the lease pay~ents within l'eason. 

Figure 4.15 Words tar in the second window being used 
to compose a letter. 
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First, let's assume that you have set up a Lotus spreadsheet 
containing a lease analysis for a piece of equipment. You would like to 
include this analysis in a letter to the manufacturer, but you want to 
show only the bottom-line figures, not the entire spreadsheet. You are 
also in a hurry and don't want to reenter the figures. With Concurrent, 
you can pull up the spreadsheet in one window (see Figure 4.14) and 
then load Wordstar in another window (see Figure 4.15). Using the 
installed WMENU program, you press Ctrl- + to get the Window 
Menu command line. First you size the Lotus window to get just the 
information you want to copy, as shown in Figure 4.16, and then, using 
the WRITE command, you write the window to a file called 
WINDOWl.TXT. 

Switching to Wordstar, you compose the letter, then enter Ctrl-K 
Ctrl-R WINDOWl.TXT to read back the Lotus window. Figure 4.17 
shows the completed letter. This technique may be used on any 
program that will accept a text file as input. 

C:SAMPLE.LtR PAGE 1 LINE 8 COL 91 
( ( ( M A I N MEN U ) } } 

--CUfSO~ MoveMent-- 1 -Delete- -Miscellaneous- 1 -Othef Menus-
AS char left AD char right lAC char AI Tah AB ReforM I (r~OM Main only) 
AA wofd left AF wo~d ~ight IDEL ch~ If AU INSERT ONIOFF IAJ Help AX Block 
Ai line up AX line down lAT wo~d ~t AL Find/Replce againlAQ Quick Ap P~int 

--Scrolling-- lAy line RETURN End paragraphlAO Onsc~een 
AZ line up 
AC sc~een up 

L----I----I---
Dea~ Elaine: 

I have r 
Shown hen i 
appea~s that 
retu.~n, while 

~ost of p~otecto~ (Sl
k
999,999) 

InvestMent ax credit 199 999 
Lease {aYMent $199~999 
Tax ~a e for year 4 .99:1. 
ACRS Schedule 15:1. 
Depnciated qalue $959,999 
Derreciation tax shield S65,559 
~~ AL ($134,459) 

PV ($734,459) 

Printel':9 C 

Figure 4.16 Using the WMENU commands, the 1-2-3 
spreadsheet is sized to view only the summary informa
tion. The WRITE command can then be used to "cut" just a 
small portion of the screen. 

$199~999 
4 .99:1. 

22:1. 

S%,149 
$196,149 
$112,811 

Win 
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C:SAMPLE.LlR PACE 1 LINE 16 COL 91 
( ( ( M A I N HEN U > > > 

--Cu~so~ MoveMent-- : -Delete-: -Miscellaneous- : -Othe~ Menus-
AS cha~ left AD cha~ ~ight lAC cha~ : Al lah AB Refo~M I (f~OM Main only) 
A~ wOfd left AF wofd ~ight :DEL chf If: AU INSERT ON/OFF :AJ Help AN Block 
AE line up A~ line down :AT wo~d ~t:AL Find/Replce again:AQ Quick Ap P~int 

--Sc~olling-- :AV line :RETURN End pa~ag~ap.h:AO Onsc~een 
AZ line up AU line down : : AN Inseft a RETURN: 
AC sc~een up AR sc~een down: : AU stop a COMMand : 

L----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t----t--------R 
j have ~un a saMPle'cash'flow'fof the OMnitheat~' Pfoject. 

Shown he~e is a lease/pu~chase plan fo~ the Pfojecto~. It 
appea~s that we will he ahle to glve an investo~ a good ~ate of 
feturn, while keeping the lease paYMents within ~eason. 

Cost of p~oJecto~ ($l l 999,999) 
InvestMent tax c~edit ~199,999 
Lease paYMent S199~999 
Tal< Nte fo~ yea~ 4b,99y. 
~CRS Schedule 151. 
Dep~eciatea value S959,999 
De~~eciation tax shield $65,559 
TOT~L ($134,459) 
NPI) (S'134,459) 

$lQ9~999 
4b.99Y. 

221. 

$96,149 
$196,149 
Sl72,811 

Figure 4.17 Switching back to Wordstar, the WIN
DOW1.TXT file written by the Window Manager and 
containing the spreadsheet information is read back and 
attached to the letter. 
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5 
Diskettes and Fixed Disks 

DOS Media Versus CP/M Media 

Diskette compatibility has long been a problem in the microcomputer 
world. The last diskette format that could be called a standard was the 
IBM 3740 single-sided single-density 8-inch floppy disk. This format 
gained popularity because CP/M-80 (CP/M 2.2) for the 8080 and Z80 
microprocessors used it as the first interchange standard. CP/M-80 was 
and still is popular on the Osborne 1, the Kaypro, the S-100 bus 
machines, and the Apple II. Most CP/M-based systems could read and 
write the 8-inch format, although many computers also supported 
their own double-density formats that were incompatible with other 
computers even if they all ran CP/M. 

In the 51/4-inch diskette world, two mutually incompatible diskette 
formats have arisen: the Apple II format and the IBM PC PC-DOS 
format. The original PC-DOS diskette format only worked on single
sided double-density diskettes and allowed up to 160K bytes per 
diskette. Double-sided disk drives were soon added to the IBM PC and 
the disk space went up to 320K bytes. With the introduction of PC
DOS (and MS-DOS) 2.0, the number of sectors written per track was 
increased by one to permit a diskette to hold either 180K or 360K bytes 
of information. IBM PC AT high-capacity diskettes are the latest 
incompatibility, at 1.2 M bytes perl diskette. 

As mentioned earlier, PC-DOS and MS-DOS were based in concept 
on Digital Research's CP/M-86. The internal programmer's function 
calls are almost identical and the command language looks very 
similar, but the PC-DOS disk format for 51/4-inch diskettes is quite 
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different. The DOS format allows for directory entries that can keep 
track of the time and date a file is written, among other things. 
Because of these major incompatibilities it is impossible to directly 
read or transfer files from CP/M-86 to PC-DOS, even though many 
programs will run correctly on either operating system. 

Concurrent PC DOS can best be described as a superset of both PC
DOS and CP/M-86 in that it can run programs from either operating 
system and read and write diskettes formatted for either operating 
system. Concurrent even tells you which disk media you are operating 
with when you display the directory for a disk. A CP/M-86 format 
diskette can be loaded into one drive and a PC-DOS diskette can be 
loaded into the other drive and files can be copied in either direction. 
Concurrent will recognize which media it is working with, write the 
appropriate type of directory entry, and follow all the conventions for 
the selected format. 

Subdirectories and User Numbers 

Two other fundamental incompatibilities do exist between the CP/M-
86 and PC-DOS media. Starting with PC-DOS 2.0, subdirectories were 
supported to make information storage and organization easier on a 
fixed disk. CP/M-86, on the other hand, uses directory user numbers 
which are similar in concept to subdirectories, but more limited. 

Figure 5.1 shows the two different directory formats. Subdirectories 
may be created several levels deep and have names assigned to them. 
If necessary, you can create a hierarchy, or tree structure, of directo
ries by breaking down groups of files into categories. This way they are 
easier to keep track of on a fixed disk, which may contain hundreds of 
files. CP/M-86 user numbers are similar to subdirectories, but only one 
level can be allocated. Each user directory has a number associated 
with it. Because of the difference in disk formats, subdirectory path 
names used by PC-DOS (i.e., \correspondence\proposals) will not work 
on CP/M media, and user numbers will not work on PC-DOS media. 
Also, you must specially format a CP/M-86 disk to use time and date 
stamping on files, whereas PC-oDOS does this automatically. 

One advantage of CP/M media is password protection, which allows 
you to assign passwords to files to prevent other users from reading or 
writing them. 

Logical and Physical Disk Drives 

In PC-DOS, you can normally have up to four disk drives, and they 
may be for either floppy or fixed disks. They are labeled A:, B:, C:, and 
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Figure 5.1 Subdirectories versus user numbers. PC-DOS and MS-DOS use a technique of 
splitting the directory into a hierarchy of small manageable directories. This is needed 
primarily on fixed disks, where the number of files stored could rapidly become unmanage
able. The primary or root directory can contain files and other directories. Each of the other 
directories can themselves have files or directories. CP/M disks do not support this 
structure, but offer an alternative strategy: user areas. The directory is broken into 16 
independent directories per disk, each of which may contain files. 
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D:. If you load DOS from a floppy, the A> prompt will come up, 
indicating that the currently selected drive is the A: floppy disk drive. 
In a fixed disk system, the C> prompt will appear to indicate that you 
are currently logged into the fixed disk. 

Concurrent PC DOS supports this method of referring to disk drives, 
but provides some additional features that simplify the use of your 
personal computer. 

If you are using a PC that has a fixed disk, the C: drive will be 
assigned to the DOS-formatted partition (if one exists) and the D: drive 
will be assigned to the CP/M-86-formatted partition or section of the 
fixed disk. This means that the fixed disk will be separated into two 
ttlogical" disk drives (both contained in one ttphysical" disk drive), each 
of which is formatted for a different medium. 

As shown in Figure 5.2, many possible arrangements could be set up, 
depending on the number of floppy and fixed disks in your system. 
Note that unlike PC-DOS, if a second floppy disk is not installed, 

Two tloppy disk drives' (. 0 (. 0 
One Ploppy drive and 
one Pixed disk drive: 
(with one DOS "edia 
partition> 

One Ploppy drive and 
one Pi xed disk drive: 
(with one DOS "edia 
partition and one 
CP/" "edia partition> 

A: B: 

A: C: 

A: C: .. D: 

Figure 5.2 Drive designations for different hardware 
configurations. Concurrent PC DOS assigns drive letters 
for floppy and fixed disks depending on the number of 
drives in the system. As shown, a two floppy drive system 
would have the first drive labeled A: and the second B:. 
Since A: and B: are reserved for floppy drives, a system 
with one floppy and one fixed disk would be configured 
with drives A: and C:. Fixed disks with more than one 
partition would have each partition labeled as a separate 
logical disk drive. 
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Concurrent will not create a phantom drive for the B: designation. An 
attempt to reference the B: drive will result in a soft error and an error 
message. The A: drive will not be used in place of the B: drive with the 
message ((insert B: disk." 

Floating Drives 

In addition to the above possibilities, Concurrent supports two addi
tional logical drives that are called N: and 0: respectively. These 
floating drives may be assigned to any other normal disk drive or 
partition such as A: or C:, or, in the case of PC-DOS media, they may be 
assigned to a subdirectory such as \inventory\payable. In this case, 
every reference to drive N: would actually cause Concurrent to search 
the \inventory\payable subdirectory for files. This feature can be 
extremely helpful when you are working with programs that don't 
support subdirectory path names. 

The System Disk 

PC-DOS supports a feature called PATH, which can be used to make 
the operating system search another path or set of subdirectories for a 
file if the file isn't found in the currently selected directory. In 
Concurrent, the SYSDISK command allows you to assign a drive, 
floating drive, or subdirectory path as the Hsystem disk" where 
Concurrent will look for files if they aren't found in the current drive. 

Memory Disk 

A memory disk can be thought of as a disk that is stored in the main 
memory, or the random -access memory (RAM), of your personal 
computer. The primary purpose of a memory disk is to load frequently 
run programs at internal memory speeds instead of slow floppy disk or 
fixed disk speeds. Concurrent has built-in support for a memory disk 
which will be created and formatted each time you power up and load 
Concurrent PC DOS (see Figure 5.3). Since the memory disk is kept in 
the main memory, it will be erased when the power is turned off or 
when you perform a system reset; therefore, it isn't advisable to store 
important files or the work in progress on it. The best use for it would 
be to quickly load system tools, such as a spreadsheet program or a 
word processor, or program development tools. Since you generally 
keep a copy stored on a diskette or fixed disk, it becomes a simple process 
to load the file or program into the memory disk at the start of each 
session and then execute it from the memory disk to speed loading time. 
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, Memory Disk , . 

... 

rp·y.b~ram I .... 

I progrA~·········1 
I DOS I ....................... , ...•........ 

I I File 2 

I File 1 I 
I Directory I 

1 
--_____ -t~.selected Files 

(COPY C:~i1es "") 

Figure 5.3 The memory disk. It is possible in PC-DOS and 
Concurrent PC DOS to create a memory disk. Part of the 
main random-access memory is allocated as a pseudo-disk 
that acts just like a floppy or fixed disk but works about ten 
times faster. 
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6 
The File Manager 

The File Manager is one of the most powerful utilities provided with 
Concurrent PC DOS. It puts all the resources and commands available 
in Concurrent in menu form so you don't have to remember the syntax 
or options for each command. With the File Manager, you are present
ed with the file directory for the currently selected disk drive or 
subdirectory and a list of commands such as COpy FILE and RUN 
PROGRAM. The File Manager can be run by typing ~~FM" at the 
command prompt. Figure 6.1 shows the main menu of the File Manager. 

If you are using a monochrome display, you will see the menu as it is 
shown here. If you have a color display, each of the regions of the menu 
will show up in colors. 

As you can see, the main menu is broken into three major sections, 
or panels. The largest is the Object Panel, which contains a list of the 
objects that can be manipulated with the File Manager. Objects 
include files, disk drives, and subdirectories. The right side, known as 
the Command Panel, is a list of all the commands that can manipulate 
objects such as files. The bottom section is referred to as the Prompt 
Panel. It contains any prompts that may be required by commands as 
they are selected and shows the commands available through the use 
of the function keys F1 through FlO. 

The File Manager can greatly simplify the management of resources 
on a personal computer by allowing you to see the available commands 
and existing files all at once on the screen. It supports the file backup 
and restore facilities and allows you to configure your system or 
change its configuration at any time. The File Manager can format 
diskettes and create new system disks as well. 
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DOS Medial ¥ou are here ~ C:\CON-DOS ~Help 
16241< File Dil'ectol'Y 

Subset of Files 
Dl'ive Selection 

AUTOEXEC.NEW BACK.CMD BATCH.CMD BRINST.CMD 
TYl'e File(s) 
hint Fi le(s) 

BUSS.IDX CARDDECJ(.BAT CARDFILE.CMD CARDFILE.DAT Copy File(s) 
CARDFILE.DIS CARDFILE. TRM CHDIR.CMD CHSET.CMD RenaMe File(s) 
CLEAR. BAT CONSOLE1. TXT COP'i.EXE COP'iMENU . CMD Delete File(s) 
DATE.EXE DREDIX.CMD DRTALJ(.DEF DRTALH. DIR Backup File(s) 
DRTALK.EXE DRTALX.KE¥ DSKMAINT.CMD DSP.CMD Edi t a File 
EDITMENU. CMD ERAQ.CMD ERASE.EXE FDMOO.DAT Run a PI'O~l'aM 
FDSTART.l FIRST.IDX FM.CMD FUNCTION.CMD Copy Dis ette 
HDAUTO.BAT HDOOSSUB.BAT HDINSYAL.BAT HDMEHU.DAT FOl'Mat Diskette 
HELP.CMD IHITDIR.CMD LETTER. TXT LIHK86.CMD Fl'ee MeMOl'Y 
LOADCCPM.COM MENU.DAT MXDIR.CMD HAME.IDX Size/Date ON 
PATH.EXE PHONE.IDX PIP.CMD PREPMENU.DAT Set Up SysteM 
PRIHTMGR.CMD RASM86.CMD REN.EXE REST.CMD ............ ............ . ..... ,., ... II •••••••••• 

COMMand: Hely, ConCUl'l'ent DOS Help SysteM 
Esc= F =HELP F3=Repeat F5=Run F7=Dil'1 F9 =Dil'ecto~y 
[XIT F2=Type F4=Cancel F6=Edit F8=Dil'a F19=COMMand 
~ _ _ _ Pl'intel'=9 C 

Figure 6.1 The File Manager main menu. Function keys 
are shown at the bottom of the screen. 

The Special Function Keys 

Win 9:12 

Most of the function keys used by the File Manager are listed at the 
bottom of the screen; however, some additional function keys are used 
including the Tab key, the arrow keys, Insert, Delete, Home, Page Up, 
Page Down, and End. Figure 6.2 explains their use. 

Selecting Groups of Files 

It is possible to copy, print, delete, backup, or rename multiple files at 
one time by selecting a group offiles before executing the appropriate 
command. This means that you can move to the object panel, select 10 
files, and issue either a COPY, PRINT, DELETE, TYPE, BACKUP, or 
RENAME command to affect all 10 files. Using the Insert and Delete 
function keys, you can select or deselect files in the object panel. 
Pressing Insert when pointing to a file will select it, while pressing 
Delete will deselect the file (see Figure 6.3). When you have selected 
the desired group of files, you can use the Tab key to return to the 
command panel and then select the COPY FILE(s) command. The 
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Stops any operation in progY'ess 
and returns to the last menu. 

Moves the cu Y'sor between 
the object and command panels. 

I In the command panel, the cursor is moved to t.he next command. I (spacebaY') I In the obje~t panel, the cuy'soy' is moved to the Y'ight. If this 
isn't possible, it is moved to the fiY'st item in the next row. 

II IGJI 
II I~:¥JI 

~ 

Selects the object at the cuy'soy' and 
highlights it. 

Cancels selection of the object at the cUY'sor 
and Y'emoves the highlighting. 

Selects the object at the cursoY' and/oY' 
executes the command foY' the cUY'rently selected objects. 

~ Moves the cursor to the top of the list 
~ (command OY' object paneD. 

~ Moves the cursor to the bottom of the list 
~ (command OY' object panel). 

Moves cuy'soy' to top left in list (command OY' object panel). 

Moves cursoY' to bottom Y'ight in list (command OY' object paneD. 

The arY'ow keys control cuy'soy' movement 
within the command and object panels. 

Figure 6.2 File Manager cursor movement and control 
keys. 

secondary copy menu will request a destination disk drive (see Figure 
6.4). After pressing Enter, the files will be copied automatically. 

Another method for selecting commands involves typing in the first 
one, two, or three letters of the command. As you press each key, the 
command that most nearly matches the characters you type will be 
highlighted. For example, if you wish to enter the COPY command, 
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DOS Medial ~ou are he~e ~ C:\CON-DOS Help 
1629k Fi Ie Di I'ec tory 

Subset of Files 
Please select one 01' Mo~e tiles Dl'ilJe Selection 

Type Fi Ie(s) 
AUTOEXEC.NEW BACK.CMD BATCH.CMD BRINST.CMD PI'lnt File(s) 
BUSS.IDX CARDDECK.BAT CARDFlLE.CMD CARDFILE.DAT Copy File(s) 
CARDFILE.DIS CARDFILE.TRM CHDIR.CMD CHSET.CMD RenaMe File(s) 
CLEAR. BAT ~CONSOLE1. TXT COPY.EXE COPYMENU.CMD Delete File(s) 
MTE.EXE DREDIX.CMD DRTALK.DEF DRTALK.DIR Backup File(s) 
DRTALK.EXE DRTALK.KEY DSKMAINT.CMD DSP.CMD Edi t a File 
EDITMENU.CMD ERAQ.CMD ERASE.EXE FDMEHU.DAT Run a PI'O~l'aM 
FDSTART.1 FIRST .IDX FM.CMD FUNCTI ON. CMD Copy Dis ette 
HDAUTO.BAT HDDOSSUB.BAT HDINSTAL.BAT HDMEHU.DAT FOI'Mat Diskette 
HELP.CMD INITDIR.CMD LETTER. TXT LINK86.CMD Fl'ee Me MO I'y 
LOADCCPM.COM MENU.DAr I'U(DIR.CMD NAME.IDX Size/Date ON 
PATH.EXE PHONE.IDX PIP.CMD PREPMENU.DAT Set Up SysteM 
PRINTMGR.CMD RASM86.CMD REN.EXE REST.CMD ........... , ............ ...... , ..... I ••••••••••• 

Use the aI'I'OW k~s 01' type a filenaMe to MOlJe to the file you wish to select. 
Esc: Fl:HELP F3:Repeat FS:Run F7:Di1'1 F9 :Dil'ectoI'Y 
EXIT F2=Type F4=Cancel F6=Edit F8:Di1'2 F19=CoMMand 
~ ____ ____ ____ Pl'intel':9 C Win 9:13 

Figure 6.3 Selecting files with the Ins and Del keys. 

DOS Medial You aile helle ~ C:\CON-DOS ~HeIp 
1616k Copy to A: 

») CHOOSE A DESTINATION FOR THE FILES SHOWN BELOW »» Copy to B: 
Copy to C: 

AUTOEXEC.NEW BUSS.IDX CLEAR. BAT CONSOLE1.TXT 
Copy to D: 
Copy to DI'ilJe 

COMMand: Heir' on duplicating files 
Esc: F :HELP F3:to A: FS:to C: 
EXIT F2: F4:to B: F6:to D: 
~ ____ ____ Pl'inteI':Q C 

Copy to Dil' 11 
CoPY to Dil' 12 
CoPY to Dil' 
Copy to New NaMe 

F7:to Dil'l 
n:to DiI'2 

Win 
F9 :Dil'ectol'!l 
F19:CoMMand 

9:13 

Figure 6.4 Copying files that have been selected with the 
Ins key. 
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you would merely have to type ~~C". The cursor would then point to it, 
and by pressing Enter you would invoke it. If the command you want 
starts with the same character as another (e.g., SETUP and SELECT), 
you will have to enter as many characters as it takes to define the 
command uniquely. To choose the SELECT command you would have 
to enter SEL to distinguish it from SETUP. 

The File Directory 

The File Directory option in the main File Manager menu allows you 
to change the current directory (the one displayed in the object panel 
and to which all commands automatically refer if an alternate directo
ry or disk isn't specified). As shown in Figure 6.5, this submenu 
contains seven options: Change Directory, Help, View Files, Set 
Directory 1, Set Directory 2, Make Directory, and Remove Directory. 
This subdirectory is reached by positioning the cursor next to the file 
directory entry of the main menu and pressing Enter (see Figure 6.6). 
If the currently selected disk is formatted as DOS media, the object 
panel will show the available subdirectories, including the root [which 
is represented as a backslash (\) just as in PC-DOSJ. The currently 

DOS Medial You are hepe ~ C:\CON-DOS 
1612k 

Select a dipecto:rg 
Dil' above You ape hepe Suhdi~ctol'ies. .. 

'-CON-DOS 

Files on C:\CON-DOS 
AUTOEXEC.HEW BACH.CMD JMTCH.CHD BRIHST .00 
BUSS.IDX CARDDECK.BAT CARDI'ILE.CMD CARDI'ILE.DAT 
CARDFILE. DIS CARDFILE.TRM CHDIR.CMD CHSET.CMD 
CLEAR. BAT COHSOLEl.TXT COPY.EXE COFYMEHU.CMD 
DAtE.EXE DREDIX.CMD DRTALK.DEr DRTALH.DIR 
DRTALK.EXE DRTALJ(.XEY DSHMAIHT.CMD DSP.CND 
EDITMENU. eND IRAQ.CND ERASE.EXE FDMENU.DAT 
I'DSTART.1 FIRST. IDX rM.CMD FUHCTIOH.CMD 
H»AUTO.BAT HDDOSSUB.BAT HDIHSTAL.BAT HDMEHU.DAT 
HELP. 00 INIIDIR.OO LETTER. TXT LIHX86.CMD 

Use al'I'OW keys then RETURH 
Esc= rl=~ELP F3=Set Dil'1 F5=Make Dil' F7=DiI'1 
EXIT FZ:Uiew Files F4:Set Dil'Z F6=ReMOve Dil' F8:DiI'Z 
~ _ _ P:rintel':9 C 

Figure 6.5 The File Directory submenu. 

Change Di:recto:ry 
Help 
Uiew Files 
Set Dipecto:rg 1 
Set Dil'ectol'Y 2 
Make Dil'ectol'Y 
ReMove Di:recto:ry 

F9 :Root Dill 
F19:CoMMand 

Win 9:14 
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Figure 6.6 Subdirectories and user numbers. Different file storage strategies are required 
when working with DOS and CP/M media. 
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selected directory is shown in reverse video (i.e., the foreground and 
background colors are reversed). You can use the arrow keys to select 
the new current directory, and then press Enter. If you are already in a 
subdirectory, your display will only show the current subdirectory and 
the root, so you must first press the F9 function key to move to the root. 
The rest of the first level of subdirectories will then be visible. If the 
currently selected disk drive is formatted as CP/M media, then 
invoking the file directory command will cause a list of the 16 user 
numbers (root plus 1st through 15th) to be displayed (see Figure 6.7). 
As discussed in Chapter 5, user numbers can be thought of as 
predefined subdirectories one level deep. If the CPIM disk has a 
USER.TXT file that contains the names of the 16 directories, these 
names will be displayed in the File Manager menu instead of the 
numbers 1 through 15. 

The Subset of Files Command 

When a directory is displayed in the object panel, all files are listed. 
For many applications it may be desirable to limit the display to a 
group of files, perhaps based on the file type extension of the file name. 
This can be done with the SUBSET command. When invoked, the 

CP/M Medial You al'e hel'e ., A: Root 
2k 

Select a dil'ectol'Y 
.,Root 1st »il' 2nd Dil' 3N »il' 
4th Dil' 5th Dil' 6th Dil' 7th »il' 
8th Di:r 9th Dil' 19th Dil' 11th Di:r 
12th »il' 13th Dil' 14th Dil' 15th »i:r 

Files on A: Root 
AUTOEXEC.HIi BATCH.CMD CCPM.SYS CHDIR.CMD 
COPV.EXE DATE. EX[ DSJOOH NT • CMD ERASE.EXE 
FDSTART.l HDAUTO.BAT H»l)OSSUB.BAT HDIHSTAL.BAT 
LETTER. Txt LOADCCPM. COM Mm.I.DAT MKDIR.CMD 
PIP.CMD PREPMF.tII. DAT RIN.m RMDIR.CMD 
Sn.CK» START .H»l STARTSUB.H» STARTUP1.BAT 
SYSDISK.CMD TIME. EX! TYPE.CMD WIHDOW.CMD 

Use al'l'OW Jceys,. then RETURH 
Esc= Fl=nELP F3=Set Dil'l F5=Make Dil' F7=Di:r1 
EXIT F2=Uiew Files r4=Set Di:r2 F6=ReMOue Di:r F8=Di:r2 
I~i _ P:rinte:r=9 C 

Figure 6.7 CP/M-media File Directory submenu. 

Change Dil'ectol'Y 
Help 
View Files 
Set Dil'ectol'Y 1 
Set Dil'ectol'Y 2 
Make DiJ'llctoJ'Y 
ieMOve Dil'ectol'Y 

F9 =Root Db 
F18=CoMMalld 

Win 9:15 
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following prompt will appear in the panel: 

Enter wildcard (? matches any character. *. * matches all): 

You can choose the group of files you want by the use of the ? and * 
characters, just as you would with the DIR or COpy commands in 
CP/M-86 or PC-DOS. For example, if you want to display all files that 
start with the letters ((PC" you could enter the wildcard ((PC*.*". 
Similarly, ((*.DOC" would list all files with the file type .DOC. 

The subset selection will be retained for each disk drive separately. 
The wildcard * .DOC will not be carried along if you select it for drive 
A: and then switch to drive C:. If you then switch back to drive A:, the 
*.DOC wildcard name will still be in effect for the directory display. 

The Drive Selection Menu 

The current disk drive can be selected through the menu in a manner 
that is analogous to the selection of the file directory. When invoked, 
this menu option displays a list of the available disk drives and allows 
you to choose one by using the arrow keys or the space bar (see Figure 
6.8). After pressing Enter, the object panel is updated to show the new 

CP/M Medial You aN hel'e ., R: Root 
2k 

Select a dJiive 
R: B: ..c: D: 

Files. on A: Root 
AUTOEXEC,HEW BATCH ,eND CCPM,SYS CHDIR,CMD 
COPV, EXE DATE,M DSKMAINT ,00 ERASE,M 
FDSYART ,I H»AUTO,BAT HDDOSSUB,BRT HDIHSTAL,BRT 
LETTER, T)(1 LOADCCPM,COJII MENU,DRT MKDIR,CMD 
PIP,CND PREPMENU,DAT HEN,E)([ RMDIR,CMD 
SET,CMD START,HDI STARTSUB,HD STARTUPl,BAT 
SYSDIS](,CMD T1ME,EXE TYPE,eMD WINDOW,CND 

Use allO~ keys~ then RETURN 
Esc: Fl:HELP 
EXIT F2:Uiew Files 
IWi _ PJli n tel:9 C 

Figure 6.8 The Drive Selection submenu. 

Change Jnli ve 
Help 
Uiew Files 

Win 
F9 :Dil'ectol'Y 
FI9:CoMMand 

9:16 
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directory, with wildcard and path or user number in effect if one was 
previously selected for that drive. For example, if you select the 
\inventory subdirectory on the C: drive and switch to the A: drive, the 
\inventory subdirectory will still be selected when you return to the C: 
drive. 

The Drive Selection menu also includes the option of viewing the 
disk directory of a drive before selecting the drive. Function key F2 
invokes this feature. As with most File Manager commands, context
sensitive help is always available. 

Manipulating Files 

The File Manager supports all the traditional PC-DOS and CP/M-86 
commands such as TYPE, PRINT, COPY, RENAME, and DELETE, 
and it adds a new built-in feature: BACKUP. All of these commands 
allow direct manipulation of files without having to remember the 
command's format and options. 

When any of these commands are invoked, they will prompt you to 
select one or more files on which to operate. You may use the arrow 
keys, the space bar, and the Insert and Delete keys to select as many 
files as you want. You may also select files befor~ invoking the 
command by pressing the Tab key to move to the object panel first. 
Regardless of how you select files, each command will ask you for all 
required information, such as the destination disk (in the case of the 
COpy command) or the new file name (in the case of the RENAME 
command). 

Context-Sensitive Help 

The HELP facility is more than just a list of commands that you can 
refer to when you can't remember the syntax or the options in the 
parameter list of a command like WINDOW. HELP is used by the 
many menus in Concurrent and by the File Manager to provide help 
that is selective to the command you are trying to use at the moment 
that you press the Fl or designated help key. If you are trying to use 
the File Manager to copy a file but can't remember how to select 
multiple files, pressing the Fl key will give you specific information 
related to what you have done already and what is currently on the 
screen. This facility effectively eliminates the need for a user's guide. 
PC-DOS and MS-DOS have no comparable facility. 

Figure 6.9 shows the screen that is displayed if you press Fl while 
viewing the File Manager main menu, and if the cursor is in the object 
panel. This list of function keys is all you really need to successfully 
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HELP {topic} {subtopic1 ... subtopic8} {[HOPAGEILIST1} 
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ExJlanation: 
HELP displays a list of topics and p~uides sUMMa~ized inro~ation about 
Concu~~ent cOMMands. 
HELP topic displa~s into~Mation about that topic. 
HELP topic subtoplc displays inro~Mation about that subtopic. 
r~M a Main topic's display, you Must type a pe~iod hefo~e a suhtopic naMe 
to view a subtopic. s 
info~Mation ro~ ~o~ topic, it dis~lays the special P~Mpt HELP) on your 
screen, followed by a list ot subtoPIcs. 

- Ente~? to display list of Main topics. 
Ente~ a pe~iod and subtofic naMe to access subtopics. 
Ente~ a period to redisp ay what you Just read. 
P~ss the Ente~ key to retu~n to the Concurfent SysteM PfOMPt. 

- [HOPAGEl does not stop at 24 lines f window display keep m.. _ _ _ P~inte~=9 C 

Figure 6.9 The Help facility. 

9:11 

navigate the File Manager. Pressing Enter will cause HELP to show 
you the next page of information, as shown in Figure 6.10. 

To return to the original File Manager display, press the Escape key 
(ESC). Each command on the main menu has a separate help section 
that can be referred to by moving the cursor to the desired menu entry 
and pressing the F1 key. Figure 6.11 shows the display for the drive 
selection help entry. 

The first menu entry, Help, will take you to the title screen of the 
help facility where you can select your own topic from a list. One useful 
help entry is HOWTO?The first page of HOWTO? is shown in Figure 
6.12. It provides general information on how to find your way around 
the system and which commands and utilities should be used to 
perform a desired service. If you don't know where to look, consult this 
useful index. Generally speaking, all functions listed in HOWTO? are 
available through the File Manager menus and submenus. 

The TYPE and PRINT Commands 

TYPE and PRINT are used to list text files on either the current 
window or the printer. Both are selected by moving the cursor to the 
desired command and pressing Enter. If a file is not selected prior to 
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HELP 

Syntax: 
HELP {topic} {subtopic1 '" subtopicS} {[HOPAGEILIST]} 

Em'lanation: 
HELP displays a list of topics and pPOvides sUMM~ized inforMation about 
Concur~ent cOMMands, 
HELP topic displays info~Mation about that topic, 
HELP topic subtoPIc displays inforMation about that subtopic, 
F~OM a Main topic's display, you Must type a period hefo~e a subtopic naMe 
to view a subtopic, 
One o~ two lette~s is enough to identify the topics, Afte~ HELP displays 
info~Mation fo~ your topic, it dis~lays the special proMPt HELP) on your 
sc~een, followed by a list of subtoPIcs. 
- Ente~? to display list of Main topics, 

Ente~ a pe~iod and sUbtofic naMe to access subtopics. 
Ente~ a pe~iod to ~disp ay what you Just ~ead, 
Press the Ente~ key to ~eturn to the Concu~rent systeM P~MPt, 

- [NOPAGEl does not stor at 24 lines; window display keeps scrolling, 
- [LIST] ~eMoves ext~a ines between headings; use with ct~l-P to p~int, 

P~ss RETURN to continue 
~ _ _ !Tinte~:9 C 9:11 

Figure 6.10 The second page of the Help facility. 

FILEMAHAGER 
DRIVE 

The DRIVE SELECTIOH Menu displays all the drives p~esent on the Concu~~ent 
systeM, This Menu allows you to select a diffe~ent ~ive f~M the one on 
the Main Menu, After the DRIUE SELECTION COMMand is selected, a new Menu 
ap~ea~s, Move the cu~so~ ~ound the top of the ohJect panel unde~ Select a 
DTlve to choose a new d~ive, ~ss Ente~ when the cu~so~ points to the file 
dbectory you want to select. 

The following table sUM~izes the COMMands fo~ the DRIVE SELECTION Menu, 
COMMand 
CHANGE DRIUE 
HELP 

Action 

UU:W FILES 

Allows you to select anothe~ d~iue, 
Ofre~s help on DRIVE SELECTION, 
Allows you to display the di~cto~ies in a dfive without 
selecting it, It wo~ks the saMe way as the F2 key, 

The following 
SELECTION Menu, 

table lists the function key assignMents fo~ the DRIUE 

Function Key Action 
!Tess RETURN to continue 
~ _ _ !Tinte~:9 C 

Figure 6.11 Context-sensitive help; the Help message for 
drive selection. 

9:12 
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HOIUO? 

Fo~ help on pe~fo~ing the following tasks, consult the listed HELP topic: 

TASK 
Back up hard disk files 
Boot autoMatically 
Boot froM ha~d disk 
Change user nUMbers 
Check on free space on a disk 
Copy diskettes 
Copy files 
Create a MeMOfY drive 
Define function keys 
Delete a file 
Execute a series of cOMMands 
ForMat diskettes 
Initiate tiMe staMping 
Prepare a hard disk 
Pl'int files 
Read a file 
RenaMe a file 
See a dil'ectol'Y of files on a disk 

Pl'ess RETURN to continue 

HELP TOPIC 
BACKRESr 
HDMAINI 
HDMAINT 
USER 
SHOW 
DSKMAINT 
PIP COPV 
SETbPt MEMORYDISK 
rUNCT ON 
ERASE, ERAQ 
BATCH 
DSKMAINT 
INITDIR 
HDMAINT 
FILEMANAGER PRINT, PRIHTMGR, PIP 
TVPE 
HEN 
DIH, SDIR 

~ ____ ____ Pl'intel'=9 C 

Figure 6.12 The Help facility showing the HOWTO? op
tion. HOWTO? is an index to features and facilities and 
directs you to the appropriate Help section. 

9:13 

invoking the command, the File Manager will prompt you for a file 
name selected from the object panel directory display, as shown in 
Figure 6.13. Once given a file name, TYPE will open the file and 
display it in blocks in the object panel part of the screen (see Figure 
6.14). If a PRINT command is given, the file will be sent to the printer 
shown in the status line at the bottom of the screen. 

The COpy Command 

The COpy command performs the function of the familiar PC-DOS 
COpy command, but in Concurrent you can select one or more files 
from the directory list and specify their destination from a submenu of 
destinations. If files aren't selected before invoking the COpy com
mand, the screen will look like the one in Figure 6.15. 

After files have been selected using the Insert or Enter key (you 
must press the Enter key to select the last file), the File Manager will 
display a list of possible destinations (see Figure 6.16). 

Note that the files you selected are displayed in the object panel. If 
the list is incorrect, you can press the ESC key and return to the main 
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DOS Medial ~ou a~e he~e ~ C:\CON-DOS Help 
1436k File Dil'ectol'Y 

Subset of Files 
Please select one o~ Mo~e riles ])~ille Selection 

~AUTOEXEC.HEW BACK.CMD BAD BATCH.CMD 
TYl"e File(s) 
Pl'lnt File(s) 

BRINST.CMD BUSS.IDX CAR])DECK.BAT CARDFILE.CMD Copy FiIe(s) 
CARDFILE. DAT CARDFILE.DIS CARDFILE. TRM CHDIR.CMD RenaMe File(s) 
CHSET.CMD CLEAR. BAT CONSOLEl. TXT COP~.EXE Delete File(s) 
COP~MENU.CMD DATE.EXE DREDIX.CMJ) J)RTALK.DEF Backup FiIe(s) 
DRTALX.DIR DRTALH.EXE DRTALX.HEV DSHMAIHT.CMD Edit a File 
DSP.CMD ED ITMEHU. CMD ERAQ.CMD ERASE.EXE Run a Pl'O~l'aM 
FDMENU.OOT FDSTART.1 FIRST.IDX FM.CMD Copy Dis ette 
FUHCTIOH.CMD HDAUTO.BAT HDDOSSUB.BAT HDIHSTAL.BAT FOl'Mat Diskette 
HDMENU.DAT HELP.CMD HELP. HLP INITDIR.CMD FIIee Me MO l'Y 
LrlTER. TXT LINK86.CMD LOADCCPM. COM MENU.OOT Size/Date ON 
MHDIR.CMD HAME.IDX PATH.M PHONE.IDX Set Up SysteM 
PIP.CMD PREPMENU.DAT PRI NTMGR. CMD RASM86.CMD 
11111'1 •• 1.1 ............ .11.11 •••••• ••••• 1111' •• 

Use the al'l'OW k~ys Ol' type a filenaMe to MOlle to the file you wish to select. 
Esc: F1:HELP F3:Repeat FS:Run F7:Dil'1 F9 :Dil'ecto~ 
EXIT F2:Type F4:Cancel F6:Edit F8:Dil'2 F19:CoMMand 
~ _ _ _ Pl'intel':9 C 9:13 

Figure 6.13 The TYPE command. Filename prompt. 

MIl. Boh ThoMaS 
219 Apple Wood Blvd. 
tal'Zana, CA 91356 
Decll' tfl!. ThoMaS: 

Typing LETTER. TXT 

On Tuesday, Mal'ch 31, OUl' Tax DepartMent receilled three shoe hoxes 
Ilia Express Mail which they assuMed contained yoUI' tax ~ecords. 
Instead, the boxes contained the following: 

one pail' athletic shoes, powder blue with white swoosh, size 12 
one pail' win~ tips, bl'own size 12 EE 
one pail' ladles dl'ess san~als, lIed patent leathel', size 7 

Figure 6.14 The TYPE command. Formatted output dis
play. 
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DOS Medial ~ou a~e he~e ~ C:\CON-DOS Help 
1428k File Dil'ectol'Y 

Subset of Files 
Please select one o~ Mo~e tiles D~ive Selection 

AUTOEXEC, HEW BACK,CMD BAD BATCH,CMD 
Type File(s) 
ITlnt File(s) 

BRINSr,CMD BUSS,IDX CARDDECK,BAT CARDFILE, CMD Copy File(s) 
CARDFILE,DAT CARDFILE,DIS CARDFILE, TRM CHDIR.OO RenaMe File(s) 
CHSEt,CMD CLEAR. BAT CONSOLEl.TXT COPY.EXE Delete File(s) 
COFYMENU,CMD DATE.EXE DREDIX.CMD DRTALK.DEF Backup File(s) 
DRTALX.DIR DRTALK.EXE DRTALK.KEY DSKMA I HI. CM» Edit a File 
DSP.CMD ED IT MENU • CM» ERAQ, CMD ERASE. EX! Run a Pl'o~raM 
FDMENU.DAT FDSTART.1 FIRST.IDX FM,CMD CoPY Dis ette 

HUNCTI ON. CM» H»AUTO.BAT HDDOSSUB.BA1 HDIHSTAL. BAT FOl'Mat Diskette 
HDMEHlI.DAT HELP.CM» HELP. HLP INITDIR,CMD F!lee MeM01'Y 
LETTER. TXT LI N1<86 , om LOADCCPM. CON MENU.DAT SizelDate ON 
MKDIR.tMD HAME,IDX PATH.EXE PHONE,IDX Set Up SysteM 
PIP.CMD PREPmII,DAT PRIHTMGR.CMD RASM86,CMD ............ ••••••••••• 1 ••••• 11 •••• 1 . ............ 

Use the a~~w k~y~ 01' type a filenaMe to MOve to the file you wish to select, 
Esc= Fl=HELP F3=Repeat FS=Run F7=Di~l 19 =Directory 
EXI1 F2:Type F4:Cancel F6:Iclit F8:Di1'2 F19:CoMMand 
~ _ _ _ Pl'intel':9 C 9:15 

Figure 6.15 The COPY command. File selection prompt. 

DOS Media] ~ou a~e helle ~ C:\CON-DOS ~Help 
142Qk Copy to A: 

Copy to B: 
»> CHOOSE A DESTINATION FOR THE FILES SHOWN BELOW »» Copy to C: 

LEtTER. TXT HDAUTO,BAT 
Copy to D: 
Copy to Dl'ive 
COpy to Dil' #1 
Copy to Dil' 12 
Copy to Dil' 
Copy to New NaMe 

COMMand: Heir' on duplicating files 
Esc= F =HELP F3=to A: FS=to C: F7:to Di~l F9 =Dil'ectol'Y 

F19:CoMMand 
9:15 

EXIT F2: F4:to B: F6:to D: F8:to Di~2 
~ _ _ Pl'inte~:9 C 

Figure 6.16 The COPY command. Destination selection 
prompt. 
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menu. The selected files will again be shown in the object panel and 
you can invoke the COpy command to select or deselect other files. 

Returning to the destination selection menu, you can choose any of 
the disk drive destinations by pointing to the desired line and pressing 
Enter. The first four lines reference the drives A through D. The COpy 
TO DRIVE command will cause the list of available drives to be 
displayed in the object panel where you can select the destination with 
the arrow keys. Dir#l (N:) and Dir#2 (0:) may be selected, or a 
subdirectory within a PC-DOS media disk may be chosen with the 
COpy TO DIR command. COpy TO NEW NAME allows you to copy 
and rename a file or files in one operation. The File Manager will 
request the new name of each file that is copied. 

As discussed earlier, it is possible to select all the files for a copy 
operation prior to invoking the COpy command. Whether files are 
selected before or after COpy is invoked is simply a matter of personal 
preference. Figure 6.17 shows files being selected from the object 
panel. Pressing the Tab key will move the cursor from the command 
panel to the object panel. The arrow keys can then be used to point at a 
file, and pressing Insert will select the file. In addition, files can be 
selected by typing in the file name or a name with * and? wild cards. 

DOS Medial You al'e heN! .. C:\CON-DOS Help 
1416k File Dil'ectol'Y 

Suhset of Files 
Please select one 01' MOlle files Dl'ive Selection 

Type File(s) 
AUTOEKEC, NEW BACK,CMD BAD BATCH,CMD Pl'lnt File(s) 
BRINST.CMD BUSS.IDX CARDDECK.BAl CARDFILE. CMD Copy File(s) 
CARDFI LE. DAT CARDFlLE.DIS CARDFI LE. TRM CHDIR.CMD RenaMe File(s) 
CHSET.CMD CLEAR. BAT CONSOLE!, TXT COPV,EXE Delete File(s) 
COPYMENU.CMD »AlE.m DREDIX.CMD DRTALX. DEF Backup File(s) 
DRTALK.DIR DRTALK.EXE DRIALK.KEV DSKMAINT.CMD Edi t a File 
DSP,CMD ED ITMENl)' CM]) ERAQ.CMD ERASE. EKE Run a PI'0reaM 

HDMENU.DAT FDSTARl.l FIRST.IDX FM.CND Copy Dis ette 
FUNCn ON. CMD HDAUTO.BAT HDDOSSUB.BAI HDINSTAL.BAT FOI'Mat Diskette 
HDMENU,DAT HELP.CMD HELP. HLP INITDIR.CMD Fl'ee MeMOI'Y 
LETTER. TXT LINX86.CMD LOADCCPM.COM MENU.DAT Size/Date ON 
MKDIR.CMD HAME. IDX PATH.M PHONE.IDX Set Up SysteM 
PIP.CMD PREPMENU.DAT PRINTMGR.CMD RASM86.CMD ............ ............ ............ ............ 

Use the arrow ke~~ or type a filenaMe to Move to the file you Wish to select. 
Esc: Fl:HELP F3:Repeat F5=Run F?:Dil'l F9 :Dil'ecto~ 
EXIT F2:Type F4:Cancel F6=Edit F8:Di1'2 F19:CoMMand 
~ _ _ _ Printer=9 C 9:16 

Figure 6.17 Selecting files in the File Manager. 
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All matching files will be selected when you press either the Insert or 
Enter key. When finished, pressing the Tab key again will move the 
cursor to the command panel where the COPY (or other) command can 
be invoked. 

The FREE MEMORY Command 

The FREE MEMORY command displays a list of all the programs 
currently running, how much memory is allocated to them, and the 
amount of free memory left in the system. After displaying the active 
programs, the program will ask you to either press Enter or type the 
number of the program you wish to stop. Figure 6.18 shows a 
typical free memory display. His sometimes necessary to stop or abort 
a program if it is unresponsive or doing something unexpected. Since 
there may be other work in progress or other users on the system, it is 
not advisable to use the normal system reset (Ctrl-Alt-Del). The FREE 
MEMORY command allows you to restart a window without disturb
ing other programs. Note that aborting a program in this way will 
cause any output files being written by the program to be lost, but 
input files will not be disturbed. This command is also available from 
the normal DOS command prompt C> as the STOP command. 

Ent~y Prog~aM "eMO~y Window 
HUMbe~ NaMe Used NUMber 

** STOP 
1. FM 
2. PRISC 

16K 
122K 
133H 

1 
1 
1 

Contiguous Blocks of F~ee MeMory 
4C99:9 192H 

Free Sha~ed Code:: 9K 
Iotal Free MeMo~y:: 192H Bytes 

~- _ P~inte~:9 C 

Figure 6.18 The Free Memory display. 

9:16 
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The SETUP SYSTEM Command 

The File Manager allows you to perform all system setup functions, 
including formatting disks and loading the operating system onto 
disks. The Setup System menu allows you to assign function keys, set 
attributes for the serial ports, set up a memory disk, and set all other 
default system attributes (see (Figure 6.19). These submenus are also 
available at the C> system prompt by entering the SETUP command. 

COpy TO SYS DISK 

The first command in the Setup System submenu, COpy TO SYS 
DISK, will copy selected files to the defined system disk to make them 
more accessible to programs in all four windows. Since the system disk 
is searched by the operating system for files that can't be found in the 
current directory and/or disk, program files placed in the system disk 
will be readily available no matter what your current disk or directory 
is. Files that are copied with this command are also assigned the 
((System" and ((Read/Only" attributes. 

DOS Medial You afe hefe ~ C:\COH-DOS ~Co~ to Sys Disk 
1498k Sys eM At ~iLutes 

Local AttfiLutes 
Load FWlC Keys 

BATCH.CM» 
Assign runc Keys 

AUTOEXEC.NEW IMCH.CMD BAD Sefial POfts 
BRIHST.CMD BUSS.IDX CARDDECK.BAT CARDFILE. CM» SysteM Defaults 
CARDFILE.DAT CARDFILE.DIS CARDFILE.TRM CHDIR.CMD MeMO, Disk 
CHSET.CMD CLEAR. BAT COHSOLEl. TXT COPY.EXE Boot I'OM H D 
COPVMEHU,CMD DATE,EXE DREDIX,CMD DRTALK,DEF Hafd Disk Maint 
DRTALK,DIR DRTALK,EXE DRTALJ(, KEV DSKMAINT.CMD Diskette Maint 
DSP,CMD EDITMEN1I. CMD IRAQ.CM» ERASE.EXE 
FDMEHU,DAT FDSTART,l FIRST,IDX FM,eM» 
FUNCTION,CMD HDAUTO,BAT HDDOSSUB,BAT HDINSTAL,BAT 
HDMENU,DAT HELP.CM» HELP,HLP INITDIR.OO 
LETTER, TXT LIH1<86,CMD LOADCCPM, COM MENU,DAT 
MKDIR,CMD NAME,IDX FATH,m PHONE.IDX 
PIP,CMD PREPMEHlI. DAT PRINTMGR,CMD RASM86.CMD 
II •••••••••• ,,"".11'" • ••••••• 1111 ............ 

COMMand: Copy to Sys Disk~Place pfOgfaMS ro~ systeM wide access 
Esc: fl:HELP !~:Repeat F5:Run F7=Difl F9 :DiJlectol'Y 

F19:Co~Mand 
9:17 

EXIT F2:Type F4:Cancel F6:Edit F8=Di~2 
IIi _ _ _ Pl'intel':9 C 

Figure 6.19 The SETUP command. This feature allows 
you to configure and customize the Concurrent operating 
system. 
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System/Local Attributes 

The SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES and LOCAL ATTRIBUTES commands 
give selected files either the ((system" or the ((local" attribute. The 
system attribute allows programs or files to be used simultaneously by 
multiple windows, without regard to the directory or disk currently in 
use. The local attribute is generally given to all other local or 
nonshared files, but system attribute files must be changed to local in 
order to rename or delete them. Files selected when either of these 
commands is invoked will receive the new attribute. 

Assign Function Key Submenu 

The definitions of the function keys, Fl through FlO; Alt-Fl through 
Alt-FlO; Ctrl-Fl through Ctrl-FlO; Shift-Fl through Shift-FlO, and 
the arrow keys, Home, PgUp, PgDn, End, Ins, and Del can be easily 
modified with the Assign Function Key submenu. 

As you can see in Figure 6.20, three options are available: Assign 
function keys, Save function keys, and Reset window switching keys. 

Concu~rent Function Key P~g~aMMe~ ue~sion 4.1 

Main Menu 
S E LEe T F U H C T I 0 H 

~ --~ Assign Function Keys 

~ --~ Save Function Keys in a File 

~ --~ Reset Window Switching Keys 

I EScl --~ Exit this p~g:raM 

P:rinte:r:9 C 

Figure 6.20 The SETUP command. Assigning function 
keys. 

9:17 
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Assigning and Saving Function Keys 

To alter the function key assignments, press the F3 key; you will be 
presented with the first of three pages of key definitions (see Figures 
6.21 through 6.23). To change one of the default entries, simply press 
the corresponding key on the keyboard. The entry will be highlighted 
and the cursor will be positioned for your input. You may enter any 
ASCII character by typing it on the keyboard. To enter nonprintable' 
characters, such as the delete character (which is 7F in hexadecimal or 
127 in decimal), you can press the backslash (\) character followed by 
the hexadecimal value of the ASCII keycode. This happens automati
cally when you press the Enter key (\OD) or hold down Ctrl and press 
any other key. The Backspace key will erase any unwanted input. To 
conclude the entry of a new function key definition, press the Ctrl-@ 
key combination. 

When you have finished, you can sa ve the redefined keys by 
returning to the main menu (by pressing ESC) and then pressing the 
F5 function key, as shown in Figure 6.24. Function keys are normally 
saved in a file called KEYS.PFK which will be automatically reloaded, 
but you may also save different sets of function keys for different 
applications. The Setup System menu in the File Manager has a LOAD 

Concu~~ent Function Key P~og~a~~e~ ve~sion 4.1 

P~ess the Function Hey you wish to p~og~aM 
o~ Ca~fiage Retu~n to alsplay the othe~ sets of keys 

n: HELP\9D 
1'2: RUHMEHU\9D 
F3: DIR\0D 
F4: DIRlS/L\9D 
F5: RUHMEHU\9D 
1'6: RUNMENU\9D 
F7: RUNMENU\9D 
fS: RUHMEHU\9D 
F9: RUNMENU\9D 
Fi9: STOP\SD 

!i!lliW!llI _ 

~ --~ Go hack to p~evious Menu 

Figure 6.21 The SETUP command. Assigning functions 
for the unshifted Fl through FlO keys. 

9:17 
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Concu~~ent Function Key P~og~aMMe~ ue~sion 4.1 

HOMe: 
t: 

Pg Up: 
~-: -.-: 

End: ,: 
pg Dn: 

Ins: 

Pfess the Function Hey ~ou wish to pfograM 
o~ Ca~~iage Retu~n to display the othe~ sets of keys 

Al t Fl: 
Rlt F2: 
Alt f3: 
Al t F4: 
Alt f5: 
Rlt f6: 
Alt rI: 
Alt F8: 
Al t f9: 

Del: \7F Al t Fl9: 

I ESCI --.- Go back to p~euious Menu 

P~intel':9 C 

Figure 6.22 The SETUP command. Assigning functions 
for the arrow keypad and the shifted function keys FI 
through FlO. 

Concu~~ent Function Key P~og~aMMe~ ue~sion 4.1 

Pfess the Function Hey ~ou wish to pl'Ogl'aM 
O~ Caf~iage Ret~n to display the othe~ sets of keys 

Shift Fl: Ctl'I Fl: 
Shift F2: Cbl F2: 
Shift F3: Ctl'l F3: 
Shift F4: Ctl'I F4: 
Shift F5: Cbl i5: 
Shift F6: Cbl F6: 
Shift F7: Ctl'I F7: 
Shift F8: Cbl F8: 
Shift F9: Ctl'I F9: 
Shift Fl9: CbI Fl9: 

~ --.- Go back to Pl'euioLls Menu 

Figure 6.23 The SETUP command. Assigning functions 
for the control and alternate-shifted function keys FI 
through FlO. 

e:18 

9:18 
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Concu~~ent iunction Key ~og~aMMe~ ve~sion 4.1 

You afe now PfogfaMMing the selected Key. 
To te~Minate the sequence ente~ Ct~l @ o~ \99 
Type ~- to e~ase a chafacte~ 

F1: HELP\9D 
F2: RUHMEHU\9D 
F3: DIR\9D 
F4: DIRlS/L\9D 
i5: RUHMEHU\9D 
F6: FM\9D 
F7 : RUNMEHlJ\9D 
F8: RUHMEHU\9D 
F9: RUNMEHU\9D 
F19: STOP\9D 

!t!lli!lI.Ull _ 

I ESCI --~ Go hack to p~euious Menu 

P~intef:9 C 

Figure 6.24 Reassigning the meaning of function key F6. 

9:19 

FUNCTION KEYS command which will ask for a file from the object 
panel. 

Resetting Window Switching Keys 

The third option on the Assign Function Key submenu allows you to 
change the default window switching shift-key combination. Normal
ly, the Control key in conjunction with the numeric' pad key~ is used to 
switch windows, but if a program you choose also makes use of these 
function keys, you must reassign them to Alt-1 through Alt-4 or some 
other shift-key combination. 

Figure 6.25 shows all the possible combinations of the shift-keys. 
The choices are: keypad only (no shift key), Shift, Ctrl, Alt, Shift-Ctrl, 
Shift-Alt, Alt-Ctrl, and Shift-Alt-Ctrl. If you were to choose Shift-Alt, 
you would have to hold down the Shift and the Alt keys while pressing 
the appropriate numeric-pad key (1 through 4, Del, or +) in order to 
select a window, toggle (switch) between full or partial windows, or 
invoke the Window Manager. 

System Defau Its 

Other system defaults include: selecting the serial port usage, setting 
the color monitor scrolling mode, defining a memory disk, and setting 
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Changing Window Switching Keys 

~ --~ Shift ~ --~ Keypad Only 

~--~ Ctl'l ~--~ Alt 

~--~ Shift + Cbl ~--~ Shift + Al t 

@] --~ Alt + Ctl'l [!!] --~ Shift + Alt + Ctl'l 

~ --., HELP I ESCI --., Go hack to p~evious Menu 

P~inte.r:9 C 

Figure 6.25 This submenu allows the window control 
keys to be reassigned. 

9:19 

the maximum memory per program. These and other options may be 
selected by invoking the System Defaults entry of the File Manager 
submenu. 

Figure 6.26 shows the main menu for the SETUP command. You 
may assign function keys (as described above), set the diskette head 
step time (if your drives are faster or slower than normal), define the 
uses of the two serial ports (peripheral port or serial console), set the 
color monitor scroll mode (flicker-free or fast), set up a memory disk, 
set the verify-after-write option for disks, and set the maximum 
memory a program can allocate (to keep a program from allocating all of 
your main memory). Examples of the submenus are shown in Figures 
6.27 through 6.33. 

The SIZE/DATE Command 

The SIZE/DATE command lets you select the way the File Manager 
displays the disk directory in the object panel. Normally SIZE/DATE is 
turned off so only file names are displayed; this allows more of the 
directory to be shown at once. If SIZE/DATE is turned on, you will see 
the file name, file size in bytes or characters, and the date the file was 
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Conc~~ent SysteM CustoMization ro~ the IBM PC and Xl ue~ 4.1 

Main Menu 
SELECT SYSTEM CUSTOMIZATIOH OPTION 

@] Saue SysteM Pa~aMete~ @J MDisk 

@] Diskette Head Step TiMe ~ Ue~ify Afte~ Diskette Write 

~ Select Se~ial Console ~ MaxiMUM MeMo~y pe~ P~ocess 

QD Colo~ Monito~ Sc~oll Mode 

~ Help @] Update and Exi t ~ Quit without Update 

~- _ P~inte~:9 C 

Figure 6.26 The SETUP command Main menu. 

Concu~~ent SysteM CustoMization fo~ the IBM PC and XI ue~ 4.1 

Diskette Head Step TiMe 
This option sets a Head Step TiMe of 2 to 32 MSec lo~ the Diskette 

D~iue Hal'dwaN. The sMalle~ the tiMe, the laste~ the DJliue Head MOues 
f~OM t~ack to t~ack. The delault tiMe is set to 8 MSec, hut tiMeS of 
6 MSec o~ 4 MSec wo~k with SOMe Diskette D~ives. Caution is advised. 

The c~Nnt Diskette Head Step TiMe is: 8 MSec 
SELECT FUHCT I ON 

@] Dec~ase Head Step tiMe 

@] Inc~ease Head Step TiMe 

~ Help ~ RetuJ'll to Main Menu 

~- lTinte~:9 C 

Figure 6.27 The SETUP command. Disk head Step Time 
menu. 

9:29 

9:29 
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ConcUffent SysteM CustoMization fOf the IBM PC and Xl vef 4.1 

Select Sefial Console 

This option is used to select whethe~ a se~ial po~t will be used 
as an Auxiliary I Pfintef POft, Of as an additional Ulftual Console in 
a MUlti-use~ systeM. Both po~tS May pe~fo~M eithe~ function. 

QI] 
~~.Ir" 

Se~ial Po~t 0 is cUl'~ently: an Aux I PI'.inte~ POl't 
Se~ial Po~t 1 is cUl'fently: an Aux I P~inte~ POl't 

SELECT FUNCTION 

@] Change Se~iaI Po~t 9 (Pl'intel' 3) 

@] Change Se~ial Po~t 1 (~inte~ 4) 

Help ~ Retu~n to Main Menu 

Pfinte~:9 C 

Figure 6.28 The SETUP command. Serial port defaults. 

Concu~~ent SysteM CustoMization fo~ the IBM PC and XT vel' 4.1 

Select Sefial Console 

This option is lIsed to select whethe~ a se~ial POl't will be used 
as an AuxiliafY I Pfinte~ po~t, 01' as an additional Ulftual Console in 
a Multi-usef systeM. Both POftS May pe~fo~M eithef function. 

Sefial POl't 9 is clU'l'ently: Hul tiusel' TefMinal 
Sefial POft 1 is cU~l'ently: an Aux I P~inte~ po~t 

SELECT FUNCTI ON 

@] Change Se~ial Po~t 9 (P~inte~ 3) 

~ Change Se~ial Po~t 1 (P~inte~ 4) 

QI] Help ~ Return to Main Menu 

~inte~:9 C 

Figure 6.29 The SETUP command. Serial port reassign
ment. 

9:21 
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Conc~rent SysteM CustoMization fo, the IBM PC and XI ve, 4.1 

Colo, Monito, Sc,oll Mode 

This option lets you select how the video MeMory on a colo, Monito~ 
is to be accessed. yo~ choice will affect the aypearance and s~ed of 
the colo, MOnito,. r,y each of the Modes availah e, and choose the one 
which best suits the hardware of yo~ systeM and yo~ pe,sonal taste. 

The c~,ent Colo, Monito, Sc,oll Mode is: Fast/Flicke~ 

SELECT FUNCT I ON 

~ Change the Sc,oll Mode 

@] Help I Esc I Retu,n to Main Menu 

um. _ P~inte,:9 C 

Figure 6.30 The SETUP command. Color Screen Scroll 
Mode menu. 

ConCUl'l'ent SysteM CustoMiution fofthe IBM PC and XI ve, 4.1 

MDisk 

Ihis option allows you to ,ese~ve a po~tion of MeMO~Y to he used 
as a Logical Disk D,ive L 0' MDisk. You May increase, dec,ease, 0' set 
a new starting address [0' MDisk. 

Current MDisk size: 9 Kb Current Starting Address: A999:9999 

SELECT FUNCTION 

9:21 

~ Increase MDisk size 

@] Decrease MDisk size 

@] Help 

~ Ente, a new Starting Adtress 

~ Ret~n to Main Menu 

um. _ PJiinte,:9 C 

Figure 6.31 The SETUP command. The Memory Disk 
menu. 

9:21 
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Concur~ent SysteM CustoMization fo~ the IBM PC and Xl ve~ 4.1 

Ue~ify Afte~ Diskette Write 

i~is option controls the Ue,ify Afte~ Write feature of the systeM 
Diskette softw~. When enabled, the Diskette is ve~ified afte~ each 
w,ite ope~ation, with autoMatic ~t~ies fo, ve,ification e~ro~s. The 
Ue,ify reat~ lfsults in greate~ data security at t~e cost of speed. 

The Ue~ify Afte, W~ite featu~e is: Disabled 

SELECT FUNCTION 

~ Enable Ue~ify Afte~ W~ite 

~ Disable Ue~ify Afte, Wlite 

~ Help I Esc I RetUJlfl to Main Menu 

~-

Figure 6.32 The SETUP command. Setting the disk veri
fy-after-write status. 

Concur~nt SysteM CustoMization fo~ the IBM PC and XT ve~ 4.1 

MaxiMUM MeMO!'Y pe~ Pl'Ocess 

T~is option controls t~e MaxiMUM aMOunt of MeMO~Y that t~e systeM 
can allocate to a single p,ocess. If this value is too SMall, ce,tain 
application ~rograMs can't he loaded into MeMO!'Y. If the value is too 
lalge, ce~taln applications May nhog" the systeM's MeMO~, and p~event 
othe~ p~og~aM5 froM running concur~ently. 

The cur~nt MaxiMUM MeMOry per Pl'ocess is: 256](b 

SELECT FUNCTION 
~ Enter a new MaxiMUM Ualue 

~ Help I Esc I Return to Main Menu 

~-

Figure 6.33 The SETUP command. Setting the maximum 
memory allowed per program. 

9:21 

9:22 
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created or last updated, as shown in Figure 6.34. When using CP/M 
media, you have the option of activating time/date stamping. On PC
DOS media, time/date stamping is always active. If the directory ora 
CP/M-media disk is displayed and time/date stamping is not enabled, 
you will only see the file name and the file size. 

»0$ _~~lal You aJIe hel"e .. C:\COH-DOS Help 
1456k Fi Ie Dil'ectol'Y 

Subset of Files 
Dl'ive Selection 
type File(s) 

AUTOEXEC.HEW 128 5-11-85 12:93a Pl'lnt File(s) 
BACK.CMD 22528 5-11-85 12:95a Copy File(s) 
BAD 133792 5-11-85 12:99a RenaMe File(s) 
BATCH.CMD 19249 5-11-85 12:92a Delete Fi le(s) 
BRIHSI.CMD 28899 5-11-85 12:19a Backup File(s) 
BUSS.IDX 512 5-11-85 12:97a Edi t a File 
CARDDECK.BAT 384 5-11-85 12:11a Run a PI'O,l'aM 
CARDFILE.CMD 52864 5-11-85 12:11a Copy Dis ette 
CARDFILE. DAY 128 5-11-85 12:97a FOI'Mat Diskette 
CARDFILE. DIS 3712 5-11-85 12:11a F!lee MeMI'V 
CARDFILE.IM 384 5-11-85 12:11a "SizelDate OF 
CHDIR.OO 2432 5-11-85 12:92a Set Up SysteM 
CHSET.CMD 21769 5-11-85 12:12a 
•••••••••• 1.111 •••••••••• 1 ••• 11 ••••••• 

COMMand: SizelDate orr, S~itch between long and shol't di!lectol'Y dis~lays 
Esc: n:HELP F3:Repeat F5:Run F7:Dbl F9 :Dil"ectol'Y 
EXIT F2:Type F4:Cancel F6:Edit F8:Di1'2 F19:CoMMand 
~ _____ _____ _____ Pl'intel':9 C 9:92 

Figure 6.34 The directory display size/date option. When 
activated, this option shows all information regarding the 
files in a directory. 



Chapter 

7 
Creating and 
Modifying Menus 

What are Menus? 

In Concurrent PC DOS, menus are special control files that contain 
text and commands which are interpreted and displayed by a built-in 
program called RUNMENU. You can use the menu editor, 
EDITMENU, to create and modify menu screens to make a friendly 
((shell" or package for your application programs. This menu facility is 
of use to software developers, but it is also a useful and handy tool for 
the average user. 

For example, you could create a menu that would appear when your 
system performs a power-on reset, or warm restart, and display a list of 
the programs you use most frequently. Pressing one function key 
would cause the desired program to be loaded with any standard 
options automatically set. 

A programmer could create a menu that would automate the three 
most common functions in program development: editing, compiling, 
and linking a source file. Any frequently entered series of commands 
can be automated and assigned to one of the 10 function keys. 

An office manager could set up a series of menus to simplify the 
training of employees. Standard office procedures, such as loading a 
word processor, a spreadsheet program, or the payroll program, could 
be set up on one main menu, thus making it easier for employees to 
learn the system. 

67 
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Menu File Organization 

Each menu file can contain one or more menus. The file can contain 
individual menus or a series of linked menus. It is important not to 
confuse the menu file name with the names of the menus within a file. 
Figure 7.1 shows a sample menu file with its individual menus, and 
Figure 7.2 shows the logical hierarchy of these menus. 

The first screen of the EDITMENU utility is shown in Figure 7.3. 
From this screen you can create a new menu or change, copy, or delete 
an existing menu. 

Using the Create Menu function, you can add new menu screens to 
an existing menu file. Figure 7.4 shows the Menu Creation screen. If 
you have trouble remembering the contents of a menu file, pressing F2 
will display the list of menus. As always, ESC takes you back to the 
previous screen. 

The Menu Change screen looks just like the Menu Creation screen. 
You are asked for the name of an existing menu and can look at the list 
of menus as before. 

Figure 7.5 shows the Menu Editing screen, which is quite similar in 

"EMU.DAT 

Main Menu 
Fl - Inventory 
F2 - Payroll 
F3 - File "gr 
F4 - Done 

InveYltory Menu 
Fl - Update 
F2 - Print 
F3 - File "gr 
F4 - "ain ftenu 

Payroll MeYlu 
Fl - Update 
F2 - Print 
F3 - File "gr 
F4 - ftain ftenu 

File MaYlager MeYlu 
Fl - Delete File 
F2 - Rename 
F3 - BackUfl 
F4 - Load " 
F5 - ftain ftenu 

Figure 7.1 The menu file. EDITMENU al
lows you to set up one or more menus that 
contain DOS commands to execute. This fea
ture allows complex tasks to be automated 
without resorting to a programming lan
guage. 
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"EHU.DATI 

MaiYl MeYlu /1 Fl - Invento ... 
F2 - Payroll 
F3 - File "gr ~ F4 - Done H DOS PRO"PT 

1 ... J., 
IYlveYltory MeYlu Payroll MeYlu 
Fl - Update Fl - Update 
F2 - Print F2 - Print 

~ F3 - File "gr n F3 - File "gr 
~ F4 - ftainftenu r F4 - ftain ftel'lu 

-II'-

Figure 7.2 Sample menu file hierarchy. The menu file 
shown in Figure 7.1 can be set up with commands and 
branching capability. For example, pressing F1 at the 
main menu will cause control to be transferred to the 
Inventory Menu, and pressing F4 will return the user to 
the main menu. 

MENU CREATION AND MODIFICATION 

Please Sl!lect: 

n Make Hew Menu 
Fa Change Existing Menu 
14 Copy Existing ~nu 
rs D!lete Menu 
Esc EXit EditMenu 

PJlintel':9 C 

Figure 7.3 The EDITMENU "Main Menu" screen. 

Ii File MaYlager MeYlu 
Fl - Del ete File 
F2,- Rename 

~~: r~~~u," 
F5 - ftai n ftenu 

~ 

9:93 
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M»I.I CREATI ON AND MODI rI CAn ON 

Entef New Menu NaMe: MYMEHU 
Of !Tess F2 to Sho. Existing Menus 

!Tess Esc to Return to Prfuious Screen 

!W&Will _ 

Figure 7.4 The EDITMENU "Menu creation" screen. 

Cbl 2CMoue COMMands) ESCCExit Without Changes) 
il(HELP) i2(Spec. Effects) i3(lnse~t Line) f4(Delete line) is(Cente~ Line) 
~~'\~~I Lines) r7(cu,SOf Posn) F8(Dis~lay Screen) F9(Special Chars) F19CDone) 
I' _ _ _ !Tlntef:9 C 9:93 

Figure 7.5 The EDITMENU "edit" screen. 
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function to a typical full-screen word processor editor. You can type 
text or place special characters anywhere on the screen. Special 
functions are available, and they are listed in the prompt menu at the 
bottom of the screen. 

The function keys used in EDITMENU are similar to those found in 
many word processors, but additional screen formatting commands 
allow you to create menus with color, highlighting, and blinking text. 
Figure 7.6 shows the special effects screen. 

Characters that aren't directly available from the keyboard, such as 
the block graphics characters, may be used in a menu by pressing the 
F9 key (see Figure 7.7). 

The arrow keys can be used to select a special character. Pressing 
Enter will select the character and place it on the menu at the current 
cursor location. The F7 through FlO keys may be used to place a 
character on the menu and move to another adjacent character 
location. 

The Fl function key is available from the Editing screen; pressing 
the key displays two Help screens that show all function and editing 
keys, and the special effects commands. 

A sample menu is shown in Figure 7.B. Note that three function keys 

I 

Use f, i~ Space to select; Press Fl(HELP)l F19CDO IT)! Esc(CANCEL) 
Revel'se video Undel'sco:re BlIigJtt B ink Fo:regl'Ound Backgl'Ound 

I~Q"i!~:n1 _ _ PJlintel':9 C 9:94 

Figure 7.6 EDITMENU special screen effects. 
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I 

Move to c~acter Press F? t· Fa ~. F9 ~. F19 ~. Enter for l' or Esc to Return 

~ti!V .. U~iLw~~taal reei"h~iailkoouu"ou¢t¥lU'~iciW1ii!!l"'Wi(O~W. ~ 1 :I, urR~l!F!i \U:F~ rI.I ~r1ltf)J1hQ&~n=tH rH:t .. .J'I11 
I I _ _ _ ~nter:ll - C 9:84 

Figure 7.7 EDITMENU special characters. 

\SaMple Menu\ 

1. Display c~fent airectory 

2. Select current directory 

3. File Manager 

Ctrl Z(Move COMMands) ESC(Exit Without Changes) 
rl(HELP) r2(Spec. Effects) F3(lnsert Line) r4(Delete line) F5(Center Line) 
MF;,\~ilm Lines) F7(Cursor Posn) Fa(Dis~lay Screen) F9(Special Chars) F19(Done) 
I I' _ _ _ PNnter:9 C 9:96 

Figure 7.8 A sample menu created with EDITMENU. 
Function keys Fl, F2, and F3 will invoke DIR, CHDIR, and 
FM respectively. 
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have been used in this example. When you are finished editing the 
Menu screen, pressing FlO will take you to the Assign Function Key 
screen. This screen lets you assign commands to each of the function 
keys listed in your menu. For example, when the first function key in 
Figure 7.7 is pressed, the current disk directory will be displayed. On 
the Function Key screen, you would enter the command DIR in the field 
labeled ttMenu Name or Command Text." This tells the RUNMENU 
program that when F1 is pressed, the DIR command should be processed 
just as if you had typed it in by hand. The ttType" field tells RUNMENU 
what kind of command you are entering. The allowable types are: 

A 

o 

M 

C 

E 

Blank 

Complete command line for an application program. 

Command line requiring the user to enter options to complete the 
command. 

Name of another menu in the menu file. 

Command that the user must enter when prompted. 

Exit to the Concurrent PC DOS command prompt C>. 

No command is assigned to the function key. 

The ttA" option will treat the command text as a complete command 
that will be executed by Concurrent just as if you had typed it in 
manually. The ttO" option will display the command text you have 
entered and then wait for you to complete the command and press 
Enter. ICtM" is specified, RUNMENU will assume that the entry is the 
name of another menu and try to find it in the menu file and display it. 
This lets you create a series of interconnected menus that can dramati
cally simplify the operation of your personal computer and save you 
from having to remember frequently used commands. 

As shown in Figure 7.9, when you have completed filling in the fields 
of the Function key screen, you may press the F2 key to assign further 
attributes to the menu. Figure 7.10 shows the options screen. Normal
ly you should not need these options, but they are provided for 
advanced users who need greater control over their menu systems. 

Within menus, the Escape key is used'to return to a previous menu. 
If this capability is not desired, the Special Options screen can be used 
to turn off the Escape key. This could be needed in a case where 
operations must be performed in a precisely defined sequence, such as 
updating a database. You might not want the user to be able to back up 
through the menus and execute a function more than once. 

Normally, if you press Enter while a menu is displayed, RUNMENU 
will display a Concurrent PC DOS command prompt to let you enter 
any command you want, even if it isn't in the menu. This default 
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Fen 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

19 

MENU CREATION AND MODIFICATION 
Menu NaMe O~ COMMand Text Dnt . 

CD \ 
FM 

P~ss EHTER Of TAB fOf n~xt fi~ld, Shift TAB fOf pfiof fi~ld 
Fl(HELP), FZ(Disable ENTER, ESC OPtions) r19(Done), Esc(Pfiof SCfeen) 

!WfiOOl!J _ _ _ P~inle~=9 C Caps 9:97 

Figure 7.9 Assigning the function keys for use with the 
menu in Figure 7.8. 

MENU CREATION AND MODIFICATION 
Disabl~ ESC to fetufn to Pfiof Menu level? (YIN) N 

Note: the p~iof Menu level is the systeM 
PfOMPt if this is th~ Main ~nu, 

Disable INTER to entef a cOMMand in Concuf~nt DOS FOfMat? (YIN) N 
Save and JI(IstOJl(l default dfilJe? (YIN) H 
Save and ~stofe US~f nUMhef ? (YIN) N 

COMMand to execute at staft of Menu: 

COMMand to execute at end of Menu: 

Pfess F19 to continue 

!!!Wil!iill _ ____ Printer=9 C Caps 

Figure 7.10 Special options screen. 
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feature can be overriden by typing ((Y" in the second field on this 
screen. 

For certain applications, it may be necessary or desirable to save and 
restore the value of the default or current disk drive and the current 
user number (for CP/M media). If the menu issues any commands that 
could alter these values, it is generally a good idea to protect them so 
that you won't lose your place upon exiting the menu. 

If a menu is being used to automate a series of operations, such as a 
database update or the end-of-month inventory report, you may have 
to preload certain programs (such as a print spooler) or issue a 
command to set the current subdirectory. This can be accomplished by 
specifying startup and terminate commands for each menu. These 
commands will be executed automatically before the menu is displayed 
and when you leave the menu. 

COPYMENU 

The COPYMENU utility allows you to make backup copies of menu 
files, condense space in menu files, and copy menu files that you can 
later modify. If you don't enter any options after the command, you will 
be prompted for source and destination files. 
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8 
The Printer Manager 

Concurrent PC DOS comes with a Printer Manager that runs in 
background mode just like the PC-DOS PRINT spooler command, but 
unlike that command, the Printer Manager lets you use more than one 
printer. In the extreme case, you could have printers attached to all 
five external interfaces (three parallel and two serial ports) and use all 
of them simultaneously. 

The Printer Manager also lets you specify options for formatting the 
output of a file. For example, you can specify how many copies of a file 
to print, whether to format the file for a certain number of lines per 
page, and to which printer the file should be sent. You can also have 
the pages numbered as well as the left margin and tab stops set. 

Figure 8.1 shows how the Printer Manager interacts with the 
windows and the printers. As with the Window Manager, the Printer 
Manager runs separately in the background so it doesn't occupy a 
window. It waits for print jobs to be sent to it by the PRINTMGR 
command or the Printer Manager menu. As files are received, it stores 
the file names and other formatting options in a queue. All print 
requests are serviced on a first-come first-serve basis for each printer 
assigned to the Printer Manager. 

Starting the Printer Manager 

There are two methods of starting and controlling the Printer Manag
er. If you have installed Concurrent on a fixed disk system, the 
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Window 1 

(Printer 0) 

Window 2 -
(Pri nter 1) 

Window 3 

(Printer 1) 

Window 4 

(Printer 2) 

110. 

~ Printer 

~ 
Manager· -~ 

Printers 0 and 1 .1 
are assigned to 
Iprinter manager. 

~+-
Printer 0 

r£0+ 
Printer 1 

Printer 2 
Printer 2 is not assigned 
to the printer manager. 

Figure 8.1 The Printer Manager. Each window can be 
assigned a default printer device. The Printer Manager can 
accept input from several programs at once and deliver 
output to as many as five printers at once. 
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HDMENU startup menu will have a Printer Manager entry, which 
can be selected by pressing F6. If you are using a floppy disk-based 
system, you will probably have to set up the Printer Manager on a 
separate disk that can be inserted when you want to start the Printer 
Manager. The Concurrent PC DOS User's Guide explains how to do 
this. Figure 8.2 shows the startup menu's Printer Manager menu. 

To start the Printer Manager you can press F2, which will give you a 
list of printers from which to choose (see Figure 8.3). Depending on 
how your system is configured, you may have one parallel port or a 
serial port, or up to three parallel ports and two serial ports. Each of 
these five devices is assigned a number from 0 to 4. If you have more 
than one printer, you should choose the F7 key and enter the numbers 
of each of the printers you want to assign to the Printer Manager. 
Pressing ESC will return you to the previous screen. 
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Concu~~ent Sta~tup Menu 

~ --.- File Manage~ 

@] --.- DR Talk COMMunications 

~ --.- DR EDIX Edito~ 

@] --.- Ca~drile 

~ --.- P~inte~ Manage~ 

[EJ --.- Help ~ --.- Exit this Menu 

To switch windows, hold the Ct~l key down and p~ess 1,2,3 o~ 4 on keypad -- Pl'intel':9 C 9:91 

Figure 8.2 The HDMENU Printer Manager submenu. 

Concul'l'ent Pl'intel' ManageI' 

Select Pliintell To Stal't 

@] --.- Pl'intel' 9 ~ --.- Pl'intel' 3 

~ --.- Pl'intel' 1 ~ --.- Pl'intel' 4 

~ --.- Pl'intel' 2 @] --.- Multiple Pl'intel's 

[EJ --.- Help ~ --.- Exit Ihis Menu 

• 9:91 

Figure 8.3 The Start Printer submenu. 
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If you want to start a print job, you can press the F3 key and the 
screen in Figure 8.4 will appear. Pressing F2 will allow you to type in 
one or more file names to print, along with formatting options if 
needed. Figure 8.5 shows a command being entered which will cause 
three copies of the LETTER. TXT file to be printed on the default 
printer. The default printer is the printer assigned to the current 
window. This may be overridden in the command by adding 
PRINTER=n, where n is the desired printer number. Before you issue 
the Printer Manager command (or load the menu) you may set the 
default printer for a window by typing PRINTER=n at the Concurrent 
command prompt. 

You can also display the status of the Printer Manager at any time 
either through the Startup menu shown in Figure 8-2 or through the 
direct command: PRINTMGR STATUS. Figure 8.6 shows a status 
display with several print jobs in the queue. 

The Printer Manager also offers a help screen which may be 
displayed by typing PRINTMGR HELP. Figure 8.7 shows this display. 

Other help screens are available in the Startup menu and in the 
HELP command. 

Concu~~nt Printe~ Manage~ 

Pl"int File(s) 

~ --~ Specify File(s) To P~int 

~ --~ Help ~ --., Exit This Menu 

)PRIHTMGR PRINT 

_____ P~inte~:l C 9:92 

Figure 8.4 The Print File submenu. 
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Concocr~nt Ppintep Manage~ 

P~int File(s) 

~ --~ Specify File(s) To P~int 

~ --~ Help ~ --~ Exit This Menu 

C)PRINTMGR PRINT lette~.txt [copies=31 

Figure 8.5 Sample command. "PRINT LETTER.TXT 
[COPIES=3]" 

P~int Manage~ Syste~ Status Repo~t 
----------------------------------
Job 3 - LETTER .TXT Ppinting on ppinte~ 1, Copies 2, Size 2k pep copy 

!WlUiI!Ul _ Ppintel'=l C 

Figure 8.6 Printer Manager status display with a job 
printing. 

9:92 

9:95 



P~int Manage~ COMMand SUMMa~y 

Use the PRINTMGR cOMMand and one of the options listed below: 

PRINT filenaMe filenaMe filenaMe '" [option, option, ",] 

Spools each file with the specified options. 

OPTION DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
-----------
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COPIES:n 1 Sets the nUMbe~ of copies to print, 
(n is ! to 259), 

TAB:n 8 Sets tab r:sition to every nth space. 
MARGIH:n 8 Sets the eft-hand Ma~gin, 
NOFEE» FORM Fm Prevent forMleeds before each co~' 
PRIHTER:n CURREHT LST: Specifies the printer to print t file. 
FORMAT NO FORMAT Inserts page breaks, 
FORMS I 2E:n 66 Sets the len~th of the paper in lines. 
PAGES I ZE:n 66 Sets the nUM er of lines ~rinted per page. 
NUMBER NO NUMBERS NuMbers each page sequentially, 

Type any key to continue. 
lWill.it!lil _ _ Printer:! C 

Figure 8.7 The Printer Manager help display. 

-- -

Concur~nt P~inter Manager 

Suspend/Stop Printer Manager 

~ --~ Suspend The Printer Manager 

~ --~ Stop The Printer Manager 

~ --~ Exit This Menu 

hinter:! C 

Figure 8.8 The Printer Suspend/Stop menu. 
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Stopping the Printer Manager 

It is possible to stop a print job before it is completed, just as in PC
DOS. This is done with the DELETE command in the Startup menu or 
with the PRINTMGR DELETE command. You must specify the job to 
be deleted by its number instead of by its name. If you specified 
multiple copies when you submitted the print job to the Printer 
Manager, all copies will be deleted. 

Suspending the Printer Manager 

You may at some time find yourself with a full print queue, but for 
some reason it is necessary for you to shut down your personal 
computer or perform a system reset. This would cause the print queue 
and all the jobs in it to be lost (although the actual files will be safe). 
This situation can be avoided by using the SUSPEND command. 
SUSPEND may be invoked through the Startup menu by pressing F6 
(see Figure 8.2) or by entering the PRINTMGR SUSPEND command. 
Pressing F6 will cause the screen in Figure 8.8 to be displayed. If you 
select SUSPEND, the job queue will be saved so it can be restarted at a 
later time. If you select STOP, the job queue will be deleted. With both 
SUSPEND and STOP, the Printer Manager modules are deleted from 
the main memory and must be started again to resume printing. 



Chapter 

9 
The Backup/Restore 
Facility 

The problem of making backup copies of important files has been 
compounded by the widespread use of 10M byte and larger fixed disks. 
Directory segmentation (the use of subdirectories in a tree structure) 
makes organizing files into logical groups easier, but it also frustrates 
efforts to make backups. One standard method is to back up files by 
subdirectory. A simple mass copy using a wildcard filename such as *.* 
(all files) or * .dat (just data files) will transfer all files in a subdirectory 
to a floppy disk for safe keeping. 

Problems do arise though. First, copying all files in a directory is 
very inefficient. Most files will probably not have changed, while some, 
such as program (.EXE, .COM, .CMD, and .BAT) files, don't need to be 
backed up periodically if you keep the original or master diskette 
separately in a safe place. Also, a mass copy cannot handle special 
situations, such as when the destination or backup disk becomes full 
before all files are transferred. In the latter case, yqu would have to 
know which files have already been backed up and manually copy the 
remainder to another disk. 

Ideally, a backup facility should allow you to choose groups of files to 
copy, specify files that shouldn't be copied, and allow for files that are 
too large to put on one floppy disk. It should also keep track of where 
the backup copies are (by volume labels) and allow you to restore a file 
in case the working copy has been damaged or lost. However, some 
backup/restore utilities give you an all-or-nothing choice: restore all 
files on the hard disk, or none at all. Restoring just one file or a group 
of files means reloading the entire hard disk and losing other files in 
the process. 
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Concurrent PC DOS comes with Back and Rest, two programs that 
will perform a backup or restore operation according to a customized 
control file that you can create. These utilities, collectively referred to 
as BackRest, make it easy to keep your hard disk organized and all 
your files protected. 

BackRest Files 

BackRest needs three files to operate: BACK.CMD, REST.CMD, and 
CONTROL.BR. The .CMD files are the actual backup and restore 
programs that get their instructions from the CONTROL.BR file. A 
sample control file is shown in the following listing. The control file 
tells BackRest what files you want to back up; what files, directories, 
or user numbers are exceptions to the rule; how to report the activities 
of BACK and REST; and so on. 

Files Backed Up 

Drive C Backup Volume 00001 

Path \CDOS 
BACK .CMD K BATCH .CMD K 
DSKMAINT.CMD K ERASE .EXE K 
REST .CMD K SYSDISK .CMD K 

CHOIR 
FM 
TYPE 

Files Skipped 

Drive C 

Pa th \CDOS 

.CMD K 

.CMD K 

.CMD K 

CONTROL .BR K 
PIP . CMD K 

CONTROL .BAK K DIR .BR K PATHS .BR K REPORT .BR K 

Sta tistics Report 

Path \CDOS 
Dri ve C: 232K in 17 files. 13 files backed up. 

Drive C: Total of 13 files backed up out of 17. 
Drive C: 348K available. 

COpy 
REN 

In operation, BackRest creates several additional work files, all with 
the .BR file type. Because BackRest uses this file type, none of your 
files should have a .BR file type. The three types of work files are: a 
directory file, a path file, and a report file. The directory file, DIR.BR, 
is used to keep track of the files that have been copied to each of the 
backup diskettes. The path file, P ATHS.BR, records all the path names 
encountered on PC-D~S-media disks during a backup operation. Two 

.EXE K 

.EXE K 
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types of report files are created: REPORT.BR and RESTRPT.BR. 
These files report the results of backup and restore operations respec
tively. Other files are created that are temporary and have the .BR@ 
file type. These files should not be erased, renamed, or changed to read
only status. 

BackRest will only back up files not previously backed up and files 
that have changed since the last backup. All files are written to one or 
more diskettes which must have been previously formatted according 
to the disk media being backed up. For example, if BackRest is to back 
up a CP/M-media fixed disk partition, it will request that you insert 
CP/M-media floppy disks into the destination drive. Each backup disk 
will be given a volume label which is written as a disk file with a 
length of zero bytes. For example, the label -C-OOOO1.VOL indicates 
that the files came from the C: drive and that this is the first diskette 
in the sequence of backup diskettes. 

BackRest keeps track of all files that have been backed up in the 
DIR.BR file. It contains the name of each file, the date the file was 
backed up, and the volume number of the backup diskette it was 
written to. 

Disk Media Considerations 

BackRest can handle files stored on either PC-DOS or CP/M media, but 
because of the media differences discussed in Chapter 5, different 
procedures are often required for each media. For example, CP/M 
media allows for password protection of files. If you are using pass
words, you must specify them in the CONTROL.BR file. All protected 
files will be backed up, but the backup diskettes will not be password
protected; therefore, these diskettes should be stored in a place where 
unauthorized personnel will not have access to them. 

Control File Options 

The listing in the BackRest files section shows a typical CONTROL.BR 
file used with BackRest. Multiple control files may be created for 
various applications. For example, you could set up special control files 
to back up files in groups by application. These control files must have 
an identifier character attached to the file name, such as 
CONTROLA.BR. To use the special control file when invoking BACK 
or REST, you would specify CONTROL=A in the command line. 

The first group of control statements in CONTROL.BR defines 
console controls, such as the commands that will clear the screen and 
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set color attributes for errors and prompt messages. The next group 
defines the printer control sequences that tell BackRest what your 
printer is capable of. These controls are described in detail in the 
Concurrent PC DOS User's Guide and the BACKREST.DOC file that 
is included on the distribution diskettes. 

Report generation is controlled by the REPORT PRINT, SHOW 
SKIPS, and ID commands. If REPORT PRINT is followed by the 
keyword TRUE, a report will always be generated when BackRest is 
finished. SHOW SKIPS TRUE adds a list of files not backed up to the 
report. ID allows you to put a title at the top of the report. This feature 
is handy when you have several CONTROL.BR files or several 
personal computers to keep track of. The ID field could be ~~Inventory 
File Backup" or !~Accounting Dept PC Backup," for example. 

The next group of control records tells BackRest what options are 
desired in backup and restore operations. SPLIT: TRUE allows files to 
be split across two diskettes if there is insufficient space on one 
diskette. BELL REPEAT: TRUE enables beep prompts. DEST DRIVE: 
lets you specify the destination disk drive to which the backup files 
are to be written. SOURCE: likewise selects the drives to be backed 
up. CONTROL DRIVE: defines the drive to be used by BackRest for 
work files. VERIFY: TRUE enables read-after-write verification of 
all files to ensure complete accuracy. REUSE: TRUE allows backup 
diskettes to be reused. ERASE: TRUE causes diskettes used for 
backup to be erased before being reused. USERS: lets you select 
which CP/M-media user numbers (disk areas) are to be backed up 
and restored. 

Paths for PC-DOS media may also be specified. If no paths are given, 
only the current directory will be backed up. For example: 

PATH: C:\ 
PATH: C: \inventory 
PATH: C :\accounts 

will cause the files in the root directory and the inventory and accounts 
directories to be backed up. 

Exceptions 

The above control records define the normal operation of BackRest. 
The following commands let you specify exceptions to the above rules; 
for example, you may not want to back up certain files. Exception 
records also let you delete files after they have been copied. The format 
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of an exception record is: 

EX C: user/D ,d,process,disposi tion,filename .ext[ ,password] 

where: 

user/D 

d 

process 

disposition 

filename.ext 

specifies a user number for CP/M media or the letter "D" for 
DOS media. 

is the source drive. 

is the process to be used: "A" for always back up the specified 
files, "C" for conditional backup, and "N" for never back up 
the files. 

can be either "D," to delete the files from the source drive once 
backed up, or "K," to keep the source drive files. 

can be any file name, with or without wildcard characters (? 
or *), to match one or more file names. The last field is 
optional and for CP/M media only, if a password is required to 
read the file. 

For example, if you want to back up all files of the type *.DAT on the 
C: disk, the command EXC: D,C,A,K, * .DAT would perform this 
function. While you are running backups, it is also possible to free 
some disk space by getting rid of the .BAK files that are created by 
many programs and word processors. This can be accomplished by the 
command EXC: D,C,A,D,*.BAK. All files on the C: drive (DOS media) 
will be backed up and then deleted if they have the .BAK file type. 

Invoking BackRest 

Two methods are available to run BACK or REST. As usual, the 
BACK or REST commands can be entered at the C> prompt, or they 
can be put in a batch file. The File Manager also has a Backup/Restore 
menu entry (see Figure 9.1). 

From the C> prompt, the CONTROL.BR file will be the sole source 
of commands for a backup or restore operation. You may specify three 
parameters, FULL, CONTROL=n, and REPORT, for the BACK com
mand, and two for the REST command, CONTROL=n and REPORT. 

The FULL option will force a full fixed disk backup, which causes 
BACK to ignore references to previously backed up files. All files that 
match the commands and exceptions in the CONTROL file will be 
backed up. CONTROL=n lets you select an alternate control file for 
the backup operation. REPORT forces generation of a report if the 
REPORT PRINT: command was set to FALSE. Normally a report is 
always generated. 
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DOS Media I You tll'e Ml'e .. C: \CON-DOS 
12291< 

Files Selected tOll File Backup 

LEtTER. TXT HAME.IDX FIRST.IDX OLDMEHU. DAT 

COMMand: riles to A:, backup selected files 
Esc= n=HELP F3=Dill to A: I'5=Dil' to B: r7=Dil'l 
EXIT r2=Files to A:r4:riles to B:r6:Restol'e f8:Di1'2 
~ _ _ Pl'intell:l C 

Figure 9.1 The File Manager BackRest (Backup/Restore 
Facility) submenu. 

Help 
~riles to A: 
Dill to A: 
Files to B: 
Dill to B: 
RestON 

f9 =Dil'ectol'!l 
fl9:COMMand 

9:98 

The REST command also lets you give the CONTROL=n and 
REPORT overrides of the CONTROL file. 

The second method of invoking BackRest is from the File Manager. 
From the main menu panel of the File Manager you can select a group 
offiles to back up by pressing the Tab key and using Insert and Delete 
to choose files from the menu. If you then invoke the Backup Files 
menu, you will be presented with a list of all the files you selected. If 
you then specify the destination drive and the Backup Files command, 
the File Manager will create a CONTROL.BR file and call BACK for 
you. All the files you specify will be included in the control file by name 
in EXC (exception) command records. From then on, BACK will work 
as described above. 
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10 
Customizing Your 
Personal Computer 

Concurrent PC DOS has a wide variety of features that can be used to 
customize your personal computer working environment. You can 
create batch files that will be executed upon start-up of Concurrent, 
change the colors used in the File Manager and other programs, and 
cause programs like the Window Manager or Printer Manager to be 
loaded and set up automatically when you cold-start or restart your 
computer. Other commands, such as SYSDISK, let you choose a disk or 
directory as your system disk. As a result, no matter what disk or 
directory you are currently in, all system commands and utilities are 
always accessible. The Backup/Restore facility can be customized to 
back up just the files you are working with on any given project or 
application, and files may be assigned passwords to protect them from 
unauthorized access. The function keys (FI through FlO and keypad) 
may be customized for your convenience. You can also set up your 
system to load PC-DOS or MS-DOS first, and then ask you whether 
you want to load Concurrent PC DOS. 

Autostart Batch Fi les 

In PC-DOS and MS-DOS you can create a file called AUTOEXEC.BAT 
which will be executed after the DOS has been loaded into memory. 
This lets you configure your system by executing commands and 
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setting options that can only be done each time you power up or restart 
your system. For example, you might want to enter the current date 
and time or load a special device driver. Another good use for the 
AUTOEXEC.BAT is to set a PATH command in PC-DOS so that if a 
file isn't found in the current directory, the DOS will check an 
alternate ((path" for it. 

Concurrent PC DOS lets you set up AUTOSTART batch files, but 
since there are four windows, you may have a STARTUPn.BAT file for 
each of the windows (where n is a number from 1 to 4). The arrange
ment many people use is shown in Figure 10.1. 

All Files 
OYl the 
COYlcurreYlt 
PC DOS 
DistributioYl 
Disk 

Figure 10.1 Sample fixed disk setup for Concurrent PC 
DOS. In this example, the root directory contains only the 
files required to load and start running Concurrent. 
CCPM.SYS, LOADCCPM.COM, SYSDISK.CMD, and 
BATCH.CMD are required to start it. The four batch files 
(.BAT) contain commands that initialize each window. The 
first command in each is the SYSDISK command, which 
sets the default system volume and path, allowing access to 
all other Concurrent PC DOS files and commands. The 
CD OS directory is used to hold Concurrent, partly to keep 
nearly one megabyte of files out of the root directory and 
partly to keep them organized separately from PC-DOS 
system files and commands, which may also be on the disk. 

SYSDISK C:'CDOS 
DATE 
RUNMENU MYMENU.DAT 
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Often it is convenient to keep all the Concurrent PC DOS commands 
and utilities in a separate directory, so that the root directory of a 
DOS-media disk will not be too cluttered. In Figure 10.1, a directory 
called CDOS has been created and a SYSDISK command has been 
added to each of the STARTUP batch files to allow each window access 
to this directory. Any commands not found in the currently selected 
directory or disk will be found in the CDOS directory. 

Additionally, a file called WSETUP.BAT can be created that con
tains a group of WINDOW commands used to alter the locations, sizes, 
and colors of each of the four windows. The WINDOW command has a 
WRITE option that will build the WSETUP file for you, based on the 
current window configuration (see Chapter 4). Once the parameters 
are saved in the batch file, the window configuration will be restored to 
its former arrangement upon start-up of Concurrent. 

Changing Colors 

As discussed in Chapter 4, window colors can be changed to make each 
window stand out from the others when they are overlapped on the 
screen. The technique of color-coding windows makes them easy to 
identify and remember. Additionally, the File Manager and BackRest 
facility colors can be tailored according to personal preference. The 
File Manager configuration file, FM.CFG, contains keywords that let 
you specify the colors to be used in each panel of the display. The 
following table shows the configuration options for the File Manager. 

SAMPLE FM. CFG FILE: 

OBJECT BG COLOR=O 
OBJECT FG COLOR=8 
COMMAND BG COLOR=4 
COMMAND FG COLOR=O 
PROMPT BG COLOR=7 
PROMPT FG COLOR=O 
KEY BG COLOR= 14 
KEY BG COLOR= 15 

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS: 
Number Color 

0 Black 
1 Blue 
2 Red 
3 Magenta 
4 Green 
5 Cyan 
6 Brown 
7 White 

Number 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Color 

Gray 
Light blue 
Light red 
Light magenta 
Light green 
Light cyan 
Yellow 
High-intensity white 
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Colors are specified by number, as shown. The foreground and 
background colors of the command, object, and prompt panels can be 
set, as well as the function key legend colors. If the default colors cause 
you eyestrain, this feature lets you change them to whatever combina
tion you find pleasing. 

The Printer Manager 

The Printer Manager is discussed in detail in Chapter 8, but several 
other issues need to be considered. First, the Printer Manager is not 
automatically loaded when you start up your system-this is accom
plished by either invoking the Printer Manager from the HDMENU or 
FDMENU, or entering PRINTMGR START at the C> prompt. Also, 
each window defaults to printer ° (zero) unless you add a PRINTER 
command to each of the four STARTUP batch files. You may have one 
printer that is shared by all of the windows, or you may want to assign 
a separate printer to each window. As discussed in Chapter 8, the 
Printer Manager can accept print jobs from any window and direct 
output to more than one printer at a time. This feature gives you 
considerably greater flexibility than the PC-DOS Print Spooler. 

Function Keys 

Unlike PC-DOS or MS-DOS, Concurrent PC DOS lets you easily define 
character string assignments for all the function keys, including the 
numeric keypad. Using the SETUP utility you can define new values 
for the unshifted Fl through FlO, shifted Fl through FlO, control- and 
alt-shifted Fl through FlO, the arrow keys, Home, PgUp, PgDn, End, 
Ins, and Del keys. You can also select the shift key assignments for the 
window switching and control keys in case they conflict with an 
application program. PC-DOS cannot begin to match this ability. 

You may create a function key layout that includes each of the most 
frequently used commands for your application. If you run Lotus 1-2-3 
or a word processor, you can simplify frequently used commands to one 
keystroke. 

Cardfile 

The cardfile program lets you create an online index-card file for 
names, addresses, and phone numbers. It can even print mailing 
labels. If your personal computer is left on most of the time, an online 
card file could be very helpful. Cardfile is discussed in detail in 
Appendix 1. 
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The HELP Facility 

The HELP command eliminates the need to refer to the User's Guide 
and supports ((context sensitive" help in many programs, such as the 
File Manager. HELP may be altered for your particular needs. The 
HELP EXTRACT feature lets you edit the HELP.HLP file and add 
entries for your application programs or special requirements. This 
can be of great value to a hardware vendor who prepackages a system 
for a particular purpose, such as accounting or computer-aided design. 
Help messages can be added for the end user or employee who will 
actually be operating the system. 

Passwords 

CP/M-media floppy and fixed disks support password protection of 
files. If the PC is being used in a multiuser environment, files can be 
made secure from unauthorized use or tampering. This is a feature 
that PC-DOS does not support at all and is therefore a major advan
tage of Concurrent. 

The Memory Disk 

Concurrent can be configured to automatically create a memory disk 
when the system is started up. The disk will be cleared and ready for 
use immediately after Concurrent is loaded. One of the STARTUP 
batch files can be set to copy frequently used system files and programs 
to the memory disk and the system disk can even be set to search the 
memory disk for commands. If enough memory is available, a memory 
disk can greatly speed up the execution of many programs, especially 
those that perform numerous disk read-and-write operations. 

Using Menus to Create a Turnkey System 

Two methods are available for creating a turnkey system (a system 
that either runs an application or displays a menu every time the 
computer is turned on or restarted). The old method of creating an 
AUTOEXEC.BAT batch file may still be used. This is a batch file that 
PC-DOS searches for and executes automatically after the DOS is 
loaded into memory. (In Concurrent, the corresponding file is called 
STARTUP1.BAT; Concurrent will not recognize an AUTOEXEC.BAT 
file). This method requires that you use a text editor to enter the 
command or commands that you want to run. Each command will be 
executed as it appears in the batch file and just as if you had entered 
it manually. In order to create a menu of options, you would have to 
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write a short program that would display a list of program names or 
tasks and transfer control to the program of your choice. The menu 
creation facility described in Chapter 7 can be used to simplify the 
task. Figures 10.2 through 10.4 show the steps you would take to build 
a Startup menu. You can either build yours from scratch or copy the 
HDMENU.DAT file and alter it to suit your needs. 

To make your menu come up when Concurrent is loaded, you will 
need to make a small batch file called STARTUP1.BAT, which will be 
executed in window 1. Similar files for windows 2 through 4 can also be 
made. The file could contain the following statements: 

SYSDISK C: 
DATE 
RUNMENUMYMENU.DAT 

where MYMENU is the sample shown in Figures 10.2 through 10.4. 

Your PC as a Multiuser System 

Concurrent PC DOS can support two additional consoles or users 
through the two serial ports, COM1: and COM2: However, many 
problems come up when you try to do this because most programs are 

\SaMple St~tup Menu\ 

Fl - Sta~t P~inte~ Manage~ 

F2 - wo~a P~ocessor 

F3 - Data COMMUnications 

F4 - Change Directo~y 

is - Display Current Directo~y 

Ctrl Z(Move COMMands) ESC(EKit Without Changes) 
Fl(HELP) F2(Spec. Effects) F3(Inse~t Line) F4(Delete line) F5(Cente~ Line) 
~F;,\~~m Lines) F7(Cu~so~ Posn) F8(Disflay Screen) F9(Special Cha~) Flg(Done) 
I I' _ _ _ PNnter:9 C 9:92 

Figure 10.2 EDITMENU sample screen. 
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MENU CREATION AND MODIFICATION 
Fen Tyre Menu NaMe Of COMMand Text 

1 PRINIMGR START 1 

2 A US 

3 A DRTALK 
4 0 CD \ 

5 A DIR 
6 

7 

8 

9 

19 
Press EHTER O~ TAB fo~ next field, Shift TAB fo~ p~io~ field 

F1(HELP), FZ(Disable ENTER, ESC Options) F19(Done), Esc(Pfio~ SCfeen) 
!W.Gl.W!J _ _ _ P~intef:9 C Caps 9: 94 

Figure 10.3 EDITMENU sample function key assign
ments. 

-- -

~ 

F1 - Staft Pfinte~ Manage~ 

F2 - Wo~d Pfocessof 
Fa - Data COMMUnications 
F4 - Change DifectofY 
f5 - Display Cu~fent Difectory 

Figure 10.4 The final product of EDITMENU. 

Caps 9:94 
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not designed to work correctly when used with a console device other 
than the color or monochrome adapter card. This is due to the problems 
described in Chapters 2 and 3. Many application programs assume 
that the console device is a full screen that is actually addressed as 
random-access memory (RAM), instead of as a video display terminal 
that is connected through a serial interface adapter. Most serial 
terminals do have the ability to address the full screen and position the 
cursor at will, but the codes that allow this aren't compatible with the 
commands used by the color or monochrome display cards. Also, since 
many word processors and spreadsheet applications address the screen 
directly and bypass the operating system, there is no way they could 
possibly work with a serial terminal. Some programs do work with a 
serial terminal, and you can generally tell if they do by checking to see 
if they have an installation program that lets you select the type or 
brand of terminal. For example, some programs will give you a list 
that includes the Lear Sigler ADM 3A, the IBM 3101, Soroc, or other 
terminals. Some programs even let you enter the codes to define your 
own terminal if it isn't on the list. 

This process is similar to the printer installation questions asked by 
many word processors. Many printers use different escape (command) 
character sequences to turn on and off special printing features. If you 
are unsure whether or not a program will work with a serial console, 
ask your dealer or call the vendor who wrote the program. One word 
processor that will work on a serial console is Wordstar from Micropro. 

Some of Concurrent's own utilities, such as File Manager, DR Talk, 
DR EDIX, DSKMAINT, EDITMENU, HDMAINT, and RUNMENU, 
will not run on a serial console. The menu versions of FUNCTION, 
PRINTMGR, SETPORT, and SETUP also will not run. 

One good use of the multiuser capability is to attach a terminal and 
write a custom program for tasks like inventory or order entry. A 
query workstation will not demand much of the processor's attention 
and will not degrade the response time too much. By writing a custom 
application, you can take advantage of Concurrent's features and 
make certain that the other users are protected from running pro
grams that might crash the system or trying to use the internal 
hardware in ways that circumvent the operating system. 

It is also possible to turn your computer into a minitimesharing 
system by hooking an auto answer modem to one or both serial ports. 
This allows you or others to phone in from any location to transfer files 
or run programs. Since Concurrent supports password protection of 
files, such a system would be easy to install and maintain. 
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Other Considerations 

Any program that communicates directly with the serial interface 
hardware could cause problems when it tries to support multiple users. 
The BasicA language reprograms the serial ports whenever a program 
tries to initialize COMl or COM2. Therefore, no interpretive BasicA 
programs should be run in a multiuser environment. 

Naturally, the more tasks you have in memory at once, the slower 
your personal computer will run. This problem is compounded by one 
or two additional users. In the single-user case, if you have two or three 
programs running, not much will be happening in the windows you 
aren't looking at (assuming that you aren't compiling a program or 
using DR Talk in the background). If other people are trying to do 
things at the same time that you are, you will have to wait longer than 
normal. Not much can be done about this except to get a faster 
computer, such as the DeskPro or IBM PC AT. 
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I 
Cardfile 

Cardfile is a utility program included with Concurrent that simulates 
an address book. It displays Helectronic" index cards on the screen and 
allows you to store names, type of business or company name, address
es, phone numbers, and comments. Functions such as search, delete, 
insert, and update are provided. If your personal computer is within 
easy reach of your desk, and if you leave it on most of the time, this 
electronic address book could be quite handy. 

Starting Cardfile 

Cardfile can be invoked from the startup menu, as described for the 
Printer Manager in Chapter 8. It can also be started by typing 
CARD FILE at the Concurrent C> prompt. Entering 

CARDFILE (when using a monochrome monitor) 
or CARDFILE COLOR (when using a color monitor) 

will load the Cardfile program and also automatically load the Cardfile 
data files containing the names and addresses you have stored. 

For Cardfile to operate correctly, the following files must be present 
on the current drive and directory: CARDFILE.CMD, CARDFILE.DIS, 
CARDFILE.DAT, CURRENT.TRM, NAME.IDX, PHONE.IDX, 
FIRST.lDX, and BUSS.lDX. 

Once loaded, you will see a screen display similar to the one in 
Figure 1.1. Three index cards are shown, along with a line of com-
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i HAME: 
i HAME: 
: BUSINESS: 

HAME: 
BUSINESS: 
ADDRESS: 
CITY: 

PHONE: ( 
FIRST HAME: 
COMMENT: 

STATE: 
ZIP: 

.--' .---' 
• • ------------------------------------------------, 

.

SCROLL SEARCH UPDATE ~ COPY/UPDT DELETE PRINT 
COMMand: 

Cardfile 99 

P~ess: ? ro~ help, ESC to exit, a~~ows to Move, Ente~ to select option. 
~ _ _ _ P~inte~:9 C 9:95 

Figure 1.1 Cardfile screen display. 

mands and a prompt line nCommand:". You may press the question 
mark (?) character for help at any time. 

Selecting Commands 

Cardfile commands may be selected by pressing either the left or right 
arrow keys to highlight the command you wish to use. For example, 
Figure I.1 shows the SCROLL command highlighted. To add a new 
card, press the right arrow three times; this highlights the INSERT 
command. To actually invoke the command, simply press Enter (see 
Figure I.2). The insert mode lets you type new information directly 
into the card shown on the screen. After pressing Enter, the front-most 
card will be cleared of its contents (if any) and the cursor will be 
positioned to accept new input. You may then type in the person's 
name. The best format is to enter the last name first, so Cardfile can 
perform searches more effectively. When you are satisfied with the 
name field, you can press Enter to go on to the business field. After you 
press Enter, Cardfile will not let you go back and edit the field while in 
the insert mode. If you make a mistake, leave it for later correction. 
Also, if you want to leave a field blank, just press Enter and go on to 
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i HAME: 

: NAME: 
I BUSINESS: 

NAME: Malik DahMke 
BUSINESS: MCD Consulting, Inc. 
ADDRESS: 
CITY: Lincoln STATE: HE 

2IP: 68581-
PHOHE~ (492) 999-9999 
FIRST HAME:Mallk 
COMMIH1': 

.,--' 
.---' 

* I 
------------------------------------------------, 

SCROLL SEARCH UPDATE Lm1.W CQP'iIUPDT DELI'IE PRIHT 

COMMand: 

ESC to exit card, Ente~ fo~ next line, R~row up fo~ preuious line. 
:!ilillllW _ _ _ Pl'mtel'=9 C 9:96 

Figure 1.2 A new card being entered into Cardfile. 

the next one. The ((State" field will only accept two characters and it is 
not necessary to press the Enter Key to move on. This holds true for the 
HZip code" and ((Phone Number" fields as well. The ((Comment" field 
allows you to enter one 40-character line of text for any purpose. 

After you have entered or skipped all the fields, Cardfile will ask if 
you want to save the information you have entered. If you do, use the 
right arrow key to highlight the YES choice and press Enter. Your new 
index card will be added to the file. If you want to quit and start over 
without saving, just leave the NO choice highlighted and press Enter. 

Editing, Updating, and Deleting Cards 

Old information may become dated, or perhaps you made a mistake 
when you entered a new card. The update feature lets you go back into 
a card to put in new information, such as a new phone number or 
address, or to correct mistakes. 

Use the arrow keys to select the Update function and press Enter. 
You will see the cursor move up to the ((Name" field of the card 
displayed. Any field may be changed, in the same manner as the 
information was entered with the INSERT command. When you have 
reached the comment line and pressed Enter one more time, Cardfile 
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will ask you if you want to save the changes. Select the YES option and 
press Enter. 

The COPY/UPDTcommand works in precisely the same manner but 
creates a new copy of the displayed card that can be modified and saved 
as a completely new record. 

The currently displayed card may be deleted by selecting the 
DELETE command and pressing Enter. 

Searching for a Card 

Two methods are provided for finding a card. First, you may scan 
through your card file. There are two methods to do this; you may 
either use the up and down arrow keys at any time to manually go 
through your card file, or you may use the SCROLL command, which 
will automatically display one card after another until the entire card 
file is displayed. 

Second, the SEARCH command lets you search for a card based on 
the last name, first name, phone, or business fields. After invoking 
SEARCH, you will see the following prompt line appear: 

Select: NAME phone firstname business 

In this prompt line, the cCN arne" field is shown in uppercase letters. By 
pressing the right and left arrow keys you can cause the phone or other 
choices to be shown in uppercase too. When you press Enter, the choice 
that is in uppercase will be the selected search method. The cursor will 
be positioned so you can enter the number or name to search for. If you 
enter only one or two characters, the nearest match will be found. 

Printing Labels and Cards 

With Cardfile, you can print one or all of the index cards on paper or 
mailing labels. Only one label is printed across the width of the page. 
The following listing shows sample labels. 

NAME: 
BUSINESS: 
ADDRESS: 
CITY: 
STATE: 
PHONE: 
FIRSTNAME: 
COMMENT: 

BYTE Magazine 
70 Main St. 
Peterborough 
NH ZIP: 03458 
(603) 924-9281 
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NAME: John Doe 
BUSINESS: 
ADDRESS: 1234 I '0 ' I St. 

Lincoln CITY: 
STATE: NE ZIP: 68501 
PHONE: 
FIRSTNAME: 

(402) 123-4567 
John 

COMMENT: 

BYTE Magazine 
70 Main St. 
Peterborough, NH 

03458 

John Doe 
1234 I '0 ' I St. 
Lincoln, NE 

68501 

listing 1.1: Sample Cardfile "cards" and labels. 

You can print the contents of a card formatted as labels or you can 
print one or more cards for hard-copy backup. When you invoke the 
PRINT command, you will be asked for the type of output desired, 
labels or cards, and whether to print one card (the one displayed), or all 
cards. 
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II 
DR Talk 

DR Talk is an application program that allows you to communicate 
with other computers. Actually, DR Talk is the same as PC Talk III, a 
product that is quite popular among IBM PC owners. DR Talk also 
allows you to gain access to computer services such as Dow Jones, The 
Source, Compuserve, Dialog, and other timesharing systems. In addi
tion, it can be used to communicate with most other microcomputers, 
whether the other computer is running DR Talk or not. As long as the 
computer at the other end recognizes the ASCII character set, you 
should be able to communicate at either 300 or 1200 bits/s (baud). DR 
Talk is written to be able to use many of the features of the Hayes 
Smartmodem products, and should work with other internal or exter
nal modems as well. DR talk will work if you use a nonintelligent 
modem (i.e., a modem with no built-in commands), but many of the 
features, such as the dialing directory, will not be functional. . 

Starting DR Talk 

DR Talk loads like any other application program. All of its special 
functions will default to assumed values, which should allow DR Talk 
to be used immediately. You may need to reassign it to the COM2: 
serial port if you are using COM1: for some other purpose. See the 
section below on Defaults and Configuration Parameters for more 
details. 

If you plan to use DR Talk in the foreground or current window only, 
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you can just type DRTALK at the command prompt, select it from the 
startup menu, or run it via the File Manager. After it is loaded, you 
should see the message: 

===Proceed ... 

in the upper left corner of the screen, which means DR Talk is ready to 
accept your commands. If this message doesn't appear, you should 
consult the User's Guide. 

If you plan to start DR Talk and run it as a background task, you 
will first need to issue a SUSPEND=OFF command at the DOS 
command prompt. This is necessary because Concurrent defaults to 
SUSPEND=ON, which means that any task that is switched into a 
background window will be suspended until it is brought back to the 
foreground. The suspend feature is included primarily for programs 
that directly modify the screen. If they are allowed to operate in the 
background, they could cause strange characters to appear on the 
screen if they bypass the BIOS and window support software in the 
operating system. Once the SUSPEND command is issued, DR Talk 
will operate in a background window at up to 1200 bits/s without 
dropping characters. 

If you start DR Talk from the startup menu, the SUSPEND 
command is automatically issued for you. You may, however, want to 
create a batch file with the SUSPEND=OFF and DRTALK commands 
in it to simplify start-up and to avoid having to always turn off the 
suspend feature. 

Using DR Talk as a Dumb Terminal 

DR Talk's primary function is to turn your personal computer into a 
serial video display terminal that can be used to access other comput
ers. If you don't need all the ~~bells and whistles" of a smart terminal, 
DR Talk will do the joh without requiring you to learn all the advanced 
features. After DR Talk loads and displays the ~~Proceed" message, you 
may simply start typing (see Figure 11.1). If you are using an external, 
manually dialed modem connection (i.e., an acoustic coupler) you can dial 
the nunlber, establish the connection, and start communicating without 
further ado. If what you type isn't displayed on the screen (when you are 
connected to another computer), you may press the ALT-E key combina
tion to activate the echo feature. This feature, which must be done locally 
on your computer, is used when the computer you are talking to doesn't 
echo your characters back to your screen. 
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===DR TALl< COMMAND SUMHAR~=== 

tP~tsc = p~int sc~een contents 
AP~tSc = contini p~intout (o~ APgUp) 
Alt-R = Receive a file (o~ PgDn) 
Rlt-T = T~ansMit a file (O~ pgUp) 
t~ansMit: p.~cing '=p' hinaf9 '=L' 

t~an/~ecv: XPlODEM '=x' 
Rlt-U = Uiew file Rlt-V = delete 
Alt-D = Dialing directorY 
Alt-Q = ~edial last nUMhe~ 
Rlt-K = set/cle~ Func keys (Rlt-J) 
Alt-= set/cle~ teMp Alt keys 

Alt-E = Echo toggle Alt-M = Message 
Rlt-S = ScreendUMP Alt-C = Cle~sc 
Alt-P = cOMMUnications Pa~aMete~s 
Alt-F = set P~O~aM deFaults 
Alt-L = change Logged ~ive 
Alt-W = set ~in Width alarM 
Alt-2 = elapsed tiMe/c~~ent call 
Alt-X = eXit to DOS 

Ct~l-End = send sustained Break signal 

Wm16U4,,_;llmSJlljljg'Rilll.lfl'lD'llmm-Pltilliecma:sm;K4ImSlr:JfJ 

Figure 11.1 DRTALK with on-screen help. 

There are times when you may need to change the configuration 
information for DR talk, even when using it just as a dumb terminal. 
For example, it may be necessary to set the data rate to other than the 
default 300 baud. This can be done in two different ways, using either 
the Parameter menu or the Program Defaults menu. The first method 
can be used by typing the ALT-P combination, which will give you the 
menu shown in Figure II.2. 

If you are using a 300-baud modem, you will have to use either 
option 1 or 2, depending on the protocol used by the computer you are 
communicating with. If the protocols shown here don't correspond to 
those used by the remote computer, you will have to use the ALT-F 
menu. As you can see, you can select 300- or 1200-baud options. 

The ALT-F menu lets you set other DR talk defaults. Figure II.3 
shows this menu. As on the ALT-P menu, you can select the data rate, 
but here you can choose any rate from 75 to 9600 in 10 steps. You can 
also select the parity-checking option: even, odd, space, mark, or none. 
The character size can be set to 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits per character, and 
either one or two stop bits may be selected. When using 8 bits per 
character, you must set the parity option to ~~none". 
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===COHHUHICATIOHS PARAHETERS=== 
P~esent pa~aMete~s: ~ 

Echo-N Mesg-H St~ip-N Pace-H 

Options: 
1 - 300,E,?,l (text) 2 - 300,N,8,l (hina~y) 
3 - 129Q,E,?~1 (text) 4 - 12GG,N!8,l (hinary) 

~ - reset paraMS to defaults 
X - exit to te~Minal 

Choose: 

Figure 11.2 The ALT-P command provides a fast way to 
select 300- and 1200-baud communication speeds and 
protocols. 

:::SET HEW DEFAULTS::: 

)'Iesen ~o )'laM e au s: 

Baud l'ate 
Pa~ity 
Data hits 
Stop hits 
Echo 
Messages 
Sbip ttl 
Replace ttl 
StJlip #2 
Replace 12 
St~ip #3 
Replace #3 
l)""inrr n-

Loggea ~five 
MaJigin width 

309 
E 
7 
1 
N 
N o 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
" 
B: 
79 

SCl'eendUMf file B:SCRHDUMP.PCT 
Redial de ay 29 
Connect PJlOMpt Cot~~ECT 
Line 25 help ¥ 
FOl'egl'ound 7 
Backgl'ound 9 
Hi9h inten. 15 
Pl'lnt ~Ol't LPT1: 
Pl'int lni t. " 
Pl'int width 89 
COMM. ~OJlt OOM1: 
COM. lnit. I fS, DS 
MI)~.~M init. 
C/R suhst. } 

Figure 11.3 DRTALK showing the Default Parameter 
menu. 
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Receiving and Transmitting Files 

DR Talk's most useful feature is its ability to send and receive files. 
Information from a session on a remote computer system such as 
Dialog can be captured and stored on disk for later analysis or 
printing. Files can be uploaded to or downloaded from another comput
er. DR Talk also supports the XMODEM protocol used by many 
computer communications programs and computer bulletin board 
systems to transmit files with error-checking protocol. Files transmit
ted with the XMODEM option are broken into 128-byte blocks or 
records which are transmitted and checked for errors. If a transmission 
error is found, the receiving computer notifies the transmitting com
puter that the block should be sent again. This is the safest method of 
sending any file, but most importantly for sending binary or program 
files. 

The pacing option can be used when you communicate with remote 
computers that don't support any kind of error-checking or start-stop 
protocol. When pacing is activated, you must specify a time delay in 
seconds. After each line of text is sent, DR Talk will wait this number 
of seconds before sending the next line. You may also use the pacing 
option to specify a pacing character. For example, if the remote 
computer sends back a question mark after a line is received, indicat
ing that it is ready for the next line, you could tell DR Talk to send 
when a question mark comes back. 

The Dialing Directory 

DR Talk supports a dialing directory which is capable of storing 60 
names and phone numbers. This feature is most useful when you have 
a modem that supports autodialing commands. Most modern internal 
and external modems support this feature. All numbers and other 
information are stored in a DRTALK.DIR file so they can be used 
anytime DR Talk is loaded. ALT-D will display the dialing directory as 
shown in Figure 11.4. 

As you can see, you may enter the name of the entry, whether it be a 
friend's phone number or the access number of a remote computer 
system or value-added service like Tymnet or Telenet. The phone 
number field can handle up to 36 characters, including dashes and 
commas. You may also customize DR Talk for the dial-up session by 
entering the data rate, number of stop bits, parity option, and number 
of data bits to use with the computer system to be accessed. Also, the 
character echo (full or half duplex) mode, stripping functions, mes
sages, and pacing may be enabled or disabled according to your needs 
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===DIALIHG DIRECTORV 1 === ModeM dialing cOMMand = ATDT 
Long distance se~vice +# : 

-It : 

~i : NET 
2-HUROS 
3-------------------------
4-------------------------
5-------------------------
6-------------------------
7-------------------------
8-------------------------
9-------------------------19-------------------------

11-------------------------
12-------------------------
13-------------------------
14-------------------------
15-------------------------

Ur-m-.R?'qp;~ 
765-4321 399-E-7-1 H H H H 

- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 H H H H 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N N N N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N H H N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N N H H 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N N N N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N N N N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 H N H H 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 H N N N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N N N N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N H H H 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N N N N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 H N N N 
- --- --- ---- 399-E-7-1 N N N N 

Dial entl'Y It: I 01'... Entel': R to I'evise 01' add to dil'ectol'Y 
M fol' Manual dialing 

FIB to pave thl'ough dl~ctOl'Y 
X to eXI t to tel'Minal 

: Fol' long distance sel'vice, pl'ecede entl'Y It with +/-

Figure 11.4 DRTALK showing the dialing directory. 

with regard to the computer system with which you plan to communi
cate. 

DR Talk must also be told how to dial the phone number through 
your modem. Most Hayes-compatible modems use the ATDT command 
to initiate dialing. This command means ((dial with Touchtone." You 
may want to change this to ATDP, or ((dial with pulses" (rotary dial 
mode). Other modems may use a different command entirely. If you 
plan to use a long distance service such as Mel or Sprint, the access 
number can be added to the dialing directory. Two access numbers can 
be stored and are referred to as - # and + #. To use these in a directory 
entry, you can put a + or - character ahead of the number and then 
enter the actual number to dial. 

Defaults and Configuration Parameters 

Some of the DR Talk defaults were discussed earlier, in regard to 
setting the data rate and parity options. The ALT-F Program Defaults 
menu allows you to further customize your communications. 

The echo option lets you set the DR Talk default mode to either echo 
on or off. Some computers operate in full duplex mode, in which all the 
characters you send are echoed back to you. If you are communicating 
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with a computer that uses half duplex, you must echo characters 
locally in order to see what you are typing. The strip and replace fields 
allow DR Talk to scan for certain characters and remove or replace 
them with other characters. This feature can be used to implement a 
simple translate table. You may also set the default disk drive, the 
screen margin width, the foreground and background screen colors, 
and other features having to do with the way DR Talk displays 
information on the screen. The printer port used for screen dumps and 
simultaneous printing of the data coming in from the remote computer 
can be set as well. 

All of the values shown in Figure 11.3 can be saved to a disk file for 
later use. Once this configuration information is entered, you won't 
have to reenter it unless you need to make changes. 

The function keys Fl through FlO may be programmed to simplify 
communications with another computer. For example, your sign-on 
sequence, including the account number, could be set up under one 
function key, making the log-on procedure a one-key-stroke operation. 
All Alt-, Shift-, and Ctrl- function keys may be programmed. These 
values will be stored in a file called DRTALK.KEY so you won't have 
to reenter them the next time you use DR Talk. Temporary function 
keys, ALT-l through ALT-O, may also be assigned. They may be used 
to set up frequently entered commands for the current communications 
session. 
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III 
DR EDIX 

Concurrent PC DOS is the first operating system to come with a true 
full screen editor instead of a line-oriented editor like EDLIN, which is 
included with MS-DOS and PC-DOS. In fact, DR EDIX is a very 
powerful full screen editor that can be used to create and edit memos, 
letters, computer programs, and other text files. It also gives you the 
ability to work with four separate files at once, which makes cutting 
and pasting operations very simple, and to split the screen into two 
independent sections so you can see two files at once. 

A tutorial is supplied with Concurrent PC DOS that explains all the 
functions of DR EDIX. This tutorial may be invoked by typing 
STUDENT from the command prompt. The files required to run DR 
EDIX and the tutorial are: DREDIX.CMD, STUDENT.BAT, 
LSN.EDX, HELP.EDX, and TEXT. 

Creating a Document 

DR EDIX can be loaded for normal operation (not the tutorial mode) by 
invoking DREDIX.Gl\1D from the command prOll1pt or the startup 
menu, or from the File Manager by selecting the EDIT file option. 

Since several buffers and two screens or windows (not to be confused 
with Concurrent's four windows) are available, the status line at the 
bottom shows which buffer (BI) and which window (WI) are in use at 
the moment. 

You can create a new document by just typing. All your text goes 
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into the selected buffer and will stay there until you write the text to a 
file on disk. If you try to leave DR EDIX without saving the text (with 
an ALT -W keystroke) you will be asked if you want to lose your 
changes (or additions). If you save the file with an ALT-W keystroke, 
you will be asked for the file name, since you are creating a new file. 

Editing a Document 

Similarly, if you want to edit an existing file or document, you can 
enter the ALT-R or read command. The file (or the first part if it is 
large) will be loaded into the current buffer and displayed in the 
current window. 

The cursor can be moved around in the window by pressing the 
directional arrows on the numeric keypad. Also, the Home, PgUp, and 
PgDn keys will move the cursor to the first line of the buffer, and will 
page forward and backward one screen page respectively. Other cursor 
controls are listed in Figure 1I1.l. 

Figure 111.2 shows DR EDIX with two windows opened for editing. 
The ALT-l and ALT-2 keys are used to select the desired window. 
Alternately, the Fl and F2 keys can be used to switch from one window 
to the other. ALT-O (the letter 0) will restore DR EDIX to single
window operation. ALT-P will display the status screen, which shows 
what files are open, which buffers are in use, whether the buffer has 
unwritten changes, how many lines of text are in each buffer, and 
whether the buffer has a marked block in it. 

Another useful feature of DR EDIX is its undo command. All deleted 
lines and deleted blocks are stored on the undo ((stack." If you press the 
ALT -U key, the last delete operation will be undone and the text will 
be restored to the place where it was deleted. Up to 50 nonblank lines 
can be stored in the stack. If the stack is full and you delete lines, the 
oldest text is deleted from the stack. 

Text lines can be up to 255 characters long, including the end-of-line 
character. Tabs are treated as just one character, so it is possible to 
enter a line that is considerably longer than 255 characters, if 
necessary. 

Block Commands 

In DR EDIX, you can copy or move blocks from place to place within a 
buffer or between two buffers. You can also delete blocks in any buffer. 
The ALT-K key combination is used to mark the beginning and end of 
a block to be moved, copied, or deleted. Partial lines can't be marked 
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m 
~ ~ 

The four arrow keys move the cursor 
+- ... oYle character or liYle iYl the iYldicated 

di rectioYl. rw 
~ Moves cursor to the first 
~ liYle of the text buffer. 

u.....lil!iiCtii~iiII" ....... 1 [gJ Same as F3. 

It!=.'il I rriI Moves the cursor to the first letter 
u.....liHiiCtiir1iill ....... IJ.iYI of the Y1ext word. or to the Y1ext tab stop. 

rw===iI Moves the cursor up oYle page; 
~ the distaYlce depeYlds on the wiYldow height. 

~ Moves the cursor dow '1"1 oYle page; 
~ the dis taYlce depeYlds 0'1"1 the wmdow height. 

I Turns oYl/off the text iYlsert/overwrite modes. I IWl! 

II Deletes the character at the cursor location 

Places a carriage returYl character at the current 
cursor 10catioYl. If iYl insert mode. the carriage returYl 
will be inserted betweeYl two characters at the cursor. 

Moves the cursor to the first IiYle of the wiYldow. 

Moves the cursor to the last liYle of the window. 

Moves the cursor to the leftmost character 
0'1"1 the curreYlt line. 

Moves the cursor to the rightmost character 
0'1"1 the cu rreYlt liYle. 

II IFiJI I ~ Same functioYl as F5. 

~~ 
u.11 .... IGiJiii,iiit ... 1 ___ 11l!l Same fUYlction as F6. 

Figure 111.1 DREDIX cursor control and editing function 
keys. 

for a block operation. ALT-C will copy the marked block to wherever 
the cursor is currently located, even if in another buffer. The copy 
command doesn't reset the block marks, so it is possible to do multiple 
copies quite easily. When the ALT-M or move command is issued, the 
text is copied, but the source text is deleted. The block marks follow the 
copied text, so you can issue another move or copy without having to 
remark the block. 
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The block delete or CTRL-D command is equivalent to using ALT-D 
(line delete) repeatedly. The deleted text is copied to the undo stack, 
and the block markers are turned off. If more than 50 lines are deleted, 
the undo stack will not be able to store all of them, so you could lose 
some text permanently this way. 

Translating and Searching 

DR EDIX allows you to search for text strings, and also search and 
replace strings with a new string. These functions work similarly to 
most of the popular word processors. Both the search and translate 
commands can be repeated with one keystroke. The translate com
mand offers four options: local, global, skip, and abort. Local will cause 
just the current string (at the cursor) to be replaced with the new 
string. Global will replace all occurrences, skip will move on to the 
next occurrence, and abort will stop the command altogether. 

DR EDIX lets you include wildcard characters in the string for 
which you are searching. For example, you could include a question 
mark to tell DR EDIX to accept any character in that position in the 
string. An asterisk will match any string of any length in a line. Some 

MI'. Bob ThOMas 
279 Apple Wood Blud. 
Tal'zana, CA 91356 

Deal' Ml'. ThOMas: 

On Tuesday, Mal'ch 31, OUI' Tax Depal'tMent I'eceiued thl'ee shoe boxes 
uia Expl'ess Mail which they assUMed contained YOU~ tax ~eco~ds. 
Instead, the boxes contained the following: 

one pai~ athletic shoes, powdel' blue with white swoosh, size 12 
one pail' win9 tips, bl'own size 12 EE 
one pail' ladles dl'ess san~als, I'ed patent leathe~, size 7 

We are returning the shoes uia registered Mail to YOUI' hoMe address, 
MI'. ThOMas, ~ou May want to check ltIith youI' shoe I'epail' shop to see 
if they al'e In possession of the boxes containing YOUI' ~ecelptsl If 
so, please expedite the records, as Apl'il 15 is fast approachIng, 

LETTER. TXT 
B1 1 1/24 

Figure 111.2 DREDIX sample screen display. 
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wildcard examples are: 

Search string: 

?og 
??·DOS 2.? 
help* 
*program* 

Matching strings: 

dog, fog, bog, hog 
MS·DOS 2.0, MS·DOS 2.1, PC·DOS 2.0, PC·DOS 2.1 
help, helping, helped, helper 
program, preprogram, deprogram, programmer, programming 

It is also possible to search for the actual asterisk and question mark 
by using an escape character to keep DR EDIX from interpreting them 
as wildcards. A backslash (\) character followed by the? or * character 
will accomplish this. If you need to search for the backslash character, 
type two backslashes in a row to override its special interpretation. 
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IV 
Application Programs under 
Concurrent PC DOS 

Concurrent PC DOS can be considered a compatible operating system 
in the same way that the Compaq is an IBM PC-compatible computer. 
Most programs will run, but once in a while you'll come across one that 
isn't well-behaved andjust won't work. It should be noted, though, that 
many application programs that work with PC-DOS may not work 
with IBM's Top View either. In this respect, Top View is not fully PC
DOS compatible, and you may be no better off with it than with 
Concurrent. Concurrent has the advantage of being a better product 
than TopView in terms of functionality and performance. 

PC-OOS/MS-DOS 3.0 Compatibility 

As of November 1985, Concurrent PC DOS Version 4.1 supports all 
PC-DOS/MS-DOS 3.0 functions, such as hierarchical directories and 
DOS media. Some of DOS 3.0 functions are not available, such as 
character device drivers. This makes Version 4.1 of Concurrent a 
hybrid in that it will run all DOS 3.0 programs and support subdirec
tories, but it won't handle certain device drivers, and can't cope with 
pop-up programs such as Sidekick. 

Using Windows with Application Programs 

Taking into account what was said in the last section, Concurrent 
should run most programs written for DOS. However, certain pro-
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grams may not allow their screen display to be windowed properly, 
even though windows are supposed to be completely transparent to the 
application program. This is because some programs (as discussed in 
Chapters 2 and 4) may write directly to the video display buffer. If this 
is the case, the program will work properly when used with a full 
screen window, but may write characters in the wrong places or 
entirely outside the window if the window is made smaller or moved 
around on the screen. This will not harm your program or the 
computer, but may look very strange. In these cases, you will just have 
to live with a full screen display, but you could set up other windows 
that overlap the full screen, which could run other applications or 
Concurrent utilities that do work properly with windows. 

Programs Tested on Concurrent 

The following table lists all popular application programs that have 
been fully tested with Concurrent PC DOS. This list is being continual
ly expanded, but it gives you some idea of the chances that your 
software will have of working properly under Concurrent. 

dBASE II Version 2.4 
DR Draw Version 1.0 
DR Graph Version 1.0 
General Ledger Version 1.1 
Home Accountant Plus 
MultiMate Version 3.31 
Multiplan Version 1.00 
Lotus 1-2-3 
PFS:File 
PFS:Graph 
PFS:Report 
PFS:Write 
Supercalc 2 Version 1.00 
Supercalc 3 Version 1.00 
Visicalc 
Wordstar Version 3.24 

It should be noted that only one program that uses the BasicA 
interpreter can be run at one time. This is because BasicA uses some 
fixed memory locations to store control information and reprograms 
some devices such as the serial ports. Therefore, two copies of BasicA 
cannot coexist in the Concurrent PC DOS environment at the same 
time. For example, Home Accountant Plus and General Ledger both 
use BasicA and could not be run at the same time. 
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Other Considerations 

Most application programs don't properly release the printer device 
once they have allocated it. With the programs in the above list, the 
only way to release the printer device is to stop the program. This 
allows other concurrent applications to allocate the printer. 

Applications that write directly to the screen buffer could cause 
strange characters to be displayed on the screen if they are run with 
the SUSPEND OFF option. This option allows programs in windows 
other than the currently selected one to continue to operate, thereby 
causing spurious characters to appear on the current window. You can 
simply select SUSPEND ON (the default) to solve this problem. 

The number of programs that can be run concurrently is limited only 
by the amount of main memory you have installed in your personal 
computer. About 150K bytes of memory are used by Concurrent PC 
DOS. The remaining memory can be allocated to programs or to a 
memory disk. A minimum of 64K bytes are set aside for each of the 
four windows for programs that have a file extension of .COM. The 
COMSIZE command lets you change this allocation if necessary. The 
ADDMEM command lets you change the allocation for applications 
with the .EXE file type from an initial 16K bytes to whatever the 
program requires. 

dBASE II Version 2.4 

dBASE II will operate with a COMSIZE setting of as little as 48K 
bytes. You may run two copies of dBASE II by setting the SYS (system) 
attribute on all dBASE program files, DBASE.COM, DBA
SEMSG.TXT, and DBASEOVR.COM. To run dBASE II under PC
DOS, you will have to use Concurrent to set the SYS attributes of these 
files back to the normal or DIR attribute. The dBASE II editor program 
(SED.EXE) requires a minimum setting of 64K bytes (using the 
ADDMEM command). 

Lotus 1-2-3 

You can't run multiple copies of Lotus under Concurrent PC DOS at 
this time. One copy will work correctly though, provided you reinstall 
it for Concurrent PC DOS. You must keep the 1-2-3 system disk in 
drive A: for it to work properly, just as PC-DOS requires. To load large 
spreadsheets, use the COMSIZE command to increase the memory 
allocation for 1-2-3 and then load 1-2-3 by using the LOTUS.COM 
program. 
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SuperCalc 3 

Multiple copies of SuperCalc 3 can be run under Concurrent, but you 
must set a minimum comsize of 128K bytes and set the SYS attribute 
bits for the SuperCalc program file. If you plan to use both color and 
monochrome displays with SuperCalc, you must use the Window 
Manager to move the window running SuperCalc to the color display. 

Wordstar Version 3.24 

Wordstar works as expected under Concurrent, and you can run 
multiple copies by setting the Fl attribute bit on the WS.COM 
program file. No other changes are necessary. 
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V 
Summary of Features 
and Extensions 

PC-DOS Compatibility 

• Version 3.2 of Concurrent PC DOS supports all functions available in 
PC-DOS Version 1.1. 

• Version 4.1 of Concurrent PC DOS is fully compatible with PC-DOS 
Version 3.0. 

• Concurrent PC DOS is an enhanced version of Concurrent CP/M-86 
Version 3.1 and is able to read and write both CP/M-86 and PC-DOS 
media. It also supports fixed disk partitions of either media simulta
neously. 

• Full support is provided for hierarchical directories as used by PC
DOS 2.1 and 3.0. CP/M user numbers are also supported on CP/M 
media. 

Features 

• Multitasking capability with up to four user programs in operation 
at one time plus a background Printer Manager. 

• Up to four user windows can be used to execute programs. Window 
size and position can be adjusted by the user, and windows may be 
placed on either the color or monochrome display as desired. 

• The File Manager simplifies the operation of your personal computer 
by placing all of the most frequently used commands in a series of 
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menus. It also displays the currently selected directory, and the user 
can select files to be operated on by pointing to various commands 
instead of typing in file names. 

• DR Talk, a communications and file transfer program, is supplied 
with Concurrent PC DOS. It is functionally identical to the popular 
PC-TALK III communications program. 

• DR EDIX is a full screen text editor/word processor that can be used 
to create and edit documents including letters, memos, batch files, 
and program source files. It has four text buffers that can be used to 
open and edit up to four files at a time. The screen can be split into 
two sections to see two of the buffers at once. 

• The Printer Manager is similar to PC-DOS's PRINT command but 
supports up to five printers at once. Print jobs may be added to a 
print queue and will be directed to the desired printer. Options such 
as number of copies to print, formatting, page size, margins, and 
page numbering may be set. 

• A menu creation and management tool is provided to create your . 
own turnkey systems. 

• A Help facility provides the user with online help for all commands 
and utilities supplied with Concurrent. 

• The SYSDISK command lets you select a system disk (either a 
physical disk drive or a subdirectory within a disk) to search for files 
if they can't be found in the current disk or directory. This command 
is superior to the PC-DOS PATH command in that it works for all file 
references instead of just references to files of the type .COM or 
.EXE. 

• The Window Manager can be loaded and made resident, which 
allows the user to position windows and change their colors on 
demand. 
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VI 
Concurrent PC DOS 
Command Reference 

8087 Indicates to Concurrent PC DOS that a .COM or .EXE program uses the 
8087 coprocessor. The form of the command is: 

8087=ON 
or 8087=OFF 

Concurrent checks to see if the 8087 coprocessor is present in your computer. 
You will need to issue the 8087=ON command in each window that will use 
the 8087. This command is only used for PC-DOS compatible programs. 
Programs with the .CMD file type can be set to indicate that the 8087 is used 
by running the CHSET command. 

ADDMEM Sets the memory allocation requested by programs that have the 
.EXE file type. EXE programs often indicate only their minimum memory 
requirements, since all previous versions of PC-DOS and MS-DOS automati
cally allocate all available memory to the program. This command applies only 
to the next command loaded. The best way to use this command is to create a 
batch file that first invokes ADDMEM and then runs the desired program. 
Form: AD OM EM 

ADDMEM=n 

BACK Backs up the specified files from a fixed disk partition to floppy disks. 
Form: BACK 

BACK FULL 
BACK CONTROL=n 
BACK REPORT 

The backup utility automates the fixed disk backup process by allowing you to 
set up control files to indicate which files or directories to back up and which 
files to ignore. The backup utility will only back up files that have been 
modified since the last backup. Backup floppy disks are numbered sequentially 
for easy retrieval of the files. 
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BACK backs up only new files or files that have been modified since the last 
backup, while BACK FULL backs up all fixed disk files that satisfy the 
parameters set up in the CONTROL.BR file. BACK CONTROL=n takes 
control information from file CONTROLn.BR instead of CONTROL.BR. This 
allows you to set up multiple control files to back up different groups of files. 
BACK REPORT prints the BACK REPORT file. 

BATCH Executes commands in a file that has the .BAT file type. This 
command is functionally identical to the PC-DOS batch facility. 

CAROFILE An electronic address book utility that stores names, addresses, 
and phone numbers on ((index cards." The user can search for or scroll through 
entries and may print one or more addresses or mailing labels. 
Form: CAROFILE 

CAROFILE COLOR 

CHOIR or CD Sets the current directory or shows the path to the currently 
selected directory. This command is functionally identical to the PC-DOS 
CHDIR command. In Concurrent, this command also lets you set the floating 
drives N: and 0:. 
Form: {} indicates optional parameters 

CHOIR {fd: =} {d:} {\} 
CHOIR {fd: =} {d:} {\dirpath} 
CD {fd: =} {d:} {\} 
CD {fd: =} {d:} {\dirpath} 

The backslash character (\) by itself represents the root or main directory on 
PC-DOS media. It is also used as a separator between subdirectory names and 
the file name when used in the path name. For example: 
C: \ represents the root directory of drive C. 
C: \di r 1 represents the subdirectory dirl on drive C. 
C: \di r 1 \di r2 specifies the path to a sub-subdirectory. 
C:\dirl\dir2\file gives the path to the actual file. 
The CD .. command can be used to cause Concurrent to make the previous 
directory the current one. If the current directory is \dirl \dir2, then CD .. 
would set the current directory to \dirl. 

Floating drives are often useful (and sometimes necessary) when working 
with Concurrent. Drive letters N: and 0: can be assigned to a disk or a 
directory in a way similar to the SYSDISK command. For example, suppose 
you want to copy a file from a subdirectory \dirl\dir2 to another subdirectory 
\dir3 using the PIP utility. Since PIP doesn't support subdirectories, it is 
necessary to set up floating drives to specify source and destination. One 
method of performing this copy would be as follows: 
CD N: =\dirl\dir2 
CD 0: =\dir3 
PIP 0: =N: filename. ext 

CHSET Changes the command header of programs with the .CMD file type. 
Program options can be changed to allow programs to run under Concurrent 
with greater efficiency. 
Form: CHSET [HELP] 

CHSET filespec 
CHSET filespec [field=set ting{, field=set ting ... }] 
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Fields allowed: 
8087 ON or OFF 
SHARED ON or OFF 

(program uses 8087 coprocessor) 
( program code may be shared) 

SUSPEND ON or OFF ( program may run in background mode) 

COM SIZE Sets the amount of memory allocated to programs with the .COM 
file type extension. 
Form: COMSIZE 

COMSIZE=n 

COpy Transfers files between character-oriented devices and disks. This 
command works just like COpy in PC-DOS. 
Form: COpy source{joption} destina tion{joption} 
Devices allowed: CON:. LPT 1:. PRN:. and NUL: . 
Options: I A treats file as ASCII text file. 

IB copies entire file as binary data. 
IV verifies copied file. 
In indicates CP/M-media user number offile. 
+ may be used between files in the source 

field to concatenate them and send them 
to the destination as one file. 

COPYMENU Copies one or more menus from one .DAT menu file to another. 
This command is part of the menu creation/editing facility. 
Form: COPYMENU 

COPYMENU source-file destination-file-M 
COPYMENU source-file destination-file menulist 

DATE Sets and displays the current date. Operates identically to the DATE 
command in PC-DOS. 
Form: DATE {mm-dd: yy} 

DEL Erases files. 

DELQ Erases files and file password space, but questions you before each 
erasure to prevent accidental loss of files you may not want to delete. 

DIR Displays the files in a directory. This command also shows you what type 
of media (CP/M or DOS) the disk is formatted for and the remaining space on 
the disk. 
Form: DIR {d:} {filename} {lL} {IS} {lp} 
where d: is an optional drive specifier. 

filename is a name to search for (may include wild card characters). 
IL displays files, sizes in bytes, and time/date stamping if available. 
IS displays files and directories with the SYS attribute. 
Ip causes display to pause with every full screen. 

DREDIX Invokes the DR EDIX text editor, which can be used to create and 
edit any text files including batch files, letters and memos, and program source 
files. 

DRTALK Invokes the DR Talk communications program, which may be used 
to communicate with other personal or mainframe computers. It is functional
ly identical with the popular PC-TALK III program. 

DSKMAINT Allows you to format, verify, and copy floppy disks. 
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EDITMENU A menu creation utility that creates, modifies, and deletes menus. 

ERAQ Identical to DELQ. Erases files and password space but questions you 
before each erasure to prevent accidental loss of files you may want to keep. 

ERASE Erases files. 

FM Loads Concurrent PC DOS's File Manager, which allows you to use most 
of the commands provided by Concurrent without having to remember the 
names or syntax of the commands. A series of menus plus a directory display 
allow you to easily use Concurrent without learning DOS commands. 

FUNCTION Lets you assign function key text strings and set the window 
switching key combinations. 
Form: FUNCTION 

FUNCTION {d:}filename.PFK 

You may assign character strings up to 20 characters in length to the keys Fl 
through FlO. Strings up to four characters long may be assigned to any 
function key combination formed with the Ctrl, Alt, and Shift keys. Strings up 
to four characters long may also be assigned to any of the dual-purpose 
numeric keypad keys. 

HDMAINT Performs fixed disk partition and verify services. You can create, 
change, or delete a CP/M- or PC-DOS-media partition. Both types of partitions 
can be tested for errors. The Concurrent loader program can be written to a 
fixed disk partition to make the fixed disk bootable. You can also display and 
change a partition's options for directory labels, number of directory entries 
allowed, and read-after-write verification. 

HELP Provides an easy-to-use online reference guide to all Concurrent PC 
DOS commands and features. 
Form: HELP 

HELP {topic {SUbtopic» 
HELP [EXTRACT] 
HELP [CREATE] 

If you enter the name of a topic, HELP will take you directly to the 
information on that topic, if it exists. The extract option converts the 
HELP.HLP file into a text file that can be edited on a word processor or with 
DR EDIX. This allows you to delete or add help topics to the file. The CREATE 
option lets you create a new help file by reformatting your text file into a 
HELP.HLP file. 

INITDIR Reformats CP/M-media disks to allow for time and date stamping of 
files (as on DOS-media disks). 

LOADCCPM Loads Concurrent PC DOS from a PC-DOS fixed disk partition. 
This allows you to continue booting PC-DOS or MS-DOS from your fixed disk 
and then decide whether you want to invoke Concurrent. 
Form: LOADCCPM 

LOADCCPM ask 

The ((ask" option causes the LOADCCPM program to first ask you if you 
want to load Concurrent. This allows you to put the LOADCCPM command in 
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your PC-DOS or MS-DOS AUTOEXEC.BAT file so you can decide which 
operating system you want to run at load time. 

MKDIR or MD Creates a new subdirectory on DOS-media disks. 
Form: MKDIR \dir 

MD \dir 
MKDIR dir 
MD dir 

ORDER Changes the search sequence for command files, including .COM, 
.EXE, .CMD, and .BAT files. 
Form: ORDER \ 

ORDER extl{, ext2{, ext3{, ext4}}} 

For example: ORDER COM,EXE,BAT,CMD causes Concurrent to search for a 
file with a .COM extension first, then .EXE, then .BAT and finally .CMD. 

PIP The CP/M-86 file copy program. PIP offers many file reformatting options 
that COpy doesn't support. 
Form: PIP destina tion=source [options] 

PRINTER Sets the current printer number for a window. 
Form: PRINTER 

PRINTER n 

where n is: 

o parallel printer (default assignment) 

1 parallel printer (LPT2:) 

2 parallel printer (LPT3:) 

3 serial interface printer (COM1:) 

4 serial interface printer (COM2:) 

REN or RENAME Renames a file. 
Form: RENAME oldfile newfile 

REST Restores files backed up by the BACK utility to fixed disk partitions 
from floppy disks. 
Form: REST 

REST CONTROL=n 
REST REPORT 

REST CONTROL=n restores files based on control information taken from the 
file CONTROLn.BR instead of CONTROL.BR (both of which are created by 
the BACK command). REST REPORT generates a printed report of the restore 
operation. 

RMDIR or RD Removes subdirectories on DOS media. A subdirectory is 
removed only after all files within it have been deleted. 
Form: RMDIR {d:}dirpath 

RD {d: }dirpa th 

RUNMENU Invokes the specified menu which was created by the 
EDITMENU utility. 
Form: RUNMENU 

RUNMENU filespec 
RUNMENU filespec menuname 
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If no file name is specified, MENU.DAT is assumed. If a file name is given, 
the first menu in the file will be run, and if a menu name is also included, the 
specific menu will be run. The menu file must be in the current directory. 

SOIR Displays detailed directory and file status information. 
Form: SOIR 

SOIR filespec{, filespec} 
SOIR [option{, option ... }] 
SOIR filespec{, filespec ... } [option{, option}] 

When no options are included, SDIR displays all files, including system files, 
in the current directory. File specifications may include wild card characters. 
Options may include the following: 
RW displays only files with the Read/Write attribute. 
XFCB displays files that are password protected. 
NONX{FCB} displays files that don't have a password. 
U{SER}=n shows files in CP/M-media user number area n. 
U{SER}=A{LL} displays files for all user numbers on CP/M disks. 
OR{IVE}=A{LL} displays all files on all drives. 
L{ENGTH}=n shows n lines of filenames before inserting an SDIR table heading. 
SI{ZE} displays the number of kilobytes allocated to files. 
FF sends a formfeed to the printer at the start of the SDIR listing. If the above 

M{ESSAGE} 

NOS{ORT} 
E{XCLUOE} 

Length option is used, then a formfeed will be sent after every n lines. 
displays the drive and user number of empty directories, along with the 
message "File not found". 
suppresses sorting on directory listings. 
displays only files that don't match the file names entered on the command 
line. 

SET Sets file and disk drive attributes such as time and date stamping and 
password protection on CP/M media. 
Form: SET {options} 

SET d: [options] 
SET filespec [options] 

SETPORT Configures the two serial ports. 
Form: SETPORT 

SETPORT parameter ... 
Setport has a menu mode and a command line mode. Serial port options can be 
set, including data rate, handshaking, protocol, word length, parity, and stop 
bits. 

SETUP Allows you to change Concurrent's default characteristics. The Setup 
menu includes the following items: 

Save System Parameters 
Diskette Head Step Time 
Verify After Diskette Write 
Select Serial Console 
Maximum Memory per Process 
Color Monitor Scroll Mode 
Update and Exit 

SHOW Displays information about the storage allocation and size of disk 
drives. 
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Form: SHOW {d: } 
SHOW {d:} option {. option} 

where options include: 
SPACE displays remaining space on disk. 
DRIVE shows drive-recording characteristics, including size of disk, number of directory 

entries, records per block, sectors per track, and number of reserved tracks. 
USERS displays the current user number and all user numbers with files recorded in them. 
LABEL displays the drive's label and password information, as well as the time and date 

when the label was created. 
HELP Displays a summary of the SHOW commands. 

STOP Displays memory allocation and can be used to terminate programs. 
Form: STOP 

STOP program-name window-number 

SUSPEND Turns on or off suspension of .COM and .EXE programs when their 
windows are not the currently selected one. 
Form: SUSPEND=ON 

SUSPEND=OFF 

SYSDISK Functionally similar to the PC-DOS PATH command, but much 
more useful. SYSDISK will set and display the path or disk drive letter of the 
current system disk. This causes Concurrent to check the system disk when a 
file can't be found on the currently selected disk or directory. 
Form: SYSDISK 

SYSDISK {d:} {\} {di rpa th} 
SYSDISK [OFF 1 
SYSDISK [ON 1 

TIME Sets the current time. 
Form: TIME 

TIME hh:mm: ss 

TYPE Displays the contents of a disk file. 
Form: TYPE filespec 

USER Sets the directory user number on CP/M-media disks. 
Form: USER n 

WINDOW Sets and displays window characteristics. 
Form: WINDOW command NUMBER=n parameter {. parameter ... } 
Commands: V{IEW} displays each window's current parameters. 

T{OP} switches to the specified window. 
F{ULL} displays the complete screen for the specified window. 
WR{ITE} records the window or entire screen contents in a file. 
CH{ANGE} modifies a window's parameters. 

The CHANGE command lets you set the following parameters: 

PRow 

PCol 

NRows 

NCols 

Tracking 

physical row of upper left corner of window 

physical column of upper left corner of window 

number of rows in window 

number of columns in window 

controls cursor tracking in the window 
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Display 

FGcolor 

BGcolor 

Virtual row 

Virtual col 

determines whether window is displayed on RGB or mono
chrome display adapter 

selects foreground color 

selects background color 

row of window in upper left corner 

column of window in upper left corner 

WMENU Loads and makes resident the Window Manager. The Window 
Manager lets you modify window dimensions and colors without having to 
enter commands to the WINDOW utility. The parameters shown in the 
WINDOW command can be set and altered from a pop-up menu on line 25 of 
the display. 
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VIII 
Glossary 

.BAT The file type used for a batch file . 

. CMD See command file . 

. COM In the CP/M operating system, a .COM file is an object or binary file 
containing an executable program .. COM refers to a command file or to a file 
that can be executed by typing only the first part of the filename . 

. EXE The file type used for DOS-compatible executable programs . 

. HLP The file type used for the HELP file text. 

address bus The portion of the system bus that carries the address of the 
memory or input/output port to be accessed. 

address space The address space of a computer is a function of the address
ing range. If a microcomputer has a 20-bit address range, the address space 
may be up to 1M byte in size. 

argument A placeholder for a number, letter, or name that is being passed 
from one level of a system to another. For example, a command can have 
several arguments that are being passed symbolically from the command level 
to the command itself for option selection or decision making. 

ASCII (American Standard Code Version 2) A standard code for representing 
alphabetic, numeric, and special characters on a computer. 

ASCII control character A group of nonprintable ASCII characters, such as 
carriage return or line feed, used to control a peripheral device or send 
messages from one machine to another. For example, STX-Start of Text, ESC
Escape. 
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assembler A program that reads nmemonic instructions written for the 
machine instruction level of a computer and converts them to the operation 
codes that the computer can read directly. 

asynchronous data transmission A form of data transmission where each 
byte may be sent at any time, with no special timing between bytes, but with 
strict timing within the byte. Used mostly for low data rate applications such 
as dial up terminals. 

attribute A file characteristic that can be either on or off. File attributes in 
DOS and CP/M include: DIR, SYS, RO, and RW (userfile, systemfile, read
only, read-write). 

backup A copy of a disk or a file made for safe keeping. 

background activity Another name for low-priority programs running on a 
multiprogramming system. Since these programs have low priorities, they are 
said to execute in the «background." 

Basic Disk Operating System (BOOS) The heart or nucleus of Concurrent. 
This portion of the operating system performs all DOS services, such as task 
switching and scheduling, file input and output, and console input and output. 

batch programming A method of executing programs where each program is 
read into the system in order and executed sequentially, as opposed to a 
timesharing or multiprogramming system where multiple users have concur
rent access to the system and can run different programs at one time. 

bit A single binary digit, which may be either one or zero. 

boot-load The action of loading the operating system or monitor into the 
computer after a cold start power up. The boot-load program is stored in 
programmable read-only memory so that it is present in the system on power 
up. 

bootstrap See boot-load. 

buffer A block of memory set aside to hold incoming or outgoing data. 

byte A unit of data, consisting of 8 bits. 

change directory (CHOIR) A command that changes the current directory 
path. 

character string A sequence of data bytes that represents characters in 
ASCII, EBCDIC, or some other code. 

cold start The act of starting up a computer after power on. The computer has 
no programs in memory and must be loaded from scratch. See boot-load. 

command A sequence of characters entered either at the DOS console 
command processor level or to a utility program, such as DR EDIX, or a user 
program. The command usually consists of a keyword that tells the program 
what you want to do and optional arguments. 

command file A file that contains executable machine instructions. 
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compiler A program that accepts as input a series of high-level commands 
and converts them to machine-level instructions that the computer can read. 

CON: The logical console device. 

concatenate An operation that combines two or more disk files and writes 
the result to a third file. COPY can be used to concatenate files. 

console The primary input/output device. The logical console device may be 
connected through the BIOS to a physical device, such as a video display 
terminal (VDT) with a keyboard and text display, or to another device, such as 
a serial port. 

controller A hardware circuit that controls access to a peripheral device, 
such as a disk drive. 

COPY A command used to make copies of files and move data between logical 
devices. 

control characters ASCII characters that provide control information to a 
device or the computer. On input, control characters can be entered by holding 
down the Ctrl key and pressing the desired alphanumeric key. The Carriage 
Return and Backspace keys are examples of control characters. 

CP/M (Control Program for Microcomputers) An operating system from 
Digital Research that runs on 8080- or Z80-compatible microprocessors. CP/M-
86 will operate on the 8086 and 8088 16-bit microcomputers. 

CPU (Central Processor Unit) The portion of the computer that controls all 
operations of the arithmetic logic unit and the interface between the computer 
and the user. 

cursor A one-character symbol that appears on the screen of the console 
where the next character to be sent from the keyboard or computer will be 
displayed. 

data bus The portion of the system bus that carries the data that is to be read 
or written to the main memory or input/output ports. 

debugger A program that assists the user in testing and tracing errors in an 
application program. 

default drive The disk drive that has been selected as the current drive. All 
disk file operations are performed (or attempted) on the default drive ifno disk 
drive specifier is included in the file name. 

delimiter A special character, such as a comma, that separates different 
items in a command line; for example, a period separates the file name from 
the file type. 

device assignments Logical to physical assignments that allow peripheral 
devices to be traded as needed for an application without having to be 
physically disconnected and reconnected. 

directory The portion of a floppy disk that contains entries for each file on the 
disk. The DIR command will display all the entries on a particular disk. 
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direct memory access An action performed by a peripheral device that 
allows it to gain direct access to the main memory of the microcomputer. When 
the peripheral initiates direct memory access, the microprocessor is forced to 
stop all bus activity while the peripheral occupies the bus. This method allows 
extremely high data transfer rates at the expense of the throughput of the 
microprocessor. 

disk file A logical grouping of information on a disk. A file may contain text, 
a program, or any other information in any form. 

disk formatting A procedure that writes blank sectors of data to a disk, 
initializing it for later use. 

disk initialization See formatting. 

DIR attribute This file attribute specifies that a particular directory entry 
will be listed as a regular file, not as a system or invisible file. 

downloading A way of transferring programs or data from a large computer 
system to a microcomputer. This allows program development or data acquisi
tion to take place on the large computer while program execution may take 
place on the microcomputer. 

DOS (Disk Operating System) An operating system based primarily on disk 
storage capabilities. 

EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code) Another 
common code for representing alphanumeric and special characters on a 
computer. 

editor A utility program that creates and modifies text files. The DR EDIX 
editor can be used to enter programs or data. 

EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) Similar to a PROM, 
but erasable when held under a short wave ultraviolet light. 

FCB (File Control Block) A block of data used to represent the name and 
physical attributes of a disk file. Usually stored on disk in a directory offiles, 
but copied to memory when the file is in use. 

file name The name assigned to a file. The file name portion of the file 
specification usually refers to only the first eight characters, while the file type 
refers to the three-character extension of the file name. 

file specification A unique file identifier. Sometimes referred to as the 
llfilespec" or even just llfilename," it includes optional file name, file type, and 
disk drive specifiers. 

file type The extension of a file specification. The file type can be from one to 
three characters and must be separated from the file name by a period. The file 
type usually tells something about the contents of the file; for example, CMD 
stands for Hcommand file," EXE refers to a DOS-compatible executable 
program. 

fixed disk See hard disk. 
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floppy disk controller The hardware or circuit board used to interface the 
floppy disk drive to the microcomputer bus. 

foreground activity Activity taking place at a higher priority in a multipro
gramming system. 

formatting The process of clearing off a floppy or fixed disk and writing fresh 
identification information onto the disk. 

function keys On the IBM PC and compatibles, the function keys are 
provided to allow a program to have unlabeled keys that are context
dependent. 

hardware The physical circuitry that makes up the computer. This can 
include the central processor, the arithmetic unit, the main memory, disk 
drives, and so on. 

hard disk A type of disk that is made from a rigid piece of metal, can store 
from 5M to over 200M bytes, and has a much faster access time than floppy 
disks. Also called a fixed disk. 

hexadecimal A number system based on 16. The digits are represented as: 0, 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F. 

I/O Input/output. 

input Data going into the computer, usually from the console, or serial 
interface, although it can refer to any input operation on the computer. 

instruction pointer The internal CPU register that holds the address of the 
current machine instruction. 

instruction register The internal CPU register that holds the current ma
chine instruction to be executed. 

interface The hardware that connects one piece of equipment to another. 
IIInterface" can also refer to the logical connection of two programs or data 
files. 

interleaving A method of improving disk access time by skewing or shifting 
sector addresses around the disk. If the operating system reads a sector and 
then attempts to read the next sequential sector, the disk will generally have 
rotated out of position and will have to complete one revolution before it will be 
in position again. Interleaving involves a logical to physical mapping of sectors 
so they are offset around the disk, allowing the operating system time to 
process each sector before reading the next one. This saves a great deal of time 
because the computer does not need to wait through a whole revolution for 
each sector access. 

interpreter A program that accepts as input a series of high-level commands 
and executes them as they are received rather than saving them as machine 
instructions. 

interrupt An external signal that causes the microprocessor to interrupt 
what it was doing and execute a series of instructions called the interrupt 
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handler. An interrupt may be generated by a disk drive when an action is 
completed, or by an incoming character at a serial port. The use of interrupts 
allows the microprocessor to handle events as they come, rather than having to 
repeatedly ttpoll" or search for incoming data. 

IPL (Initial Program Load) See boot-load. 

jump vector A jump or branch instruction that transfers control to a specific 
subroutine or function. 

kilobyte 1024 bytes or 1K byte. Since all computer addressing is done in 
powers of two, it is convenient to define ttK" as 1024 rather than 1000, since 
1024 is a power of two. 

list device An output-only device, such as a line printer, to which encoded 
characters (usually ASCII) can be sent in order to get hard copy. 

logical device A device that is known by name in the operating system, such 
as CON (the console) or PRN (the printer). 

machine independence A software design philosophy allowing programs 
written on one type of computer to be run without changes on another type of 
computer. 

mass storage Storage external to the microcomputer, such as a disk drive or 
tape drive. Generally this term is used in reference to fixed disk technology. 

megabyte 1024 kilobytes or 1024 x 1024 (1,048,576) bytes. Rather than 
defining one megabyte as an even million, it is defined as the nearest power of 
2, or 1,048,576, to make division by two easy. See kilobyte. 

memory Any of several forms of storage, including RAM, PROM, disk, tape, 
or any magnetic media. 

monochrome display A video display that accepts only black and white 
signals from a display adapter board. The screen display may actually appear 
in green or amber, but no specific color information is sent to the display. 

multiprogramming operating system An operating system that executes 
multiple programs concurrently. 

nucleus The part of an operating system that is the center of all control and 
resource management activities. Whenever the application program requires 
service from the operating system, it must communicate its desires to the 
nucleus. The nucleus of Concurrent PC DOS is called the BDOS, or basic disk 
operating system. 

operating system Any program or group of related programs whose purpose 
is to act as intermediary between the hardware and the user. The operating 
system's main job is to manage resources such as disk drives, printers, and 
other peripherals, thereby freeing the programmer from having to rewrite 
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certain commonly used functions for each application. In this way, the 
operating system provides a uniform, consistent means for all user-written 
software to access the same machine resources. 

output Data that the processor sends to a disk or some logical device, such as 
a console or list device. 

parallel interface A peripheral interface to the CPU via the system bus that 
sends or receives data in parallel from another computer or device. 

parameter The value in a command string that provides additional informa
tion to the program being called. A required element of a command. 

partition A memory segment in a multiprogramming system into which an 
application program can be loaded. 

path A pointer to a unique directory or subdirectory on a disk. 

peripheral Any device external to the CPU, such as input or output devices, 
disk drives, or tape drives. 

peripheral devices Devices that are external to the computer. Printers, 
terminals, and disks are peripherals, while main memory is not. 

physical devices Physical hardware attached to the computer through serial 
or parallel input/output ports, such as printers or terminals. 

pointer A storage location or register that contains a memory address that 
may point to a specific location in memory. 

priority The active status given a program in a multiprogramming system. 
The priority of a program determines how much CPU time (how many time 
slices) it will get. 

priority scheduling A method of task dispatching that is based on a priority 
scheme. Each program is given a priority and executed on the basis of what 
other programs have higher priorities. 

PROM (Programmable Read-Only Memory) An integrated circuit that stores 
data when programmed with high-voltage pulses and cannot be erased. 

RAM (Random-Access Memory) Memory that can be randomly accessed as 
necessary to retrieve data. This is the type used for the main memory of most 
computers. 

read-only An attribute commonly used to refer to a file or disk that has been 
marked by the operating system so that it cannot be overwritten. The read
only attribute bit in the file control block may be set for each file on a disk. A 
whole disk can be set to read-only as well. 

read/write A file or disk that can be read or written without any special 
action. The read-write bit of the file control block can be set to indicate that a 
file can be read or written by anyone. This is the normal state of a file control 
block. 

record A collection of data on a disk. A logical record in CP/M is 128 bytes 
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long. It is mapped into the physical sectors of a disk even if sectors are longer 
than 128 bytes. 

root directory The primary directory on a DOS-media disk. All other 
directories are attached to this directory. 

ROM (Read-Only Memory) A kind of memory circuit that can only be 
programmed when the circuit is manufactured. 

RO See read-only. 

RW See read/write. 

scrolling The act of moving the text lines displayed on a video monitor up one 
line, so as to simulate the action of a teletypewriter. 

sector A portion of a track on disk, usually 128 bytes long. 

serial interface A peripheral interface to the CPU via the system bus that 
sends and receives data serially from another computer or terminal. 

software The program or machine instructions that the central processor 
interprets to perform arithmetic and data movement functions on the hard
ware. 

source file An ASCII text file that contains source statements for a high
level language, such as Basic or Pascal. 

subdirectories Directories that are attached to the root directory or to 
another directory closer to the root. 

subroutine A program that can be called from another program. When the 
subroutine is completed, control is returned to the calling program. 

subroutine library A collection of frequently referenced subroutines that can 
be loaded with an application program. 

syntax The format for entering a command. 

syntax error An error in the format of a command line, either in the 
command processor or other programs or utilities. 

system attribute A file attribute that can be given to any file control block on 
disk. This attribute tells Concurrent PC DOS that the file is a system file and 
it shouldn't be displayed in a directory listing. However, the file itself is no 
different than any other file. 

system bus The group of parallel data, address, and control lines that 
connect the CPU to the rest of the computer system, including memory and 
input/output ports. 

system utilities Programs that assist the user in performing certain house
keeping functions on the system. 

task Any program that runs on a computer may be considered a task, but 
usually the term is reserved for programs running on multiprogramming 
systems. 
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terminal See console. 

terminal emulation A program that, when run on a microcomputer system 
with a video display, will emulate a nonintelligent terminal, allowing the user 
to dial up another computer system. The purpose of this feature is to allow 
access to other computers without having to reconnect cables or rearrange a 
system. 

time slice The period of time allocated to each program or task in a 
multiprogramming system. 

timesharing A form of multiprogramming oriented to multiple users at 
console devices. 

transient program A program that is used only briefly or only once in a great 
while; it is not resident in the operating system. 

uploading A way of transferring programs or data from a microcomputer 
system to a host or timesharing system. The data being transmitted is sent via 
serial data link (usually a telephone) to another computer system. 

user number The number assigned to a file in a CP/M-media disk directory 
that tells Concurrent which user area the file belongs to. Since up to 15 users 
are allowed, each user can have a separate directory display that doesn't 
contain the files of other users. Actually, the directory entries for all users are 
intermixed, but the user number lets Concurrent sort them out for each user. 

utility A program that enables the user to perform commonly used operations 
such as copying, deleting, or editing files, and so on. Utilities are a convenience 
for the user, and are provided so the user doesn't have to write them all from 
scratch. 

VDT (Video Display Terminal) A terminal that uses a video display rather 
than a printer to display text. 

warm start The act of restarting a computer after it has been running. This 
may be necessary because of program or hardware failure. 

wild card characters Special characters that match certain fields in a file 
name. In Concurrent PC DOS there are two wild card characters: * and ? The 
question mark (?) can be substituted for any single character in a file name or 
file type, and the asterisk (*) can be substituted for the file name, file type, or 
both. By placing wild card characters in file specifications, the user can create 
an ambiguous file name that can quickly reference one or more files (when 
using utilities that support wild cards, such as COPY and DIR). 

XON-XOFF protocol A standard protocol used when information is being 
transferred from one computer to another. This protocol usually requires a full 
duplex data link. When the receiving end can no longer accept data (if it has 
something else to do and can't wait for data to come to it), it can send an XOFF 
ASCII control character that will tell the sender to wait until an XON is sent. 
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window A virtual ~~screen" used by a program to display information. 
Windows are mapped to the real screen depending on many factors, such as 
which program is currently in the foreground and how the user has set up the 
window dimensions and locations. 
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Directory: 
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root, 44 

Directory path, 45 
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Dirpath, 45, 122 
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intersubdirectory transfers, 122, 125 
PIP command, 122, 125 
PIP options, 125 
Port configuration, 15, 95, 126 
Port numbers, 96 
PRINT command, 11, 49, 120 
Print Files, 76, 119, 120 
PRINTER command, 125 
Printer defaults, 125 
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options, 81 
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stop, 82 
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PRINTER=n,79 
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RD command, 125 
Read/Write, 126 
Remove Directory command, 125 
REN command, 125 
RENAME command, 41, 48, 125 
Rename files, 125 
REST' command, 84, 86, 125 
REST CONTROL=n command, 86, 125 
REST REPORT, 86, 125 
Restore command, 125 
RMDIR command, 125 
Root directory, 122 
RUNMENU, 67, 96,125 
RUNMENU command, 67, 96, 125 

Screen areas: 
message, 40 
prompt, 40 
status, 40 
text, 40 

SDIR,126 
SDIR command, 126 
SDIR options, 126 
Search command, 113 
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Search path, 90, 120, 127 
Serial device, 15, 94, 96, 97 
Serial port, 15, 63, 94, 97 
Serial terminal, 15, 96, 97, 104 
SET command, 126 
Set Directory 1 command, 54 
Set Directory 2 command, 54 
SETPORT command, 96, 126 
SETPORT parameters, 126 
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Set Up System command, 56 
SETUP command, 56, 96, 126 
SETUP.CMD, 126 
SHOW command, 126 
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Startup files, 92 
Startup Menu, 94 
STARTUPl.BAT,92 
STARTUP2.BAT,92 
STARTUP3.BAT,92 
STARTUP4.BAT, 92 
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Status line, 40 
STOP command, 55, 127 
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Subset of Files command, 46 
SuperCalc, 117, 118 
SUSPEND command, 104, 117, 127 
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System attributes, 57 
System Attributes command, 57 
System defaults, 60 
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System Setup command, 56 
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TIME command, 127 
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Translate command, 113 
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USER command, 127 
User number, 35 
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Wild cards, 47, 114 
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WINDOW CHANGE command, 25, 127 
WINDOW command summary, 127 
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WINDOW VIEW command" 2.4 
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full screen, 116 
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save contents, 25, 28 
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